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INTRODUCTION

Craig Baxter

The martial law regime of General Muhamm~ad Ziaul

Hag in Pakistan is nearly eight years old. lt~entered

office on July 5, 1977, when Zia and his military asso-

ciates overthrew the government headed by Zulfigar Ali.

Bhutto as prime minister. In lasting so long it has

S exceeded the average life of military regimes by a consi-

derable extent.-

Zia, at first, declared himself chief martial law

administrator and announced that he had taken office onl.

for a brief period of about 90 days in order to calmr the

nation and hold new elections. Zia took over in a period

of turmoil following the March, 1977, elections to national

and provincial assemblies. The opposition claimed that the

voting was rigged to give Bhutto and the Pakistan People's

Party (PPP) a majority-or, at least, a majority at the

center larger than the PPP was entitled to had the votes

been tallied fairly. The opposition, an alliance of seven

parties, took to the streets in demonstrations and rioting.

Somne concessions were won from, Bhutto but not the promise

to hold elections anew, the irreducible minimum demand of

the opposition. Zia's action, while surprising in its

1 .
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timing and source, was not strongly opposed by the people

and seems even to have been reluctantly accepted by Bhutto.

To many observers, the surprise was that the military had

delayed in exercising an arbiter role as the riots expanded.

*Bhutto had chosen Zia as chief of staff of the army over

the heads of several more senior officers as Zia was felt

to be non-political. The elections, which were to be held

in September, 1977, were to be open to all parties (and

alliances of parties), including Bhutto and the PPP.

Zia thus appeared at first to be a "guardian," in the

term of Nordlinger, a temporary governor who wished to

"correct malpractices and deficiencies," in Zia's case the

2
electoral system. But as the time for elections approached,

0 Zia said that he found that there were a number of irregu-

larities in the government which would have to be corrected

before free elections could be held. A period of

-U "accountability" was mandated, and it was inevitable that

the person most affected by this accountability process

would be the leader of the ousted government, Zulfiqar Ali

Bhutto. Among many other irregularities, some of which have

been expounded in government papers, Zia discovered that

Bhutto may have been responsible for the instigation of

the murder of the father of a prominent opposition leader.

Bhutto was charged with the crime and, after a long process,

was convicted, had his conviction upheld by the Supreme Court
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and saw a consideration of mercy denied by Zia. Bhutto

was hanged on April 4, 1979.

Meanwhile, Zia, who probably did not have a scheme

for governing and for realigning Pakistan's political

system before he assumed office, moved into another of

Nordlinger's categories: the "ruler," who dominates the

regime to effect political and socioeconomic change.
3

It was imperative, as Zia saw it, that Pakistan be trans-

formed from a state in which the Western parliamentary

system was the ideal, no matter how often it had been
I

subverted in the period since independence in 1947, into

one which would be ruled under Nizam-i-Mustafa (rule of

the Prophet); that is, Pakistan would become an Islamic

state. Some steps had been taken by Bhutto as he faced

the angry opposition, including prohibitions on alcohol

and gambling, but these were far short of those foreseen

by Zia. The new leader clearly drew some of his inspira-

tion from the religiously conservative Jamaat-i-Islami

and that party's founder Maulana Syed Abul Ala Maududi.

Maududi, whose ideas are carried well beyond the borders

of Pakistan, had written extensively on the form of an

4Islamic government as he saw it. In its most basic form

the nation would be led by an amir who would be chosen by

some form of election from among those who were faithful

to Islam and who would be advised by a majlis-i-shura of

faithful persons but would not be bound by its advice.

* - *-* . * - - . * 2 - . * * *
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Such a form of government raises political as well

as economic and social questions. For example, is it

possible to have political parties in such a system? Is

it possible that the faithful might have differing opinions

on matters which can be derived from the Sunna and from the

expounders of Islamic law? If there were differences,

would it not be all but concluded that those who differed

were guilty of heresy? Such questions have gripped some

of Pakistan's Islamic scholars. Yet many of the political

leaders seem quite clearly to want a competitive political

system in which parties would operate freely and differing

views put before the electorate. Among some, at least, the

concept of a parliamentary system has not disappeared and

this provided one basis for the call for a boycott of the

February, 1985, elections.

Movement toward an Islamic system has meant changes in

the economic system, which are described in the following

chapters especially those on the economic groups (Adams)

and the rural groups (Kennedy). An interest-free banking

system is one goal of the Zia government. In the rural

areas ( and in the urban as well), the conflicting views

on Islamic law between Sunnis and Shias have led to verbal

conflict, and, at times, demonstrations, as these viewpoints

are put forth ardently. The chapters mentioned and that by

LaPorte discuss these matters. .

-it



It is in the social system that some of the changes

which have been received with shock by the Western world

have taken place. Such matters as Islamic punishments

for theft and adultery--amputation, whipping, stoning--

have been seen both inside and outside Pakistan as returns

to an earlier age in which barbarity was perhaps more

common and more personal than criminal law systems gener-

ally accept today. (It should be noted that of the above

only whipping has actually taken place.) The challenges

to the improvement (as the West would see it) in the status

of women has been disapproved by many leading Pakistani

women. Perhaps the most unacceptable change is that which

equates the testimony of one man with two women. It may

not be long before the rights given to women under the

Family Law Ordinance of 1961, decreed by President Muhammad

Ayub Kahn, will be modified or withdrawn.

p The Pakistani legal system has also undergone great

change, not only as a result of martial law, but also with

the institution of Shariat law. Martial law changes have

included the withdrawal of writ jurisdiction from the courts,

a serious challenge to the legal system Pakistan (and India)

inherited from the British. This aside, however, the

introduction of Shariat courts has permitted individuals

to appeal to the court system under two forms of law, Anglo-

Saxon as modified for Pakistan and the Shariat. For example,
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as Kennedy notes, appeals against land reform are moving

forward in the Shariat courts, although the program had

withstood all tests in the "regular" court system.

This summary cannot cover all of the changes decreed

under the present martial law regime. It is not only

domestic reformation and internal governance which have

occupied the Zia regime, but also vast alterations in the

international scene. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan

in December, 1979, transformed Pakistan's defense require-

ments drastically. It also brought the United States and
.

Pakistan closer together than they had been at any time

since the 1965 war with India and the earlier Pakistani

foreign policy of attempting to have equal relations withD
the United States, the Soviet Union and China, a policy

owing much of its formulation to Bhutto as foreign minister

under Ayub. Some have seen the Soviet presence in

Afghanistan as a prop for the Zia regime in that provin-

cialism has been somewhat muted in the Northwest Frontier

Province (NWFP) and in Baluchistan, and in a feeling among

some Pakistanis that a disciplined military regime might

be the best defense against a spill over into Pakistan.

Zia also built upon the previously developing relations

with the Middle East, pushed strongly by Bhutto. Pakistan

has taken a leading role in the Islamic Conference Organi-

zation where Zia has made it clear to the Arabs that he sees
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the organization as one for all Muslim states, one which

should consider positions beyond those which are strictly

Arab. For example, he has spoken for the readmission of

both Egypt and Iran against the opposition of some Arab

states. Relations with India, on balance, have improved

although the acrimony remains evident as each accuses the

other of interference in internal affairs. Nonetheless,

both nations have joined the new South Asia Regional

Cooperation (SARC), and an Indo-Pakistan joint council has

been established. The areas in which these groups can act

are severely limited, but they can be seen as progress.

Zia has thus set out to transform Pakistan, a goal

which apparently was not his when he assumed office. To

do this he cannot rely solely on the coercive power of the 0

military. Indeed, he must also consider the military as a

group with a political as well as a security role, one

which in the former role might well oppose him rather thar.e

support him. Zia will not be without opponents, some

opposing him on almost all he does or tries to do, others

selective in their opposition. Like any political figure ,

he must build coalitions of support, rewarding, stimulating,

anz even coercing those whose opposition seems dangerous.

io use a title from W. Howard Wriggins, Zia must pursue--

the ruler's imperative, survival.
5

S

oS
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In this study, a number of interest groups are identi-

fied and the level (and consistency) of their support (or

lack of it) for the Zia regime is explored. It is critical

also to look for possible turning points when supportive

groups may turn against the regime, perhaps causing its

downfall. We have chosen four which are long-standing

indigenous groups: the urban population (LaPorte) , and the

rural groups (Kennedy), the economic leaders (Adams) and

the military (Jones), and to these have added a fifth,

new to Pakistan but possibly of long term consequence, the

Afghan refugees (Farr).

S1
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NOTES

1. See Eric A. Nordlinger, Soldiers in Politics: Military
Coups and Governments (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1977),
pp. 138-147, for a discussion of the longevity and stability of
military regimes. On p. 139, he states that such regimes have an
average life span of five years and adds that "it can be said that
they are inherently unstable."

2. Nordlinger, p. 22.

3. Nordlinger, p. 22.

4. Perhaps the standard work available in English is Abul A'la
Maududi, Islamic Law and Constitution (Lahore, Islamic Publications,
1955). It was translated by Khurshid Ahmad, who served briefly in
Zia's cabinet.

5. W. Howard Wriggins, The Ruler's Imperative: Strategies for
Political Survival in Asia and Africa (New York, Columbia University
Press, 1969).
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be conducted on February 25 and 28, 1985, on a non-

partisan basis. After first restricting candidacy quite

severely, he reversed himself and stated that only those

convicted by special tribunals would be disqualified. In

essence, the elections could have been contested by such

vigorous opponents as Benazir Bhutto and Nusrat Bhutto,

as well as by Air Marshal (Retd.) Asghar Khan, the leader

of the Tehrik-i-Istiqlal party. After a meeting in Lahore

in January 1985, the response from the leaders of the

eleven-party Movement for the Restoration of Democracy (MRD)

was negative--any members of their parties would be

excomrnunicated if they stood for election. (Another party

leader, the Pir of Pagaro who heads the Muslim League--

Pagaro faction-- responded by stating that his party members

were encouraged to run for election since this would give

them practice for the real elections!)

The western press reported a moderate turnout for the

February 25 National Assembly election despite the national

boycott called for by the MRD. Before this election, Zia

stated that he would be satisfied with a 40 percent turnout.

Man%, rural and working class areas in the cities appear to

have exceeded that figure and random checks at pollinc

stations made by journalists revealed turnouts as low as

2C percent and as high as over 50 percent. The government

reported that the turnout was 52 percent of the nation's '
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as "window-dressing" by his opponents). In 1978, he

appointed federal ministers principally from the Jamaat-i-

Islami party (the principal right-wing religious party).

In 1979, Zia announced the Local Bodies Scheme whereby

each province would organize and hold local elections on

a non-partisan basis for district and union council seats.

These elected local officials are responsible for small-

scale development projects and have funds for these pro]ects

assigned to them. Elections for local councils were again

held in 1983. In 1980, Zia appointed new federal ministers

and, through his military governors in the provinces,

appointed civilian ministers in the Punjab, Sind and North-

west Frontier provinces. In 1981, Zia established an

appointed body at the federal level, the Majlis-i-Shura

(advisory council) whose only responsibility was debate

public issues, within limits. In 1984, Zia held a refer-

endun on his performance and his future. Although the

government claimed a substantial turnout (over 90 percent),

sources close to the Election Commission maintain that only

20 percent of the eligible electorate actually cast their

"votes." This event appears to be a source of embarassment

to Zia, even though the press continues to report on groups

meeting with him to express their "felicitations" regardinc

his successful referendum. Finally, he announced that

elections to the national and provincial assemblies would
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Bhutto's majority would have been reduced owing to the

adverse economic conditions that affected the country.

This brief interjection of political economy is important

to understanding why urban classes on a national scale

have not been actively involved in anti-government activity

since 1977. Rather, these classes and their counter-

parts in the rural areas have exhibited political apathy

with the exception of the upper Sind disturbances mentioned

earlier and occasional processions taken out in the cities

by bar associations. The economy of Pakistan has been

dynamic and the distribution of economic rewards has not

been skewed only to the upper class. Further, as mentioned

above, the overseas migration of close to two million

Pakistanis (the majority being unskilled workers) to the

Gulf States has brought a level of prosperity to the lower

and middle classes.

But, as some might say, "man does not live by bread

alone." Among the middle class in particular, there is a

desire for more opportunity to participate politically in

a democratically-based political system. And even though

part of the upper class (the military, elite civil service,

and selected civilians) participates in political decision

making, the regime's opponents (at the top leadership level)

are from the same elite strata.

Since his takeover in 1977, General Ziaul Haq has

attempted to provide political participation (referred to

. . -.. -._- . - - ' .. . , -... . r j . ,U ,, ., • * * ,i::,,,.* * ... ,.* ,,
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colleges have pitted those student organizations aligned

with the Jamaat-i-Islami against those aligned with the

PPF. The issues which motivate students are similar to

those that motivate their elders--concern for the distri-

bution of economic rewards (jobs and economic opportunities,

in particular) and the desire for more involvement in the

political process.

Attitudes and Options of Urban Groups Regarding the Zia

Recime

Before analyzing the attitudes and options of urban

groups regarding the Zia regime, some general comments

regarding issues of concern to Pakistanis provide an aggre-

gate basis for this analysis. These issues have their roots

in developments which have occurred over the past four

decades.

Pakistanis are highly sensitive to economic issues.

The so-called "pocket-book" phenomenon that American public

opinion pollsters are fond of addressing has been a factor

in national politics since the 1960s. The downfall of

President Muhammad Ayub Khan in 1969 and the overwhelminc

victory of the Awami League in East Pakistan in the 1970

election had strong economic undertones. The strong showinc

of Bhutto's Pakistan People's Party (PPP) in the same elec-

tion was due, in large part, to his campaigning on the

issues of "land, bread, and shelter." It could also be

argued that if fair elections had been held in March 19--,
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General Zia appointed women to his cabinets and to the

Majlis-i-Shura(in fact, women and minority members of

this council staged a walkout in protest of a number of

clauses related to the evidence of a woman or a member of

a minority community in draft legislation of the Law of

Qias and Divat). Finally, women have been elected as

district counselors in the local bodies elections of 1979

and 1983 and stood for election in the national and pro-

vincial assemblies in February, 1985. Women have also

been active in attempts to modify the extremes of Zia'sr

Islamization. In addition to the walkout of the Federal

Advisory Council, women have staged other protests. For

example, in 1983, the wife of the then Governor of Sind

(General Abbasi) led a women's protest against the anti-

feminist remarks made by a mullah on Pakistan television.

Women barristers have also been arrested and incarcerated

for their activities in protest against the present govern-

ment's policies. However, for the most part, only upper

and upper middle class women have been politically active.

Many present Pakistani influentials first became

politically active as students, and student organizations

have plagued previous governments. They participated in

the protests which led to the downfall of Ayub and campaicne-

vigorously for Zulfioar Ali Bhutto in 1970. Since 1977,

students have been both supporters of Zia and of his poli-

tical opponents. Student politics in the universities an



cases, opened up employment opportunities for the other

urban lower class groups and for the lower class newly

arrived from the rural areas. It could be argued that Dne

reason why the lower class has not "taken to the streets"

in protest against the present government is a perception

that opportunity for upward mobility still exists because

of the continuation of overseas worker migration.

Other Urban Groups

Other groups of importance in urban areas cut across

the class divisions both vertically and horizontally.

These include women and college and university students.

The role of women in Pakistani political life has

been significant if not thoroughly researched. The pre-

independence Pakistan Movement involved elite women in
4

particular. At the basic, family level, and despite

I !the dominant role of men in Islamic society, women contri-

buted to the decisions to migrate from India to Pakistan

during Partition. One of the most famous Pakistani women,

Miss Fatimah Jinnah,the sister of Muhammad Ali Jinnah,

challenged Muhammad Ayub Khan in the presidential election

of 1965. In more recent times, women were active in the

PPP movement in the 19 70s, and the most notable leaders of

the PPP presently are the wife (Nusrat Bhutto) and daughter

(Benazir Bhutto) of the late prime minister. Women served

in the national and provincial assemblies in the 1970s.
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class (including artisans, manual laborers and servants);

S (4) petty street vendors; and (5) what S.J. Burki has

labeled "urban marginals." 3 The latter group includes

those who lack steady employment and literally live on

* the margin through legal or illegal pursuits.

These groups also have their own ranking system with

government and industrial workers' groups ranking higher

than the other three. Groups (1) and (2) have grievances

against the government--grievances based primarily on

economics. Industrial workers cannot strike but, at the

same time, it is difficult for industrial firms in the

private sector to fire them. The urban marginal grou F has

formed the basis for protest against former governments anl

against the present government. The disturbances in upper

Sind during the late summer and fall of 1983 contained

elements of this group, and although the burning of the

American Embassy and attacks upon the American consulates

general in Lahore and Karachi in 1979 were organized by

students, it is suspected that the mobs which participated

were composed largely of urban marginals.

Perhaps the greatest changes in the lower class has

been the expansion of the industrial and the government

workers groups. In addition, the overseas migration of

industrial workers and members of the traditional working

class has changed the nature of both groups and, in some



not been unnoticed by other middle class groups and

resentment, at least in private conversations with busi-

nessmen, civil *servants, and professionals, is expressed.

Likewise, hostility is often expressed by the bureaucratic

middle class toward the elite civil service because of the

former's blocked promotion beyond a certain grade level.

Provincial Civil Service (PCS) officers who are examples

of the bureaucratic middle class often resent the elite

civil service whose officers are trained at the elite

Civil Service Academy and enter the civil service at a

grade at which most PCS officers retire. Middle class

businessmen are critical of the government officials (the

bureaucratic middle class) with whom they must deal to

secure licenses, foreign exchange, etc. In addition, the

more secularly-oriented among these groups have disdain for

the "clerics" whom they consider to be "illiterate, hide-

bound" transmitters of a backward interpretation of Islam.

Finally, resentment exists between the more established

middle class groups and those overseas workers who have

returned to Pakistan enriched to the extent that financially

they are at par or above their former class superiors.

The Lower Class

The urban lower class in Pakistan can also be divided

into groups. These include: (1) low level government workers 2
(peons); (2) industrial workers; (3) the traditional working

"'" S
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analysts label the "bureaucratic middle class --in the

case of Pakistan, for example, those who can progress

* only up to Grade 17 in the All-Pakistan Unified Grade

System; and (5) the clerics--ulema, mullahs, and other

religious scholars. Given the preponderance of the public

sector in Pakistan, groups (2) and (4) are often inter-

related. A good portion of the primary and secondary

education system is government operated, and hence, teachers

are part of the public sector. Likewise, universities and

colleges are government-owned so university personnel are

part of the governmental system.

These groups harbor grievances within their class

D strata and between their strata and the elite, grievances

which are often the result of government policies and

actions. For example, since the coup in July 1977, the

military as a group has benefited from its predominant

power position. Military organizations such as the Fauji

Foundation (organized as a social welfare institution for

* retired army personnel) have expanded their operations to

include the production of all kinds of commodities and have

invested in land. Many Pakistanis maintain that the Founda-

tion's prosperity would not have been as great if the

military had not been in power. Military officers (retired

and active) occupy civil service positions that were pre-

viously reserved for civil officers. These activities have
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The Middle Class

Perhaps the greatest change in urban class structure

in Pakistan over the past four decades has been in the

middle class. Increasing affluence owing to economic

development, access to higher education, and overseas

worker migration have permitted upward class mobility. An

unskilled overseas worker can earn more than five times

the wage rate for the same work in Pakistan. Overseas

workers are diligent savers and remit over $3 billion

annually. When the worker returns to Pakistan, his savings

elevate him several notches financially above his counter-

parts who did not migrate. In Baluchistan, for example,

returning overseas workers have become "mini-zamindars"and

shopkeepers. Consequently, over the past decade, these

returning workers have modified the class structure which

existed at Partition.!
For analytical purposes, several groups make up the

middle class in urban areas. These include: (1) medium and

small-scale businessmen/shopkeepers, including the so-called

"bazaar wallas"; (2) professionals whose families may possess

some land but not of the size to provide the only source of

financial support for their families--these include doctors,

engineers, teachers, intellectuals, collece/university

professors, lawyers, and technicians; (3) middle-class mili-

tarv officers; (4) mid-level civil servants which some

9."
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political power, their political strength has not

diminished substantially even with the settlement of

some of their formerly nomadic people.

The greatest change in the urban upper class over the

past four decades has been the emergence of the industrial-

commercial families. The so-called "22 families" (some

analysts maintain there are forty families) chastised by

the present Minister for Planning, Mabubul Haq, in his

famous speech before the Karachi Chamber of Commerce in

1968, tend to keep a low political profile, but their econo-

mic wealth has provided them with substantial power and

their intermarriage with landed, military, and civil

service families has solidified their positions in Pakistani

society.

The religious character of these classes is predominately

Sunni Muslim although a number of the industrial-commercial

families are Shias and Ismailis (a Shia sect). Some of the

elite are also Parsis and Ahmadiyyas.

|,. Ethnically, Punjabis, muhajirs, and Pathans dominate

the upper classes. This, however, also varies from province

to province. Sindhi waderas dominate in upper Sind (outside

Karachi) and even with the influx of Punjabis and Pathans

into Baluchistan, Baluch sardars still maintain their

strength in the urban areas of that province.

.- ." ..-" . ". -. -.- . -' .-. .-. --. - . -- " ' --. . " °i~ .-- .-.. .-- .7,
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found in the Middle East. Even in urban areas such as

Lahore and Karachi, the influx of Pathans and Baluch has

altered the South Asian complexion of these cities.

The Upper Class

A highly stratified and authority-oriented urban class

structure exists in Pakistan. At the apex of this structure

are the: (1) traditional landed elite (many of whom reside

in urban areas), (2) elite civil service, (3) senior offi-

cers of the military, (4) industrial-commercial business

houses (families), and (5) tribal elites. Except for

analytical purposes, these groups are not separate entities.

Intergroup marriages have produced family alliances uniting

landed wealth with newer industrial-commercial wealth. In

other cases, landed wealth provided the capital necessary

to expand into industrial activities. Within the four

provinces, the group mix at the apex varies. For example,

in the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP), tribal maliks

(chiefs) form part of the apex. Although they may own land,

their land holdings often are small in comparison to the

land holdings of zamindars in Punjab or waderas in the Sind.

In Baluchistan, the nawabs (there are four) and approximately

30 important sardars (chiefs--there are over 700) are the

most prominent families. Their importance is vested in

their roles as leaders of tribal groups and, although during

the 1970s the Bhutto government attempted to reduce their

-'' . - - *-, "'. * -". -'. . - -m % , 
" ' '



expansion of the major urban areas as well as the middle-

sized towns. Fourth, more recently, the influx of Afghan

refuoees has increased substantially the population of

Peshawar city and state. Finally, returning overseas

workers have acquired urban real estate and have resettled

in urban areas. Figures are not available to establish

the size of this resettlement.

These movements of peoples have changed the physical,

economic, social and political environments of cities and

towns in Pakistan. The socio-economic groups which inhabit

Pakistan's urban areas contain a greater diversity than that

which existed even a decade ago. The almost four decades

of independence have significantly altered the earlier,

predominately rural nature of the country. As this paper

will contend, General Ziaul Haq's regime is dependent upon

these groups for either support or political neutrality in

-order to maintain power.

Urban Groups

Although Pakistan is considered a South Asian country,

this is only partially correct. The people who inhabit its

eastern portion (parts of the provinces of the Punjab and

Sind) are similar in culture to those found in the Indo-

Gangetic plain area in India. Large landlords (zamindars

and waderas) tend to dominate these areas. The people of

its western and northern portions (Baluchistan and North-
w

~~west Frontier Provinces) are more akin c'uturalv\ to ...

- , .,.



URBAN GROUPS AND THE ZIA REGIME

Robert LaPorte, Jr.

12 Background

As of 1982, 29 percent of Pakistan's 87.1 million

people resided in urban areas, a seven percent increase

over 1960. The number of cities with populations in

excess of 500,000 has increased from two to seven over
1

the past two decades. The growth of Pakistan's major

urban centers has been a phenomenon of the post- .4

independence period. Pakistan's largest urban area,

Karachi, was a backwater port city of only 360,000 in 1947.

Today, Karachi's population is approxinately seven million.

Major urban center growth, although significant, has also

been accompanied by a substantial growth of small and

*medium sized towns.

Urbanization has been the result of several demographic

forces. The first was the settlement of the muhajirs

(refugees) who fled India during partition in 1947.

Karachi and parts of the Punjab and Sind received millions

of refugees. Second, industrial development which began in

the 1950s and increased significantly in the 1960s stiru-

lated the movement of rural inhabitants to the cities.

Third, changes in the rural areas as a result of the spread

of agricultural technology in the 1960s contributed to the

10
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5

million eligible voters. Although there are some

sporadic incidents of violence, most of the voting was

peaceful.

These issues and events form the backdrop for the

analysis of group opinions regarding the present regime.

The opinions form the basis for conjectures regarding

support for the absence thereof for General Ziaul Haq.

As a caveat, the absence of survey research to determine

public opinion must be stressed in reviewing the following

, analysis.

The Upper Class

The traditional landed elite and the industrial-

commercial houses have supported Zia and the military junta

on most policy issues. To a degree, this support is the

result of a concern for the return of "Bhuttoism" and the

* IPPP. Although some landed elite in Sind and the Punjab

supported the late prime minister, many zamindars were

distrustful of him. Zia has attempted to persuade both

I _- groups to collaborate with the regime, and a review of the

membership of the Majlis-i-Shura supports this assertion.

Major business houses have been encouraged by the govern-

ment to invest in and to take over denationalization firms

that had been nationalized by the Bhutto government.

However, these houses have not "rushed in" to take advantage
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of government offers. Zia's pledge not to nationalize

private sector firms was also made to reassure the houses

of the government's intention to preserve private enter-

prise. Are these two groups strong supporters of Zia?

- If the adjective "strong" were removed, then the previous

sentence would probably reflect the current state of

affairs. Both groups realize that they must be able to

work out some kind of modus operandi with whoever holds

power. A more systematic analysis of the recent elections

would probably reveal landed elite participation but, as

has been the case in the past, little participation as

candidates on the part of the elders in the industrial-

commercial houses.

The senior military officers and the elite civil

service group have been deeply involved in policy making

and administering the present government. But there are

* differe:.es in their roles. During the Zia regime, the

military has be-ome much more involved in policy making

and admiiistration than it was under previous regimes

(Ayub's, Yahya's and Bhutto's) . This involvement has

diverted a portion of the officers corps from its profess-

ional military role. The military's stake in the Zia

regime (or a friendly successor) is substantial. On the

other hand, with the exception of a few at the very top,

the elite civil service has not been as influential under
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Zia as under either Ayub or Yahya. Unlike the military,

the elite bureaucracy's support would be more like that

of the industrial-commercial houses--prepared to support

Zia but not at sacrificing its position if a new, non-

military regime assumed power. The elite civil service

suffered under Bhutto, and many officers would not relish

a return of the "Bhutto days."

The last group, tribal elites, differs in its atti-

tudes toward Zia. In the NWFP, tribal maliks have tended

to support Zia since the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan

in 1970. In fact, the movement for an independent

Pukhtunistan nation has literally ceased to function since

1979 (although it was rumored in late January, 1985, that

several maliks in the Khyber agency were "hosting" Soviet

agents). As long as the government does not negotiate an

adverse (to the Afghan Mujahidin) settlement with the

Soviets, and, for some maliks, does not intrude substan-

tially into drug trafficking, the NWFP will not become a

"hotbed" of anti-government activity. Baluchistan repre-

sents a different situation. Although Zia ended the civil

war in Baluchistan when he assumed power in 1977, the ma~or

tribal leaders oppose him. Khair Bux Marri resides in Kabul,

while it is rumored that Ataullah Menqal and Ghaus Bux

Bizenjo have made their "peace" with Nusrat Bhutto and that

Eizen~o has been active in the MRD. The question remains

-'. " r.". - :2-' . _ _. . . . . .-- . . . . . . ... ... 6 ,
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about the extent to which these three leaders could

stimulate confrontation between the Baluch and the

government in Quetta and other cities in Baluchistan.

In summary, Zia still commands support among the

bulk of the elite. This support, however, is not

enthusiastic among groups outside the military. Even

within the military, there has been at least one notable

attempted coup (in January, 1984) which resulted in the

arrest and incarceration of some 40 military officers. At

social gatherings where the members of the land-holding

elite and the industrial-commercial houses are present,

it is not unusual to hear critical comments about the

* Zia's policies. Members of the elite civil service are

most circumspect, but even they criticize his referendum

an2 his efforts at Islamization. Perhaps Zia's support

among these groups results more from an absence of an

irrediate, preferred successor and from Zia's ability to

avoid drastically alienating these groups. As well, the

economy has been dynamic. The Russian occupation of

Afghanistan has also provided an immediate, external threat

to the country and has triggered both military and econorric

assistance from abroad.

The Niddle Class

Ayub, Bhutto, and Zia all received support from this

class. Ayub assisted middle farmers in their emergence as

L
FS
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an agricultural force. Bhutto's success in the 1970s

was based on appeals to the middle class and very active

support of the professional and student groups of this
class. Neither Ayub nor Bhutto had the support of the

clerical middle class--a class that Zia, through

Islamization, has actively cultivated.

Medium and small-scale businessmen and shopkeepers

have so far provided support for the regime. When the

bar associations in the Punjab called out processions in

support of the disturbances in upper Sind in 1963, their

expectation that the bazaarwallas would close down their

shops was unfulfilled. Foreign goods are presently much

more available in the city bazaars than during past regimes.

Business appears to be booming. However, enthusiasm does

not characterize this support. At the same time, the oppo-

sition parties appear not to have made significant inroads

among this group. As long as the economy does not stagnate

or decline, this group will support the present regime.

Professionals are less supportive of the Zia regime.

Zia's continued martial law and the imposition of both

Shariat courts and military tribunals, coupled with viola-

tions of human rights, strike directly at the legal

profession. Lawyers have been most supportive of the MRD.

Teachers have taken out processions against government

policy but primarily in the area of adverse pay conditions.

The medical profession has been neutral as have engineers

. .-
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and technicians. Journalists continue to pursue their

profession albeit within the framework of a controlled

press--a situation not unlike that which prevailed during

both the Ayub and Bhutto governments.

The middle class military officers presently pose no

threat to the Zia regime. The continuation of this situa-

tion is contingent upon the absence of wide-spread rioting

in the cities and towns in the Punjab. If rioting occurs

in the Punjab and civil authorities (the police) cannot

control it, the military units employed to suppress this

violence could mutiny. Such mutinies would probably be

led by this group. This has never happened in Pakistan,

although the urban violence during both the Ayub and Bhutto

periods contributed to changes in national leadership in

both cases. What makes the present situation different

from the past is that the military is in power. Are members

U of this group strong supporters of General Zia? This is a

difficult question to answer. There was a recent attempted

coup against the government but the officer make-up of the

coup is unknown. Zia himself comes from a middle class

family which migrated to Pakistan from the Jullundur district

of India, but the extent to which middle class military

officers identify with hi through shared values is unknown.

Civil servants who are not part of the elite civil

service are basically as supportive of Zia as they were of

his predecessors. While desirinq a bureaucratic systerv that

!
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would offer them more upward mobility, opposition toU
authority is not something engaged in by this group nor

would such opposition alter the system in the fashion the,

desire. These officers experienced the Bhutto period when

the government reformed the bureaucracy and opened up

senior positions through lateral entry. But lateral entry'

did not favor this group unless its members were also

active members of the PPP. At the same time, this group

appears not to provide a vigorous support base for Zia.

With the exception of some Shias, right-wing clerics

have identified with Zia's attempts at Islamization. The

more traditional among this group support his piety and

applaud his introduction of Islamic law. Shia clerics and

the Shia community have differed strongly with Zia over

his introduction of zakat (mandatory monetary contributions

to the poor) and may harbor sympathetic feelings toward

U the Islamic revolution occurring in Iran, a revolution whose

leader has condemned Zia. Non-traditional clerics, and there

are some, are more closely aligned with Zia's opponents.

Clerics were actively involved in the movement which brought

down Bhutto. On the other hand, Zia's personal behavior and

his reputation as a devout Muslim contrasts greatly with

that of Bhutto. While disagreeing with him on issues relatcd

to the state and Islam, clerics do not pose a threat to Zia's

continuation in power at this time.
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In summary, with the possible exception of right-winc

clerics, middle class support for Zia is similar to that of

the upper class. Many feel that the military has been in

* power too long. The results of the election for National

Assembly seats held on February 25, 1985, reveal both

support for and opposition to the regime. Seven of Zia's

cabinet members lost, along with 30 other candidates

endorsed by him. Certainly some were defeated because of

local issues or the reputation and style of the candidate,

but it may be conjectured that others were defeated because

of their involvement with the present regime. Given the

6reported turnout of 52 percent, the MRD boycott was not

highly successful since its goal was to prevent a turnout

of more than ten percent. The vote itself is an indication

of a desire for political participation, a goal of middle

pclass groups in particular. The turnout and the vote against

Zia candidates provides some measure of middle class lack of

strong support for the General.

The Lower Class

The most politically active urban lower class group has

been the industrial workers. In the protests against the

Ayub regime in 1968 and 1969, industrial workers (and some-

times their unions) played a role in the processions broucht

out against the government. Bhutto was able to capitalize

on industrial workers' discontent and this group supporte-

/ "l /li'' Ii1' Ill~i~m <....................... ......... ". .....
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his campaign in 1970. industrial workers continued to

support him during his tenure in office. This group has

grievances against the present regime. The labor measures

Zia has employed are seen as favoring business. Strikes

by workers are prohibited. Unions are stiffled. However,

given the large temporary worker exodus to the Gulf States,

the demand for skilled workers in particular has risen along

with wages for this labor. Even unskilled industrial labor

has benefited--wage rates for unskilled construction workers

in cities such as Peshawar have risen from Rs. 3 to Rs. 20

per day (from 1969 to 1983). The boom in construction in

cities such as Karachi, Lahore, and Peshawar has also

increased the demand for both skilled and unskilled labor.

Consequently, the economic issue has not been a bone of

contention between this group and the government. At the

same time, industrial workers are not supporters of General

Zia.

Low level government workers are politically neutral

unless the government does not maintain their wage levels.

They are dependent upon government and reluctant to engage

in activities that might threaten their retention in govern-

ment service.

The traditional urban working class also appear to be

politically neutral. Perhaps their preoccupation with

earning a living limits their capacity to engage in political



activities. The rickshaw wallas often express their poli-

tical preferences by affixing portraits of former leaders

of Pakistan within their vehicles. Very few have posters

of Zia. Likewise, on privately owned trucks, one sees

portraits of Ayub but few of Zia.

Petty street vendors have not actively supported any

government except Bhutto's. Zia may be an enigma to them.

Interestingly enough, when one walks down the streets of

major cities such as Lahore, one finds these vendors

selling posters of prominent past leaders of Pakistan--

Jinnah, Ayub, and Bhutto--but few posters of Zia. Whether

this is an indication of how these vendors view politics or

* of the low marketability of Zia posters is open to question.

The urban marginal group is the most volatile of this

class. The periodic eruption of mob violence in cities

I will most often involve members of this group, but their

motivation is not directly related to political preferences

or feelings. They can become the "soldiers" of any politi-

cally inspired procession as the events at U.S. installations

in 1979 revealed.

In summary, there does not appear to be any issue or

issues that cause urban class groups to either strongly

support or oppose the Zia regime. The turnout in urban

working class sections in the National Assembly was char-

acterized by the press as "heavy." However, the lack of

• • . .
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details regarding returns in these sections prevents an

analysis of worker support or opposition to Zia. The

limited violence that occurred in this election suggests

that even the violence-prone members of the urban marginal

group in this class were not motivated to disturb the peace.

Perhaps the low level of violence was a result of the

"preventive detention" measures the government undertook 2

which included the arrest of hundreds of MRD leaders.

Other Urban Groups

For the most part, women's organizations have not

taken positions on public policy. Individual women and

ad hoc groups of women (such as the one which picketed the

Pakistan television station in Karachi) have expressed

dislike of aspects of General Zia's Islamization efforts.

Privately, in small social gatherings, women from elite

groups tend not to discuss politics, at least in the

presence of foreigners. The few who do confine the conversa-

tion to the issue of Islamization and the extent to which

it further restricts the role of women in Pakistani society.

Among elite class women, Zia's Islamization has had mixed

reactions at best. But given the absence of research on

woren in Pakistan, it is difficult to ascertain the depth p

of attitudes and opinion toward the present government.

Most of the information is second-hand and anecdotal.

p
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Student organizations have tended to balance off each

other on the issue of support/opposition to the Zia regime.

The regime during the late 197 0s and early 1980s favored

those organizations which had ties with the Jamaat-i-Islai

Party. In fact, Punjab University experienced student-

faculty confrontations, whereby in the classrooms conservative

students challenged what professors taught. Professors,

furthermore, were penalized by university officials for such

matters as referring to Muhammad Ali Jinnah as Jinnah

(instead of Quaid-i-Azam). In some cases, these charges

were brought against faculty by the students in their classes.

The universities have become politicized to the extent that

faculty who were not associated with the right-wing were

purged. Other faculty found the situation in the universi-

ties so confining that they voluntarily resigned their

positions. Opposing student organizations (those aligned
I

with the Jamaat-i-lslami Party versus those aligned with

the PPP) have at times resorted to violence during their

confrontations on the campuses. So far, right-wing student

organizations have maintained their control of student

politics in the universities, and students have not demon-

strated against the government in any significant fashior.

It appears that except for the right-wing and left-wing

activists, the rest of the students are politically apathetic.

The,, neither strongly support nor oppose the Zia regime.

-I
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Conclusions

Despite the absence of survey research on urban group

attitudes, it is possible to guage roughly the extent to

which elites, the middle class, and the lower class support

General Zia. Zia does not act entirely on his own. The

junta, composed of the military service chiefs, the governors

of the provinces, the civilian finance minister, and the

civilian foreign minister, has acted as the principal policy

making body. Some cabinet members also contribute to the

development of policy and play roles in administering policy.

Senior civil servants working in concert with Ghulam Ishac

Khan (the finance minister) also contribute to policy makinc

an' implementation of policy. It is Zia, however, who is

in the public eye and receives the credit or the blame for

government policies and operations. When Pakistanis speak

of government and government actions, Zia's name is freely

used. When political humor is expressed, it is most often

Zia or the military who is the butt of the joke. However,

despite his apparent unpopularity, Zia has the second

longest tenure in office (after Ayub) . When Pakistanis

remark that he has been in office too long, and when asked

to explain Zia's long tenure as head of state, the responses

are often vague. "Luci., cleverness, ignorance of the masses"

are often themes used in these answers. But except for the

thousands who shuttle in and out of confinement on political



charges, the bulk of the population has enjoyed relatively

prosperous times during the Zia period.

Under the present political ground rules, the national

leader in Pakistan does not have to be popular. He does

not stand for election (despite Zia's claims regarding the

1984 referendum). The controls on his behavior are exercised

by individuals who share most of his values, especially his

concern about a return of the PPP. There is no uncontrolled

mass media to confront him with his foibles. There are no

public opinion surveys conducted to determine his credibility

or public confidence ratings. Foreign powers such as the

United States, European nations, and the nations of the

Muslim world (with the exceptions of Iran and Libya) are

on!,; mildly if ever critical of his policies or his treat-

ment of political opposition. In his reaction to the

February 25, 1985 election, American Ambassador to Pakistan

Deane R. Hinton stated: "I think the election was a major

step on the road to establishing democratic representative

institutions," adding that the arrest of opposition leaders
7

was "one of the unfortunate aspects" of the election.

General Ziaul Ha-'s success in retaining power is not

base] on his personal charisma or popularity. Circumstances

have been k:n' to hin. The economy has performed exceedini':

wel1 (a six percent econorric arowth rate over the past

several years,, Trillions of Pakistani workers continue to
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government program (panchayats, Basic Democracies, Peorile's

Works, Local Councils, etc.) the consequences of their

implementation have remained constant. Such institutions

have been granted only limited authority; they have bee,

dominated, whether formally or informally, by non-elected

bureaucrats; and given the realities of the rural power

structure, their elected members have been drawn predorrin-

an-!v from the landholding class.

The dominant outcome fro7 the interplay of village/bocal

politics and local government institutions has been the

emercence and enhancement of personalized politics. Policies

are deterr-aned accordina to the interests of successful

faction leaders (at whatever level of government), and only

ir.zrectly by ideological or class interests. Since such

factions are usually controlled by landlords, it follows tha:

t nterests of this group is disproportionately represented

i7. the outcomes of public policy. It is also the case that

those who cannot meanincfully influence local politics (the

Iar. dless and small landholders) are systematically under-

rerresenten in policy outcomes.

The Transformation of the Rural Power Structure. However,

Pkstar.'s rural structure is undergoing rapid chance in the

r" of scal"er, more efficient farms. The impetus for

..... .. ae is rartlv attrbb'table to the increased pressure

owing to rapid populaticn growth. But this factor ha

' dcttaied with two other "planned" factors of Pakista:'
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of factions. Usually such factions are drawn alonq biradari

(kinship) lines, but they may also be defined by ethnic,

ideolocical, or class rationales and in many cases ste7 frc7

long-standing personal rivalries between leaders of differe7

factions. The competition between such factions usually 0

concerns the distribution of scarce resources in the villace.

Fcr instance, the object of competition may be the divisior

of irrigation water, the allocation of governmental funds,

the disposition of title to contested land, and so forth.

Such factions are headed by local notables; typically land

ownership is the sine qua non of "notability"; all thincs

equal, the larger the holdinc the more notable the personace.

The dominant pattern for mobilizing such support is for

a faction leader (a landlord) to call upon his economic denen-

dents (sharecroppers/tenants) and biradari members to forr a

core of support. The latter may be faction leaders in their

own richt. With this core established the faction leader

seeks alliances with other factions or with independents,

perhaps small landholders. The cement of such alliances is

the rosrect of benefits, however defined. This pattern is

tr. re l:cated at ever wider levels of oroanization, a: thE

:':-i., d~s~r~c<, divisional and provincial levels.

T- cr:a ilcr of loca: governmcnt institutions ir I

TJw.r:I's r'Jrja areas have been particularly congenial to

osvi of power distribution. Recardless of local

S
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3
designed to prod the recalcitrant peasant back into the fold.

Advocates of the capitalist interpretation downplay the

importance of zamindars and predict their eventual replace-

ment by a "rural middle class" consisting of small to

medium-sized landholders. The latter group are "economic

maximizers," highly motivated to introduce the techniques of

modern agriculture--improved seeds and fertilizer and increased

mechanization. Because of their numbers they are also likely

to rely to a greater extent than zamindars on institutionalized

forms of political representation, and they are likely to

support the development of political parties and to agitate
4

for greater democratization of the political process.

I contend that both of these models contain a kernel of

trutn. It is undoubtedly the case that Pakistan's rural

structure contains both "feudalist" and "capitalist" elements.

It is also true that Pakistan's rural structure is underaoing

rapid transformation which will tend eventually to enhance

the importance of the small to medium landholders at the

expense of the biq landlords. I also contend that this process

is neither automatic nor unilinear, and, perhaps more important

to Pakistan's development and politics, that the pace of such

transformatior has been unecualv di rixuted throuchcu:

Pak-istar's districts.

The Traditional Power Strccturo cf Local Governmer.ts.

Th' archetypical viliac : I Par sa iF daciaded into a mr1ev
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Similarly, Bhutto while downplaying the effectiveness of

Ayub's reform, justified his own land reform policies (1972/
2

1977) with almost identical rhetoric. It is also a conse-

quence of political gamesmanship. No one wishes to be called

a feudalist or to be perceived as supporting feudalist

interests. Therefore, Ayub's apologists characterized their

predecessors' policies as hand in glove with feudal interests;

sirrilar charges have been lodged by Bhutto against Ayub, Zia

against Bhutto, and the MRD against Zia. Finally the issue

of feudalism provokes powerful romantic imagery. As any far.

of Punjabi films knows, the unenlightened zarrindar (bic land-

lord) is the consummate villain. When he's not forcing his

favors on the beautiful and reluctant "girl friend" of the

yeoman modern farmer (inevitably the hero), he is atterptinq

to steal the latter's land through the violent antics of his

hired thugs.

Advocates of the feudalist interpretation of Pakistan's

rural structure stress the predominance of the zamindar.

Disproportionate to their numbers the big landlords control

the economic, political and social life of rural communities.

This pattern is reinforced by a system of informal ties with

external political and administrative elites and with kinshic

ties to other lardlords in neighboring villages and mrau'as.

Tnas structure is maintained by a system of coercive mecharisrs

rar.igr. from sympathetic tax collectors to hired thugs,
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the relatively even more rapid growth rate of Pakistan's

urban areas as well as from the large number of Pakistar]a

unskilled or semi-skilled workers in the international ]atcr

force.

The trends cited are almost certain to continue, if rnc" 0

accelerate; the problems they enoender promise to becore"

correspondingly more severe during the remainder of the

twentieth century. If one draws a conservative extrapoia:c.

of present trends it can be demonstrated that the rural rorua-

tior. will nearly double, the mean farm acreage will be nearly

halved, and the number of landless unskilled workers will r:se

to approxiratelv one-third of the rural labor force by the

year 2000. Given such a projection, political control of the I
rural areas, let alone stable development, will become very

problematic for ar-v future Pakistani novernment to achieve.

Political Structure of Rural Areas

Curiously the createst controversy in recent rural develop-

rent literature recarding Pakistan is concerned with addressinc

the question of whether Pakistan's rural areas should be

typified as demonstrating "feudalist" or "capitalist" forms

of production. Such debate is partially the consequence oi

the terrinolocy chcsen by would-be reformers of Pakistan's

rzra: F~rn;ure. Th West Pakistan Land Commission Re-or:

" , which waz later embodied in Ayub's land reform poicv,

src ' r: "dv of eradirat.rv thef vestices of feudalism.

- I n I l'H flli l~i ~ H I: t iit . . .. -. .. . . .. .. . .-
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I TABLE ONE 2

RURAL POPULATION BY PROVINCE, 1972-1981

(in thousands)

* Province 1972 1981 Change

Punjaba 28,585 75.5 34,377 72.2 +5,792

Sind 8,430 59.5 10,786 56.7 +2,356
(Excluding Karachi 79.9 78.9)

NWFP 7,193 85.7 9,396 84.9 +2,203

Baluchistan 2,029 83.6 3,655 84.4 +1,626

Pakistan - All 48,715 74.6 60,143 71.4 +11,698

aIncludes Islamabad.

Source: Calculated from Government of Pakistan, Statistics Division,

Pakistan Statistical Yearbook, 1984 (Karachi: Manager of

EPublications, 1984).

TABLE TWO

n STRUCTURE OF RURAL EIPLOYMENT, 1971-1980

(in thousands)

Sector 1971 1980 Cha,.ge"

Agriculture 9,947 70.6 12,381 67.4 +2,435

Manufacturing 1,265 9.0 2,023 11.0 + 758

Retail Trade 779 5.5 1,273 6.9 + 494

Services 590 4.2 1,150 6.3 + 560

Transport, Storage 485 3.4 568 3.1 + 83

Construction 390 2.8 779 4.2 + 389

Mining 39 .3 29 .2 - 10

Utilities 23 .2 83 .5 + 60

Finance/Business 45 .3 48 .3 + 3

Other 3.7 .2

Source: Calculated from Pakistan Statistical Yearbook, 1984.

S
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Of course, such rapid growth has played havoc with rural

development plans and has placed severe demands on an already

none-too-efficient local oovernmental structure.

Unfortunately, Pakistan's agricultural lands are increas-

ingly unable to absorb such burgeoning growth. Indeed new

land brought to cultivation, primarily as a conseauence of

expanding irrigation schemes, has been purchased at very high

cost. Further, much land is becoming exhausted either due to

over-cultivation or more commonly to salinization. Also, sone

of the richest agricultural lands in Pakistan have been lost

to urban encroachments. One consequence is that Pakistan's

farm and cultivated acreage has actually registered a net

decline during the decade of the 1970s.

Pakistan's rural populace therefore finds itself in a

dilemma. On the one hand, population is rising inexorably;

on the other, arable farm land has reached its limit of expan-

sion. The options in such a situation are straightforward:

(a) either further subdivide already relatively small land

hcldincs, while attempting simultaneously to increase per acre

productivity through mechanization and improved farmina

techniques; or (b) seek employment elsewhere. Both options

have been pursued with vigor during the last decade. Evide-ce

for the former is provided by the fact that the number of farms

has rapidly proliferated in each of Pakistan's provinces, while

the corresponding mean size of farm and mean acreage under

cultivation has plummeted. Evidence for the latter comes from

47
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determinants of Pakistan's rural areas. The second explores

the dominant political structure of the areas and offers a

typology of Pakistan's districts. The third section traces

the effects of Zia's rural policies since 1977. The fourth
* 

I

centers on the outcomes of such policies by examining the

content and possible causes of rural instability in Pakistan.

The final section offers a glimpse into likely future develon-

men ts.

Demographic Determinants of Rural Policy in Pakistan

Critical to any discussion of Pakistan's rural groups

are three fundamental, if basic, observations. First, Pakistan

is primarily a rural state. Although Pakistan is undergoing

4rapid urbanization, still, according to the 1981 census, over

71 percent of Pakistan's population live in towns or villaoes

with less than 5,000 inhabitants. Such rural dominance is

yet greater in the NWFP and Baluchistan. Second, agriculture

and agriculture-related occupations and industries are the

mainstay of Pakistan's rural economy. Over two-thirds of the

rural labor force is directly involved in agriculture, while

the bulk of the remainder is dependent upon the agricultural

sector for employment. Third, the rural areas suffer fror

the disabilities associated with extremely rapid population

growth. During the period 1972-1981, Pakistan's rural popula-

tion grew by 11.7 million, an increase of over 23 percent in

nine years, while its labor force increased by 4.3 million.

I-S
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I.

RURAL GROUPS AND THE STABILITY OF THE ZIA REGIME

Charles H. Kennedy

General Muhammed Zia-ul Haa assumed power in 1977 with

two strikes against him in the rural areas. The first was

that he was succeeding the dynamic and pupular self-styled

I champion of the rural masses, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. Bhutto

had been moderately successful in mobilizing the rural

masses behind his program of Islamic socialism which was

U designed to address the aspirations of the riddle and sTall

peasants, the bulk of Pakistan's rural population. The

second strike was that Pakistan's rural structure was under-

Igoing rapid and potentially very destabilizing chance. Such

chanqes include the effects of rapid population orowth, the

social consequences of mechanization and the green revoluticn,

and the decline in importance of the traditional rural authority

structure. However, seven and a half years later, the rural

areas have remained relatively quiet. Only in the Sind has

there been considerable rural unrest, and there It has nevcr

seriously challenced the stability of the Zia regime.

This paper attempts to explain such ohenoirena. 1t :F

divided into five sections. The first outlines the dencra-h~c
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in the February 1985 elections is accurate, Zia's efforts

to provide limited political participation rather than

retaining total power in the system has appealed to at

least a portion of the urban classes.

will urban groups continue to provide limited support

for (or at least not actively oppose) Zia and his military

associates in the future? Or will the parties of the MRD

succeed in promoting active opposition to the regime among-

these groups? The continued economic growth of the country

will be an important factor in answering these questions.

The desire of these groups for a greater share in the poli-

tical process will also play a role in determining General

Zia's future. The opposition's best scenario would inlcude

a decline in the economy and an unwillingness on the part

of these groups to accept the limited political role for

g them that the General has thus far provided.
mS

.S
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population became disenchanted. Changes in the structure

of production in Pakistan over the past two decades reflect

the importance of its urban areas. In 1960, agriculture

* accounted for 46 percent of gross domestic product; in

1982, it accounted for 31 percent. During the same time

period, industry and manufacturing rose from 28 percent of

8the GDP to 42 percent. Urban classes have grown in popula-

tion as well z_ influence in the political system. Urban

middle class -.ups have also infiltrated positions in

Pakistani society that 20 years ago were the domain of the

elite classes. The military, for example, has more officers

from the middle class than it did earlier. The same is

3 true of the civil service. An indication of these changes

may be the decline in the use of English and the rise in

the use of Urdu. Zia's plans for the increased use of Urdu,

*although opposed by members of the elite and regionalists

(speakers of Pushto, Baluchi, and Sindhi), have support fror.

sorre of the middle and lower classes. Islamization, which

has also been opposed by elites and some of the middle class,

also has support from the more traditional segments of the

riddle class and the lower class. Zia's Islamization has

not been fully implemented--no limbs have been amputated,

for examrple--which ma' be interpreted as an indication that

only gradual as opposed to radical changes in behavior are

part of this prograrr's design. If the 52 percent turnout

S{



earn important foreign exchange in the Gulf States and

remit a substantial portion of their earnings, his poli-

tical opposition has been in disarray, and the Russians

W] are entrenched on the western borders of the country.

Through economic and military assistance, he has had the

financial support of a number of foreign countries, inclu-

ding the United States, several European countries, and

the Gulf States.

To conclude, however, that his retention of power was

the result of fortuitous circumstances is to ignore other

facets of the political environment and the events that

have occurred in Pakistan over the past decade, and to

ignore what Zia represents as the head of state. The urbar.

classes analyzed above may have supported him unenthus-

iastically but, on the other hand, they have not strenuous>.

opposed him. In many ways, it is these groups which

General Zia must continue to cultivate and not alienate.

Among these classes, the middle class is quite important

and some additional observations should be made to sustain

this point.

Since the Ayub regime, the urban classes and parti-

cularly the urban riddle class has provided a major support

base for Pakistani national leadership. Both Ayub and

Bhutto drew' heavi ly or the urban population to maintain

their power bases. Both fell from power when the urban
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rural development--the green revolution and land reforms.

-' The former, a strategy of introducinq hiqh yield hybrid

seeds, insecticides, fertilizers, and other modern agricul-

tural methods, places great reliance on the conversion of

. the small to medium farmer into a "rural entrepreneur." Part

of this process requires that the farmer adopt modern agri-

cultural techniques in an attempt to maximize output per acre.

The emphasis, therefore, is on the intensive farminc of

relatively small plots of land, optimally estimated in the

literature at 12.5 cultivated acres. The policy logic of

land reforms in Pakistan (1960, 1972, 1977) followed a similar

strategy. As Herring argues, the bases of Avub's and Bhutto's

land reforms were: (a) that "private property is the legiti-

mate organizinQ principle for society, particularly because

of its implications for individual development and political

liberty; (b) radical reform entails serious social costs,

*particularly with rega: to stability; and (c) (therefore)

landlordism cannot be directly attacked or abolished, but

must be transformed along lines congruent with modern, capital-
,,5

ist notions of efficiency and rationality." The purpose of

land reforms in Pakistan was not to effect meaningful redistri-

bution of land to the landless, nor to abolish the larce

holdinqs of the zamarrdars, rather such reforms were desic;ec

to direct the traditional inefficient utilization of land irto

more product ivc channels.
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An examination of Table 4 reveals that Pakistan's rural

structure has been transformed in the general direction fore-

seen by the framers of Bhutto's land reforms. The mean size

of farms has declined by ten percent; the mean cultivated

holding by twelve percent over the course of the 1970s.

However, this transformation was only partially at the expense

of the "very large" landholders (those holding more than 150

acres), the ostensible target of Bhutto's policies. Rather

as the table indicates, the most significant transfer of land

came from the "large" and "medium" farmers (those holdinc 7.5

to 150 acres) to the "small" and "tiny" landholders (those

with less than 7.5 acres). Indeed a look at the number of

"very large" landlords, before and after Bhutto's reforms

supports the thesis that Bhutto's land reforms were only

selectively implemented, and that as Herring suggests were

used as tools against Bhutto's political foes in the NWFP and

Baluchistan.

Regardless of cause, the transformation of Pakistan's

rural structure has engendered profound social and political

chanqe. Two consequences are particularly important. First,

the transformation has increased the numbers of landless

underermloyed. The combined effect of reduced landholdincs

and mechanization or agriculture has increasingly forced

sharecroppers and some tenants off the land. That is, the

f'_nctoon performed by the latter groups, to farm excess

6> [ - . < <> -,.° <
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agricultural land, has been narrowed. Not only are farms

I becoming smaller, but also mechanization has increased the

amount of land an owner is able to farm by himself. Indeed

the hich capital costs of mechanization forces the eventual

eviction of the relatively inefficient sharecropper and tenant.

The options available to those evicted are constrained by lack

of education and skills. The dispossessed have served to swell

IJ the ranks of the urban underemployed as well as to man unskilled

positions in the international labor market. Of course, the

potential for social and political unrest by such groups is

0 great, though because of organizational constraints any concerted

demonstration of such sentiments will likely be directed bv

outside sympathisizers, perhaps by the former Peoples Party

of Pakistan (PPP) or National Democratic Party (NDP).

Second, the transformation of Pakistan's rural structure

has the potential for altering significantly the bases of local

*] ' power. The traditional source of political power in Pakistan's

rural areas has been ownership of land, and its dominant class

has been large landlords. As the number of small and mediu7-

sized farmers increases, however, there is growing incentive

for organization along class or ideological lines. This cculd

spur the development of political parties, particular!%- rartles

with a populist program. It must be remembered that a rural

mainstay of Bhutto's PPP was the small and medium landholdcrs

in the Punjab and Sind.
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T, ,-Tv oo of Rural Districts in Pakistan. Pakistan

T1. . atF borders four major ethnoregional crcucs

S:<, -ni:.. development, and social structure

-.: :.Ovc such diversity it is little wonder

" , f rur transformation discussed above has

S' differe. t rates within the state. Further, glven

a: arr. f factors includinc climate, availability of water,

c r: -atterrs, and distribution of lands such vectors cf

arE not aL-cciated exclusively with provincial/ethnc-

re 7icra: derrarcat:os. One cannot speak meaningfully of a

tv[_nca1 "Puriabi" or "Baluch" farm. Indeed we contend that

one m-ust look at much smaller collectivities, at least as

sm a" as the district to discern patterns of rural develop-

ment in Pakistan.

T 'o factors are critical determinants of the rural

structure of districts in Pakistan. First is the level cf

mechanization; second, the relative size of farms. The fcr..

is critical because: (a) mechanization is associated with

creating a landless class of dispossessed sharecroppers; (bi

increased mechanization is associated with an increase in the

adoption of green revolution technicues which in turn are

asscciated with a variety of polatica2 moilization factcrs:

and (c mechanizaticn is an indirect measure of wealth. The

size of farm is critical because of: (a) the social and pcI.-

tical patterns associated with zamndar controlled vs. srm]
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landholder controlled farms; and (b) size of farm is an

indicator of the relative population pressure on the land.

Accordingly data was gathered on a district-wise basis

pertaining to mechanization (percentage of farms/district

* using tractors) and size of farm (mean cultivated acreage/

district) from the Pakistan Agricultural Census, 1980. The

conjunction of these two factors provides a useful conceptual

typology of farm districts in Pakistan:

Middle Zamindar
z
C Peasant Capitalist

<

Z

I Traditional Traditional

Peasant Zamindar

SIZE OF FARM

Traditional zamindar districts were typified by relatively

large holdings and low mechanization; zamindar capitalist

districts by large holdings and high levels of mechanization;

traditional peasant districts by small holdings and low mechani-

zation; and middle peasant districts by small holdincs and hich

levels of mechanization.

A.ll tnincs equal, the --ace of pclitical mobilization ano

t.c corresp.onding potential for rural unrest should be createst

S
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in middle peasant districts for four reasons. (1) Such

districts would have a relatively large number of landless

former sharecroppers and evicted tenants, potentially very

disaffected groups. (2) The traditional faction leaders

(landlords) would be greatly outnumbered by middle peasants

in such districts. (3) Since landholdings are relatively

small in middle peasant districts, it is likely that farmers

in such districts would have comparatively greater ties to

urban sectors. For instance, second or third sons of small

and medium farmers may seek careers in the military or

civilian bureaucracy because of the prospect of inadequate

acricultural inheritance. And, (4) the emphasis on education,

largely due to the foregoing is likely to be greater in middle

peasant districts. Traditional zamindar and zamindar capi-

talist districts would be expected to be quiescent by

comparison. The traditional patterns of personalized local

government and cooptation by federal administrators dovetails

neatly with zamindar dominated systems. Further, the effects

of Pakistan's rural transformation would be muted in such

districts. Traditional peasant districts would arguably

fall somewhere in between. The potential for rural unrest

associated with landlessness would be present in such districts

but oraani2ational costs would likely pose a severe impediment

to political action. Alsc, it is likely that such districts

wculd be dominated to a qreater extent by landed notables than

would be the case in middle peasant districts.

- . . - _ - ,.,,h ,.m ,,...... < :[ - _ _ _ _ ... .. .. - . .
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The typology applied to Pakistan's districts is presented

in Table 5. It demonstrates that seventeen districts fall in

the middle peasant category--ten Punjab district, four NWFP

districts, two Sind districts, and one Baluchistan district.

It is noteworthy that in only two of these districts, Nawabshah

and Hyderabad, have there been significant rural disturbances

since 1977. Perhaps Zia's rural policies help explain this

phenomenon.

Zia's Rural Policies, 1977-1985.

Zia's regime has not adopted a consciously-defined set

of integrated rural policies. Rather the outlines of such a

policy have been established largely by default through the

adoption of other related sets of policies. Of particular

importance are three such policies--agricultural policy,

Islamization, and the policy (perhaps "strategy" is a better

term) of controlled politics. We will look at the effect of

each on rural policy in turn.

Agricultural Policy. Zia's acricultural policy is very

reminiscent of both Ayub's and Bhutto's approaches. It is

assumed agricultural development will result from a general

reliance on the techniques and outcomes of the green revclu-

tion. Consequently, the Sixth Five Year Plan stresses the

imirporance of "mcdern inputs" (chemical fertilizers, pesticides,

improved seeds) alonc with the adequate availability of acra-

cultural credit as the keys to qrowth of the agricultural

• _ . .. ?
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TABLE FIVE

TYPOLOGY OF DISTRICTS IN PAKISTAN

Small Farms X <11 acres Large Farms X) 11 acres

MIDDLE PEASANT: ZAMINDAR CAPITALIST:

Peshawar (74); Mardan (73)

Lahore (66)
Kohat (59); Sialkot (58) Gujranwala (59)

Faisalbad; Attock (51) Vehari (52)

Pishin (50); Gujrat (49) Mianwali (48); Quetta (47)
Sanghar (46)

Sheikhbura (43); Sahiwal (42)

Nawabshah (40

Jhelutr; Kasur; Hyderabad (39)

Bahawalpur (38)

MWFP Frontier Region (36) Multan (37)

z
TRADITIONAL PEASANT: TRADITIONAL ZAMINDAR:

< Bannu (35)

Khairpur; RY Khan; Karachi (34) Sibi (34)

Muzaffargarh (33)
Rawalpindi (32) Tharparkar (32); Bahawalnagar(31)

L a (Sargodha (30); Badin (29)
Loralai (27) Nasirabad (27)

Jacobabad (24)
Thatta; Shikarpur (23)

Swat (21) DC Khan (20)

Cholistan (20) ihang (19)

Sukkur (19) Chagai (18)

Kharan (17) DI Khan (17)

Abbotabad (16)
Larkana (15)

Turbat (14)

Zhob (13)
Panjgur (12)
Khuzdar (10)

Manshera (9) Kalat (9)

Dadu (7) Gwadur (7)

Dir (5)
Lasbela (3) Marri Bugti(4)

Kohistan; Chitral (W Kachni (1)

SYLAL LARGE
SIZE OF FARMS

Figures in parenthest~s refer to percentage of tractor use in relevant

districts

Source: Pakistan Cencis of Agriculture, 1980; table calculated by author
I
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sector. Also, the plan places great reliance on increased

mechanization by proposing a new, locally assembled 20 hn

tractor, to serve the needs of small to medium farmers.

More a!:itious is the scheme to increase agriculture acreage

in Pakistan by 7 percent during the 1980s by the adoption of

extensive and expensive irrigation programs. Indeed the Sixth

Plan calls for increasing expenditures by 100 percent over the

Fifth Plan for projects connected with "agriculture and water.'
9

Of course, Zia's reliance on the goals of the green

revolution has accelerated the process of rural transforna-

tion. It has also, perhaps ironically, sown the seeds for

the further politicization of Pakistan's rural areas. However,

save for the disastrous harvest of 1983-84 in which agricul-
10

tural production registered a net decline the performance

of the agricultural sector, and by implication Zia's agricul-

tura: policies, has been very impressive. The Sixth Plan
S

claimed a net expansion of agricultural prcduct of 4.4 per-
1i

cent per year during 1977-1983. Therefore, consequent

with the potentially destabilizing process of social trans-

formation of the rural areas, has come the countervailinz

tren4 of increased rural prosperity.

islamization Policy. Much more widely publicized than

Ua's acg:icultural policy have been his government's atte7ts

to enhance the importance of Islam in the state. Althouch it

is bevcn' the scope of this paper to explore the Islamization
p

process in detail it is important to discuss the potential

effects of this ,rocess on the rural structure of Pakistan.

.S
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Potentially of most significance to rural qroups is the

pendina "pre-emption" legislation, currently before the

Federal Cabinet for approval. Briefly, such proposed lecisla-

tior. calls into question the validity of government actior.

which restricts the right of property. According to one view I

embodied in the Council of Islamic Ideology's draft ordinance I

on pre-emption, Islam does not sanction any state-imposed j
restriction on land ownership, sale of land, or coercive

policies which force the sale or surrender of land by rich.tf...

owners. Any such law, includinc both Bhutto's and Ayub's land

reforms, are therefore repugnant to Islam and must be declared

12nul 1and void. The Federal Shariat Court, barred from

making a binding decision on cases involving such laws, never-

theless argued to the opposite conclusions in the Hafiz Ameen

13 The Court took the position that although Islam treats
case.

private property as sacrosanct, the right of ownership remains

subject to the demands of the public good. Therefore, there

is nothing repugnant to Islam in the land reforms or any

similar legislation.

Ir, the face of such disaqreement Zia's aovernmert has

moved very cautiously on the issue of pre-emption. This Is

undoubtedly prudent. First, the stakes of the outcome of

such lecislation are enormous. Over 20,1"(; cases chalicnr.r:.

one or rore laws or. Islamr" qrcunds have been registercd 2:

t h Lahor, Hiqh Court alone in the rast five years. Secc:<,

,rr- a considerable sentimert for the adoption of pre-er;::or

leqislatior, ir. the "landlord-donrnated" Ma!las-i-Shura Feceril



Council) a body which has consultative but not legislative

powers. Third, the prospects of implementing an extreme l

interpretatior. of pre-emption legislation are staggerinc.

Theoretically, if carried to its loqical extreme title to

virtually every piece of land could be made subject to judacal

review. In any event, it is likely that Zia will delay action

on such legislation until after the national elections

scheduled for February 25, 1985.

A second outcome of the Islamization process which has

had a direct effect on rural grours has been the adopticn of

ush r and zakat legislation. 14 Ushr" is an Islam-inspired

land tax assessed at the rate of 5 percent of net agricultural

prcfits beyond a specified minimum. Given the flat rate

nature of the tax, and more importantly its likely selective_ D

ln:1erentatior,, the effects of the tax are perceived as

recress]v'. Indeed there have been numerous charges in the

press caiaminc that officials are not enforcing the law, p

ar-icularlv whe influential landhclders are involved.

Zakt' as interpreted in Pakistan, is a wealth tax assessec

at 2-, nercer+t of net financial assets, the proceeds of which p

are to be distributed to the poor. In practice, however, it.

.as b . assessed almost exclusively on bank deposits alonc.

S~r.;' t>, cret bu1: of Lank deposits are held b%' urban

d,-° =_ t~cr. , : fcll w thZt ore consecuence of the imVec.<a-

+ : f .-aka* r _i. a ..E transfer from urban to rural

: v :: th rural poor. Further, since such transfer
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is mediated by Zakat Councils, comprised predominantly by
I,

landed rural notables, the latter can claim credit for its

dispersal.

A final outcome of the Islamization process has beer.

ideological. Although the adoption of Islamic reforms have

been met with considerable opposition in urban areas, parti-

cularly by disaffected women's groups, lawyers, and the

intellicentsia, they have generated little opposition, if

not avid support, in the rural areas. This owes in part tc

the more traditional outlook of rural society in Pakistan.

It is also because of the greater role played by religious

functionaries in rural communities. An exception to this

generalized irrage of support is found in some Shi'a dominated

rura. areas, disaffected by the original compulsory nature of

shr and zakat collection (a violation of Shi'a Jafaria fich

.aw' ), and later, after relevant amendments exempted Shi'as

fro_- participating in the taxes, from the perception of Sunni

c "rural domination, allegedly a consequence of the Islamic

reforms. But compared to urban areas such sectarian-ins:ire

oppositicn has been mild.

ThE Pclicv of Controlled Politics. President Zia assumed

.... as a consecuence of a military coup in 1977. Since tnat

.h:s g9 verncr- has pursued a policy of ever greater

*r- 'rc:or.s or -artisar pclitical activity. In 1979, a:-

_.-ir*ies wE-r, banrrd, and earl> in 1984 student ur



the last stronahold of partisan activity, were prohibited.

Paralleling such political restrictions have been corres-

pondanc; attempts to legitimize the vmilitary regime. AT'.ons

schattemrrots have beer, the Islan'izatioi. process itself.

Othner attempts has included the creation of new p~olitical

institutions and the recent reliance or-, the holding of parly-

less national elections.

As early as 1979, Zi1a's reaime established a systen- of

local covernment with the promul atio. of the Loc-al Bodies

Ordinances. 15These Ordinances created institutiorns simailar

to tAub's Basic Democracies. Though the ordinances varied2

fronsrvic to province, each estab:lished three tiers of

locoal Qoverrnment institutions: in rural areas: (Union coL;:nc:ls,

tehsil/taiuka councils, and district/zila councils). The

compcsition. of the unio. councils is determined by direct

ur.;versal suffrage or a non-party basis; tehsil/taluka

conisare composed of union council chairmen, town c o rrn t e e

cn.Drrre7., an d "represertatives, of nation-buildinq derjar:re7.-S"

i.e., bureaucrats); district/zila councils are composed of

ei~c'e~rep.resentatives of union councils, tehsil coun;rcil

~'r-and bureaucrats. Provisio,-ns hav- also beer. mrade in,

r~ f th rnnc>to en-sure rtnr vreoeontat ion, an

i w rc c iu Tr, -orieICSI peasants, tenan.ts,

is elctior- was to be mad- indirectly ty t he

7- 7:. re7 F' C I A further restriction cn

ac -F:r of s uch counc ai1s is, that car, da +
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.akat and ' ,.r Orfinan, ] P, POP Central Statutes. .

- .7., te-t f tO. 0rdinaru at*_ found in Sved Abdul Quddus, Lc-al
. ' .,,r,' . in P is*,i- (Lah rt: Vanguard Publications, 1981). p .]l - 2.

. .. . . . . :-I
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Therefore, the most likely future scenario predicts

more of the same. Zia will continue to attempt to mute

rural dera.ds by restricting political activity and erpko-

ino a lia stick. If conditions worsen in the rural areas,

particularly in the middle peasant districts, repressior.

of such deraris will increase. Whether such a process will

resu"t in the ouster of Zia is a function of the ob~ectivc j
conflitions of the middle peasant districts, and the level

of organization of opposition groups.
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could be expected to fall as remittances dry up. Second,

unemployment will rise as the demand for foreign workers

decreases. And third, a new class of potentially very

disaffected individuals, the former foreign workers forced

to return to the villages, will be introduced into the rural

environment.

It seems certain that Zia's current mix of rural policies

will not be adequate to meet the unalloyed demands of the

riiddle peasant districts, if, and when they are released.

Zia has pursued policies which have served to maintain the

status uc, perhaps a sound strategy in times of low social

unrest, but doubtful once demands become insistent. Further,

as lons as Zia rerains in power, it is near certainty that

rural Sind will rer-a-:. disaffected. However, it is likel

that such disaffection will not be adequately stronc o

sufficiently united to force hin from power, unless coupled

with considerable disaffection fro7 Pun]abi and Pathan rural

areas.

The only obvious long-term solution to Zia's dilem7a is

the eventual re-politization of the society. This, however,

will prove extraordnaril" difficult for Zia to accomplish.

F:rs , political e2 ltes are not like>, to cooperate an suc.

ver,'ure, as Nhc YPD bo';cott of the forthcoming naticnal

elertaons indicaes. Second, Zia has never generated much of

[j rsoral followira. There is no indication that either ot

these factors is undericira an': sisrnifcant change.



linked in the main to the legacy of Bhutto and long-simrerinac
.O1

Sindhi grievances. In the Punjab and the NWFP the great

potential for rural unrest has been staved off by the hapy

coincidence (for Zia) of an increasing demand for foreign 7.
workers and spinoffs from Zia's concern with servicing the

demands of the military.

The Future Stability of Rural Groups in Pakistan

The keys to the future stability of rural groups in

Pakistan are the middle peasant districts, those districts

which are undergoing rapid social transformation includinc

increasinc pressure on land and underemployment. Most such

districts are located in the Punjab and the NTFP. Zia has

been successful in avoiding serious unrest in these districts

so far through the fortunate coincidence of a bullish inter-

national labor market and from the byproducts of a century-old-

military recruitment pattern. The prospects for Zia's ,

continued success in avoidinq future unrest is dependent on

whether the labor market holds stead,. Most indicators reveal

that the need for foreiQn workers in the Middle East is

decli nin, and that the heavy demand for such labor experienced

the late 19 Is and earl', 19Es is not likely to be repli-

cate:! ir. the nea:-terr f>.uture. An. maaor decline in the derand

for forcanr. workers will ha.-e fhree unhappy effects on the

s ~ ... . :f Pakrtan's rur a areas and particularly the

s'a i'b>v of the riddle Teasant dstricts. First, rural income
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Since the bulk of such funds has been channeled back into

the rural areas of the Punjab and the NWFP, particularly to

districts with surplus labor (i.e., the middle peasant

districts), foreign remittances have also served to make the

potentially most unstable districts relatively prosperous.

A final explanation for the relative calm of the Punab I
and the NWFP rural districts has been the military benefits

factor. It is undoubtedly the case that President Zia has

showered the military and particularly ex-servicemen with

nurerous benefits since assuming power. Among such benefits

are a ten percent military quota in the civilian bureaucracy,

military reservations (mostly for retired officers' children)

for adrission to universities and professional schools, an

Zia has resumed the practice of granting retiring military

25
personnel newly-reclaimed agricultural land. Recruits to

Pakistan's military, like recruits for the foreign labor

market have traditionally been drawn from districts with

surplus labor, i.e., the middle peasant districts. Indeed,

Cohen states that 75 percent of the ex-servicemen hail from

on1'. five of Pakistan's districts, four of which fit our model

cf the middle peasant, district--Jhelum, Attock, Kohat and

Y. : !at. Aqair. the ne, effect of such military benefits

.-.. n7crease thc relative prosperity of those distr:ctS

' "' crew . " [oerla" for unrest.

Ss :, Zia' C sccess in rural areas has been mixed. Cr

a. hr+ been considerable unrest in the Sicr:
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a bedrock of support in the NWFP, particularly in those

districts which border on the Punjab and which are exper-

iencing rapid social transformation (Kohat, Mardan and

Peshawar). This latter factor also helps explain the rela-

tive quiescence of Baluchistan.

The second explanation has little to do with Zia's

policies or personality. Rather, it is concerned with the

international labor market. Pakistani workers have increas-

inQly served to swell the ranks of the foreign labor pool i.

the Middle East since the early 1970s. Pakistan was the

source of 1.3 million legally registered foreign workers in

l9E4. Most are unskilled or semi-skilled, and most originally

come from rural backarounds; the creat bulk of the latter are

victims of the rural transformation process cited above.
22

Over 85 percent of the foreign workers are Punjabis or Pathans.

Therefore, the Middle East labor market has served as a sponge

for the Punjabi and Pathan landless, a safety valve for social 

and political unrest. It has also served as a source to

supplemet rural incorEs. The remittances made by foreic-

workers back to Pakistan., primarily to failly members it P

Villaces, were estimated at S2.85 billion in 1984. Sc. - - ,

thr tca. of sunr. re, tarces has beer approxr.at , ' C. .:

1 icn. .,.r n ned in the context of Pakistar-.' ec-

s uch- aru n dc; r i u*rinc. In 1984, foreign worker :,

ta -cr.- wr.v f,: . to 82 percent of other total ex:,:•

. o , v ercent of the ros national

,S



A discussion of the Punjab and the NWFP reveals quite

1 a different picture. Since 1977 there have been very few

examples of rural political unrest in these provinces. This

is despite the effects one would expect from the rapid social

* transformation of many of the districts within these provinces.

Of the seventeen districts our model singled out as experiencing

most rapid change, ten are located in the Punjab and four in

the NWFP. Further, the districts sinQled out in our model in

the Pur.ab (Lahore, Faisalabad, Sheikhupura, Jheluw, etc.)

were strongholds of PPP support. How can this cuiescence be

ex lained? i

Three suggestions core to mind. First, there is the

Pur:abimalitary factor. General Zia is a Punjabi military

r officer. Given the level of regional discord in Pakistan,

his "Puniabness" is a powerful factor in projecting a positive

imace in the province. There is a widely-held belief, both

* within and without the Punjab, that Zia's policies have

favored the Punjab and/or represent Punjabi thinking. This,

of course, has negative connotations in the Sind, but it

provides a bedrock of favorable predispositions in the Punkah.

"Evidence" of such Punjabi favoritism include Zia's Urdu

language policy, his Islamization program (a Sunni-Punab

stratecert?); and his insistence on a strong (Punjabi-dorinated) S

central aovernmet. Sirtlarly Zia's martial background, his

authoritariar approach to politics, and his obvious antipathy

tc the PPP and to the Bhuttc lecacy have combined to provide S

• " :" -: i-. . .... . . . •
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promising to rectify past injustices. Among the policies

undertaken by his government were land reforms which were

interpreted in Sind both to weaken the power of the landlirds,

and to end non-Sindha ownership of Sindhi agricultural lard.

Bhutto also nationalized heavy industry, banks, and insurance

all of which were perceived in the Sind as a challenge to the

interest of muhajirs; similarly his civil and military reforms

were perceived as detrimental to non-Sindhi interests. There-

fore with Bhutto's ouster and eventual execution by the Zia

regime, a Sindhi martyr was created.

Giver, such a history and list of grievances it is little

wonder that rural Sind has proven intractable to Zia's pclicies.

As discussed above, the bulk of anti-government rural politicalI
demonstrations/incidents since 1977 have occured in rural Sind

a-,.d particularly ir districts associated with Bhutto and the

PPP. It. such districts it has proven impossible for Zia and1
his regime to portray themselves as legitimate rulers. Indeed

i. such districts Zia is viewed at best as a usurper of rcwer,

at worst- as a murderer of a Sindhi martyr. There is little

chance that such perceptions will chance as lonc as Zia rera:s

in power. When such perceptions are coupled with the political

._ressures generated by rapid social transformatic - , (cur rccee

sircle out two distracts ir. Sind, Hy'derabad and Nawatsnar,

whac-.1 arc particularly amenable tc such pressures), it be.c c.-

almct c( rtair. that such dastricts wi]] remain prone tc t tca]

'iclercf, and will rerrain particularly unstable ir the -

tor7 future.
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Three conclusions emerge from the foregoing examples.

(1) Rural unrest has been confined predominantly to rural

Sind. (2) Zia has made prominent examples of landlords whc

commi.at excesses or domonstrate opposition to his regime.

And (3) rural unrest has not occured to any significant

extent in middle peasant districts. Therefore, Zia has been

able to avoid the negative effects of social transformation

on political stability. The explanation lies in ethnorecional

sentiments and the international labor market.

Sindhi Grievances/Punjabi-Pathan Safety Valves. Since

1977, Sind has been the most disaffected province of Pakistan.

The history of Sindhi disaffection is a long one, datinc back

at least to partition. Its causes include the dominaticn of

its peoples by the muhajir community (Indian refucees. lit.

pilgrms), particularly in Karachi and in bureaucratic and

b'usiness communities; the attempted coerced introduction of

Urdu as the national language on the recalcitrant Sindhais ir

the late 1940s and early 1950s; and the promulgation of the

One Unit Plan (the consolidation of West Pakistan into cne

administrative unit) in 1955. But the greatest single cauec

of Sindhi disaffection is linked with the career and demise

of the late prime minister, Z.A. Bhutto. Bhutto was the sccr.

of a very prominent lar~dholding family based in Larkana.

During his regime he ercouraged Sindhi sentiments by empa-

thizinc, at least rhetorically, with their grievances, anc l';
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agitation has centered on two issues: one political and

reminiscent of the MRD movement; the second, challenginc

the dominance of the Sindhi landlords. There have been

reports of several instances of three-sided atrocities

committed by landlords, haris and police.

A third example is the so-called Nawabpur Incident.

In this case twenty-three "prominent" landlords of Nawabpur

(near Mlultan) were charged with stripping and forcing the

wife and two daughters of a troublesome tenant to parade

throuqh the village. The event became a cause celebre of

the Pakistan women's movement, and the perpetrators were

tried before a sumrary military court. The result was that

nine of the landlords were convicted, their lands were con-

fiscated, each received 15 lashes, each was fined a sum

ranging from Rs. 50,000 to 500,000, and all were sentenced

21
to lengthy prison terms. A month later, Zia promulgated a

new ordinance (Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance, 1984) which

made forcible public stripping of a woman punishable by death.

A fourth example of rural unrest have been the "daccit

d~sturbances" in rural Sind. Such events are interpreted by

the government to involve organized crime and the complicity

of landaords. It one r rsta!nce, the press reported the arrest

cf 70 Hyderabad Iandlcrds o. charaes or harboring criminals,

ir anothcer the so-called Ther Incident (a railroad crossirc

rear H'.derabad) three Sind Ur.averslty students, alleged da.,its,

w,.r r k I d by th!, pclice.

...... ..............• . .................... .............. ... ' '- " . ' , i , -."
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it is a difficult task to assess levels of rural urres4

in Pakistan. The press has never been the most reliable

source of rural news in Pakistan owing both to governmental

censorship and perhaps more importantly to the urban nature

of Pakistan's major dailies. Second, indirect methods of

getting such information are fraught with difficulties because

of the ideological predispositions of informants/experts.

Nevertheless with some measure of confidence it is possible .

to discern four ma]or examples of rural unrest which have

plagued Pakistan's rural areas within the past eiqhteen wor.ths.

The first and by far the best documented example is the

MRD disturbance of Fall 1983. This disturbance stemmed from ]
opposition parties' demands to hold elections under the terms

of the 1973 Constitution. Interestingly, though the movement

was desioned to be national in scope, it had its greatest

impact on five districts of rural Sind--Larkana, Dadu, Nawatshah,
-20

Khairpur, and Hyderabad. Coincidentally, these districts also

constitute the core area of support for the defunct PPP,

Bhutto's political creation. At the heyday of the disturbsn:ces,

M.PD leaders cilled for a general strike and gained considerable

support, closing virtually all covernment activities in the

most-affected districts until the MRD leadership was arrcs.

and the crowds d:spersed by the police and army.

A second example are the so-called "hai-riots" which have

take. Vlace in the last ypar cr so :n rural Sind. Here



party-less basis. However, in a surprise gesture the bar on

the candidacy of former politicians was relaxed on January 13.

Despite such relaxation, however, the Movement for the

Restoration of Democracy (MRD) announced a boycott of the

polls and very few of the MRD's members had filed norrinatior.

papers by the deadline for such application.

In conclusion, Zia's rural policies followed well-worr

tracks. His agricultural policy could have been written in

1960, and the Local Bodies Ordinances is similar to the Bas' n

Democracies scheme. The most significant departure has been

the Isla.ization process; potentially most "revolutionary,"

the prospect of pre-errption legislation. Unlike Bhutto, Zia

has kept a tight lid on rural politics, and in aeneral it|S
must be argued that Zia's policies have favored the traditional

status quo. However, it must also be stressed that the process

of rural transforrration, potentially very destabilizinc, has

accelerated during Zia's regime.

The Track Record: Rural Stabilitv?

Sc far this analysas has presented a case for the potentia"

of extreme political unrest in Pakistan's rural areas because

of rapid social transformation, and has outlined Zia's

r )pons& to such potential--a conscious policy of depolta-

?at i c c ld wi , a stress or. maintenance of status C - :ie

th, rura: areas. This section looks at how

successful 7: 's pcoicies havfE beer- from the perspective -

dar-.,rn lrc tjCltil~a urres:.

Sq
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Whether the people of Pakistan endorse the process

initiated by General Muhammed Ziaul Haq, the Presi-

dent of Pakistan, to bring the laws of Pakistan in

conformity with the injunctions of Islam as laid

down in the Holy Quran and Sunnah of the Holy

Prophet (PBUH) and for the preservation of the

ideology of Pakistan, for the continuation and

consolidation of that process and for the smooth

and orderly transfer of power to the elected repre-

sentatives of the people. '1 9

The consequence of a "yes" vote to the above would also serve

in practical terms to elect General Zia president of Pakistan

for a five-year term. The outcome of the referendum as

officially reported was very one-sided. The government

claime2 a turnout of 61 percent and a 97.71 percent "yes"

vcte, i.e., Zia had received a mandate. It is impossible

from the results given to glean distinctions in rural/urban

support for Zia or for his programs. No district-wise break-

down of the vote was provided by the government nor is the

answer to the referendum question as drafted an adequate

indicator of support for Zia in any case.

Following quickly on the heels of the referendun, -ia

announced on Jaruar: 12, 1985, that February 25 would be th.

date for the lonc-delayed nationwide elections to the fedcral.

ard provincia assebL.ies. Such elections would be held c a

. . . ....... z. ..... ... ...... .. ... ... ...... ..:a ... ..... .. .:



are prohibited from contesting seats if they had previously

held posts in former national or provincial assemblies or

were formerly members of political parties. Elections tc

such councils were held in 1979 and 193. Though no systerat:c

analysis of the composition of such bodies is available, it is

very likely that such institutions have beer dominated by the

traditional locus of power in rural areas, the landed notable;.

The absence of political parties, the nature of indirect

elections for minorities, and the omnipresence of bureaucratic

representation each conduce to this end.1 6

Another party-less political institution was established

in late 1981--the Majlis-i-Shura (Federal Council). The

Mallis-i-Shura as it was originally constituted was an

advisory council, wholly appointed by the President for a

four-year term. Representation of the landed elite in the

Shura is considerable. At least 40 percent of its original

members classified themselves as "zamindars" in biodatas
17

prirted in the press.

Since late 1984 Zia's government has introduced a new

wrinkle in the lecitimization process: the party-less

national election. To a limited extent such an approach has

bp- givern sarctcn by the Isalrizaton process throuch tht-

vehilc, of the An .5c< Commissior: Report which declared pcla-
18

tcal parties ur.-Isla7ac. Arcordinqly, on December 19,

199 4 , 7aa held a na"acra] refererdnr; to answer the questac7:



16. In general the Local Bodies Program has differed from Basic

Democracies in two fundamental regards. First, bureaucrats are less

dominant in Local Bodies institutions than they were in Basic Democracies.
Second, Zia unlike Ayub has not converted the local governmental structure

into an electoral forum for national election. See Inayatullah, Basic
Democracies District Administration and Development (Peshawar: Pakistan

Academy for Rural Development, 1964) and G. Shabbir Cheema, The Performance
of Local Councils in Pakistan: Some Policy Implications (LNDP Mission

Paper, 1984).

17. Calculated by author from Pakistan Times, December 28, 198! -

January 24, 1982.

18. Government of Pakistan, Cabinet Secretariat, Ansari Comissicc's

Report on Form of Government (Islamabad: .MPCPP, 1984..

lq. Viewpoint, December 6, 1984, p. 14.

2). See Viewpoint, August 18, - November .7,

21. Dawn, April 9, 1984.

22. Government of Pakistan, Manpower Divisicrn, A jejrt on Pakistanis
WcrkinK or Studvinc7 in Overseas Countries (Revised Versio n' 7lanabad:
.. PCM , 1984.

22. Calculated fro. Government of Pakistan, Finance ,i'ision,

Pai stan Econo-. ic Survey, 1983-1Q84 (Islamabad: MPCP 1984), pp. 2)-

2-.. Calculated frot Ibid., pp. 22-3.

21. Charles H. Kenned, "Policies of Redistributional Preferenct,
ir Pakistan." Paper delivered to American Political Scienc, Co-venticn

2. Stepn P. Cohen, Tht. Pakistan Army (Berkeley: University of
Ca ifcrnia Prcss, 19S . , p. 4 -.



PAYKSTAN'S FECONO!'IC PEPPOPYANCE IN THE 1980s:

IMIPLICATIONS FOP -POLITICAL BALANCE

ichr Adars-

4 Tnc Se-.f and- th Prnier

1-. t,-.e r-.id-19 0s Pakistan is en- ovinc a period ofrac

£2Cn(rc rcwtl.. If the pace of this crowtl- continues thec

cc-ntr w~atta:.- th e threshold- of middle-inco-E, status b

an chex'~e~trankinc with the Korea7- an d Taiwar-e

Flrclis" f the l9~.Yet, few rations are as nrecaricus.F-'%

U raoc ~itc~' as conternnorarv Pakistan. Desn:ite

s r rmn .ceit the, Zia covernment is widely cerce:vec

i- dce a. outsidE Paki stan ac: transitorv', with,) the answc-

th 6, uesticon, "transitory to what?, " not being easily!% deter7:nez-. 40

Pe~:naland croc ternsions within the society rerain ntns

a-c eriodica'l v c-run:- into unfcu:ed ,,ioDle:-ce or dlrecte-

ant, ccvernrental acita:ion, such- as. that of 29F- in n.

lne ess-than -fraen-dly states, twc of whlich are in7 the :h-rc-cs

c f war and revolutc, rino Pak is+an , and4 all h ave i -ter-es 5

aucar:c'i cs tc anetcc their air- wath those cf :~ra

j ~ cCc 'ncn~ ~trs rcu.
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The obvious cuestion to ask about this juxtaposition

rin Pakistan of economic prosperity and political uncertainty

as the decree to which the two dimensions intersect. Therr.

are three locical possibilities.

The first line of argument runs as follows. Rapid

qrowth is crounded in substantial structural chances in the

ecoo-y. These changes touch many aspects of life. Acri-

cu:ture is being transformed into a commercial sector, with

:rlications for the relative status, power and wealth nocs:-

taor.s cf crou.7s such as landlords, middle-sized comiercial

farmers an landless laborers. A more educated populatro<.

is e but the status of women and sore minorities mav:

be ahslcutely or relatively declining because of limited

ac-ess to schocl inc. These and many other chances point to

thr y ossibi'itv of substantial political and social tensicn.

ar'sanc fro, econoric chance. An arguable proposition is

H that ranid economic qrowth and structural chance are crea:nc -

a bas:s for profound discontent and turmoil.

A second plausible hypothesis is the reverse of the f rst.

Pa:id crowth in Pakistan is yielding and distributinc w_ -

sprea benefits. Pemlttances from the Middle East are .

a:':" "ow^r in<come families to move u- to the mcd e -

ran<ks. Azricsltural and andstria2 crowth is provadirc h:

i. co-, F to a wid, sectr',m of peo- le in both sectors. Thn

"frc:. -line, status of Pakistan draws in considerable aid from



the West and the Middle East, easing the foreign exchange

4 N balan-ce and providirng developmental finance. All in all,

t..,this perspective wo-uld succest that rapid arowth n~a-s

a sicn-1f cant role, in dam-neni.ng sou rces of political unrc-.

Afin-al view is that th.ere, is liltle if an;relaticnshin!-

between the many positive economric developrments in Pakist;,an

a.,- its L, tia futur. The pliclprocess may. unfcl:d

4 accord'inc to a seauence of its owr., with the ke-v terms in

t'-E- en-uation beinc idrs;,mnuaio.of ideo-loov,. an

syI.mtbols, and political organization. and mobilizatir.. W ith

elIe c- I n- on7 t he h or., 7cn (a hcr iz-on that appears to have

on ,th p~~ a~ rc ce ss mayv mov e u n pr ed ic tb

Eve:, carefulvI% mana.en electio :ns could sh if t at least sclme

4 4 owrawa' frcm Zac a-.n th E arr-'',, and they mray welcome or at

leasFt t C1e r teC t 1 S movem -en t. Or, as happ:-ened with Bhut-tc,

n :tclforcez m-a: catner momentumr beyond control , wi thI

z rclmt: co~nsenu-es7.'' for the continuation of the incumbent

leadt r-E'. External develornments on any of the three borders

ccucExacerb~ate t!he-sc unset tlinoc tendencies, or converse>:%,

m.:c.n encercer a un~fied nat ional effort to deal with the

external foe. In any event, economic factors would be over-

wh.( ned :oru;n dor-estic and. internation a2 -plit'.c-a

W- c< o)f _ ,- c thre ~c Es 1IDblE, lin7- of econoni c-pc~:ia

t~~iO.i trC mce efen-,s ibl1e i s a cue st ion wort h nnncrjrO

v 'n c- th ErcbL em c;f cha cc i s r uc a. t o exam inc t
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relationship of economic development and the political procr.-s

in Pakistan in the mad-198Cs. Althouh it appears at first to

be an irratioral position, the answer to the question as tha,

all three are correct because the choice is a false one. Tc

select ar.y of the three lines of thoucht and rely upor it

excl usiveiy would be heavyhanded and yield inaccurate ur osr-

standir-a of and predictions about the course of everts. Mre-

subtle reasoninQ is required.

Ecoromic growth confers benefits and rewards or rat.

nartacimants.As lora as expectations do not outrace t, -

realities of what is becoming possible with crowth, fcr 1rc:-

viduals and the state, Qrowth and it. rewards underiahl nst

econocricalv-based discontent. There is little sic7 that

exnectat ionE have beer urd'zv raised a: t... PakistariF hav

c. used to hich rates of crowtb and to a cocd deal cf licui

wealth mcvina around in bazaars, the informal sector, a7c the

lack econom . Perttances, smucclinc, and the druc and arrrs

trade, wit Afgharistan provide ready funds fcr various scrt-

cf economic schemes. When these activities are addtd to rcr-

i.'c~:tana ,< ra:d income crowtb in agriculture, industry arc

f-,re:cr trad,_., it is plain that man%, Pakistanis are in pccs:-

t t c fe.el rlcher. Perha-.s many feel that the eccnc-',' a

'. t c tner that thv exrec~ed. Only a reve- -. '

crowth or th,, drvana uF of some of the illegal or marcara v

secd i 5o:rCeS cf fu,. d F cul d b a scurce of discontent.

I
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At the same time, economic qrowth yields relative and

sometimes absolute income losses for some croups. Envy car.

fue" discontent. Pecions or groups that feel left out cr

left behind can be enlisted Ir political movements. Tnc

probley is, then, not one of deciding whether rarid crowth is a

stat:lizir.c or destabilizing factor but of assessinq an,

stri kznc a balance between both lines of causation. It is

also vitallv impcrtant to recoanize the validity of the third

c.t on: that, at least in the short-run, external threats or

sd-!2n passions actinc in the heat of a domestic political

cr7::-l. may trarscend economic corcerns.

A X- e" cf Pakista.'s Political Econo.,

Systematic anaivsis of the interclay of economic anz

nc :tical developrens in Pakistar must beoin with the ar;'-

culation of a model. Such a model must allow economic fai-tr

t mrute cr exacerbate centrifuqal pclitical forces. It ,t:* O4

rocccr. :"vo that the ecor.cmac factor may at times 1-a-' a sF.. I

. ]

C'-r*ral to a mod": of PakRtar's nol::c3l ecno.v 2s O

.. r. . .f .ntpret crrupF. An Interest crour. model is rart:-

-..: y -. - a:j in " !. .... P n bcans of the salie e an!

r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 i of r v, s r: r j 7 t r o f eIi t e anrd m a s

, F ; r, : d, . t ht rf ": Tiorshio of interen

n!- a erfcrFrarce. This model w-a

S'' '.. and a;7 i-. in a s'*.v of Pakistan's export 7z -'

--... .. . - - - - - - - -.
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and performance between 1970 and 1982. Thr core politicc-

economic process takes ecoriomic interest aroups as the prfrary

actor.<. Interest groups shape eccnomic policies and the.F ar.

turrn affect economic performance. Causaticn is circular:m
performance may lead to chanqes in policy and since the dastri-

bution of the benefits associated with a set of po] icies a.r3

with performance results will vary fro.7 time to tim6- across

crouon, croups are impelled to take political action to charce

oclicies, or if need be, regimes.

Co.-mnlicatinc factors are that oolicies are not always

imlemented as conceived and that policies have unforeseen

cc:.s ences. Too, the core political economic process is

c nstantl • affected by exoaerous variables that are unpre-

d'ct L,. These include domestic factors such as crop

fat r and external factors such as world recessior or the

a aa::i1ity of foreicr. aid. The constant interplay of

, c pclitics and the random impact of exoaenous everts

'.a- thc core rocess is always ir. a state of flu>:.

7.. mair. ec or ic- interest croups in Pakistar. since

ar. r r .c erc ,ha'v( Le delir-.ated bv LaPorte, Saveed arc

c'. rr - . As shc i '' r: Fiqg re ) the rrcacr -lite arours are thc

2>fr cff--r ccr s, the top civa] servarts, industrial:sz

r. EIo of these sn i] qreut, s controls su t ar I C2

r , rs> , whcc- . d iffer i:: kind and arc subject to differe.t

' f nar rcr systems. The prancinal mass groups are

: r, merchants, farmers, landless laborers, students,

• ~I



professionals, and relicious sects or clusters. Each cf tr..

can be further disacgreaated into subcategories (e.a. tic

farmers, mediur, farmers, small farmerF; union labor, r.c~-'_rr

latcr: or distinguished regionally. No sinale member of .

qrou.s controls significant economic resources or is carable

of rakirc a decisior. that will have effects or more tha.nho-

self and his immediate family or co-workers. On% in, accrec-atce

formaticns, arid in conjuction with each other, car. ar. im-.=--

be had by' these mass groups.

Elite croups an(A mass groups work withir, the syste7 c'

ol~tla parties, through the media and public meetircs,

a'onc th( vectors of traditional social and family taes, a c

w:th cth-.cr in ru.' ns to affect policy.

.. Gro..r and the Economy Through 19F2

MOd.,rO Pakistan. has experienced two regim chances.

TherI s first thc transition in 1971 fro, military rule "

tha" of Zulfakar All Bhutto. The second occurred in 19

Bhutc wa- rcmov-,d from cower and 71aul Hac acain instituted

mjiitar' do..at ic.. Bcth demonstrate the role of elite an.7

mass ecoirtrrests in chancina leadershir and ,oLicy.

M~d.-- r ~ '.'~cthc wealth- acImlae vb a few" indus r-

l: "= .:i< t , .. : -verrrec " '' pca'ca. an the lat. "9 =

... 7 7 cr at all ir t-.

or, , w , w, dsz'rrad sense that th( (,7- -7,

wa -  fdir. " a., :r , iolc\' had strongly favcr,- x, -" S

S
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i,, over Ea!7- Pak star. Feqional and aroup concerr-s

cv~ tn* dstrb~tor.of the benefits of growth crested if 6

a r-,L~an c) nE, o f t h cb ases for Trass political r- C,.e

z-a t the country and n-ade, at iT-.oos;sible for th C

r~ata t c cor,.tij' to r ul e

AF ej J o f s tat .Ec , ;t c~ under tookq subs ta ntalI e Cor-nC-

Hi5 i nrtv ar-.,C gcvernrrert were based or. sun - r- of

7 r -oC..p: urbar. lab,-r, petty bureaucrats andc nrc-

<.a-sza. s conkeep-ers, srrill farirerF and thela. de

He a t ackcrd t!he corocent rated power of the r-, i ta

:ffc~r , ~c>nrralatsa!nd ch-ief civil servan ts via a

v.~~~vf a-t nns He atnedtc reward his rrass fcl 'c,,- rs

~ arc~5b';cr.incarclabor's waces and work inc cor a-

t: >. . :,n to ncbicanustrialits paticularlv hoe s

to.yarn. ano( text i e nd tr,. Bhuto rationialized

a~ctr- ie and great yv sh if tf-d the ba lance of irvest-n-

fra r i vae sectur toc the pub:i c sectocr. For his rura:

.:-, 1.an d rc f nrr- was rrcrisec- ann7- there, was- sooc at t n-

a z7 a-u: t urai deve' opr'en: an.d i rpt and outut J * L~

cr, . - i.,>, of ih., -r shee-cr s~c. irn th e face of theaer-

-~~~ ~ m:,. te . r :as V r fE~ urce s th a r tn

*. r'C :n r~n econom %y hes ai tr

an f >'r a 7-,a c r c, ande f rorr 7> ~
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weather an-d external econoric conditior~s rout pressure or.

acricul:ure a,-d expcorts. 3Poor eco:r~o7-c performance was a

c~trstrafactor 1!n th c mountirna disaffection with Bh--*

rile an.d Zia ' S sca 1 ure_ of power. Bh.,t to was not able to, 7--

t.c exr -etation:s "Itbad aererated ii. his rrcFs sunno)rt- cro'_rS,

as tn; ec--omir s.1owed an d hc had dliff ac,21tv r.ioerencr

Iarcfor-, help ino so-all farrrerFs, or irprov'ic the loct c1

th e lower classes: in. the town.

IcI uoaa e srreaOcreCate reasuresF of eccoc~._

;.crformarncc in thc three periods Just discussed. 4The Ayur._

7-riodftrd close atten tion7 to large-scale in-dustrializra-

ti: a,.,: tris is refr'ecte, in. the high rate of crowth of cc

str . Bhtoattacked industrialists--laroiely the i

coton. rrill own ers-n' red-ucinq investment1 and export

concessionrs;, strencther.inzc the. position- of labor, and lett ino

orttcnricc- rise relat ive to var>-. and cloth ri-ces, theretv

5ue -sinc ra r: ns. Aqr.-cultural growth was fairly goodunr

~.l Lo~s is~i last years broucht thp ir-itial7 phases- of

Gre: t--t~I, h 22 ;z:- Z 2222nl ccaciut,:
cPt io-At - sr w~~lm r o c iu t r ,t _

weathecr and.- -,es attack,-s on. the crors lowered the growth, rate,

*~~~~~~~~~ uni:la '~ s xo ncr AvxuL arewsro .'

rf):............ ~~ ex-rort.s tna 2

i- 1 7: t -atee C. Durino Bhuttc s t0

I r f- :rf -:.- nacc art icularlv when ~t

r~( njf-turers exoocrts were deTnro:
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TABLE 1
Structural Change in Pakistan: 1960 - 1982
(annual average real growth rates)

Agriculture Manufacturing Total
exports (a)

large- small-
scale scale

& -D PeLd

1960-69 3.4 10.9 2.8 9.5

Rht Period

1972-77 2.1 3.0 7.3 7.4

7,1A Periodi

1978-82 4.0 9.3 7.3 31.0

SqnLc: Government of Pakistan, Finance Division,
Paia Econom Sv, various issues.

(a, Average annual growth rates for the periods 1961-66,
19-3--7, and 19"8-8:.
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and that the slack was takern up> by morei-or-less srotaneo

expansion. of the small-scale marufacturinc sectors (leathor

cools, Firclcal rtr~.:,carpe'sV.

Wnn 7 i3~ car-i tc power in 1?77 K apneared to have- li-

C0ACr i tw r~le or ever. 7uch interest an stavirc on. for ver%:

C:. u ceriair.> could not be said to have had a we!:-

cznz:vojeinnorac Trograrr or philosophy. In the eccnovlr7

srrnrore LPcved tenatively. His economiac pronouncerents ha:c

r.- i7r=-. with his political porouncerrents: they' Wert

f>t: va" ar. cont radic'tory; at was often unclear what the

a:> l be for ir-nierentation; his policy staterents

n n-vwi- .- ryniuercy to which thev were addressed.

:7-r- w::s a ;~~:~.t favcr the Frivate sector aaain, bu=

tn-r wa nosharp reversal of Bhut to'~s national i atiaEs arc

natarc::.n'r of larse-sia:P public undertakings. Labor

W, 0*ovr,"rre. A new elempnt was the call for

:;>..:j17 C f tht e-vrorv. This seemed to amount to n7

*n-' Cr.:.17o hdrnCz frC7 ar irte're~t-pay.' Syte

c- oli prof :i -YKa r:rc . The ajor-tion cf te 7aka, arf sFrr

*;-7 a~l wolfar; sF'sler- was a r< a t ivelv minor charce.

l uck war F ood or, t he econ=! n f rnnt af ter 1 "

X . a ' 1 c- 1 ~~ C fCw~ C' r1 7 7

r.3ea Br. C '>.'S: 1, weather &--a.---

r- M:>.~ r* S:7 sriru; art*ion to inoa' jr::->

: . t i crriP f avor na- r mndi t ions f r

f :-o7 1- -A-o ff, :r food an&d n.



reenlyexoorted- whea* to Irar. Even a sluqcish; interra-

t~oa..econonyV did riot deter Pakistan' s exrorts. Acricultural

a,-.,, snur -sd3, ncstrlc al exro,,rtc rose- rapidly.

P::savsCurren.t Ecocr-- Peforanc arc. its Pclitica-'

~rrc~cto zac- ar-E clejr. Lead ,r i In Pak-Istan. cannotc

oc-vwr wtt~i7 e-orcco clices tat eet the oo.t

a s zrhu cralI asni rat iors of a con~stellation. of elite anrc:

7- r--, t~ Nor c-eer\'one mrust be harp'; all of .

ver n..: .ezru ustbe happy: muclh of tihe tine.

r .r-: r,' aurea c sc- rs a Loe 3r toc have learre-

-- no n~ a~ne ronficantlv dist-ircuizsres !I r-

r 7- rw i rlrs. uko ein or out ofc senzit'-

.:- :c tal rEj 7 n to i11avise econoric pzc-ho;

r, Pakisa-r% ledesi.: as in aea COn7cerles Cf m

ar -s -c>n.,. trc~ovCr e ac Fc-n- ..

~ur~ Pua, and . nin rc:c-c-,-on tc fanacres.

.j~se~fai lto me- a';

*~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ::- *'---r-U>-i>;smpl Ih' I
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[ They are capitalist-socialist-Islamic, public-private

sectorish, simultaneously pro-growth and pro-distribution.

By the formal canons of economic planning they appear doored

to fail. External, and some Pakistani, economists are likely

to be made nervous by the policy inchoateness. Rather than

worry, they would be better off trying to understand the

-nature of Pakistan's unique success in its own terms rather

than contrasting the methods of that success with their own

abstract economic philosophies and planning models. That

Pakistan is succeeding economically makes a strong if notO F

compelling case for ad hockery over ideology, for appeasement

over confrontation, for muddling through over rigorous adher-

ence to a systematically derived and aesthetically pleasing

technical plan frame that delights economists.

In 1982-83, Pakistan's gross domestic product advanced

about 6 percent in real terms. Agricultural output was up

a strong 4.8 percent and industrial output rose 8.3 percent.

In the previous year agricultural growth was 3.3 percent and

industrial growth was 11.7 percent. In 1982-83, price infla-

tion was 3-5 percent. Exports were up 13 percent, while

*. imports actually declined by 4 percent, easing payments

pressures. Remittances were up strongly.

In 1983-84, the Zia government for the first time had to

confront some bad economic news. The growth of gross domestic

product slumped to 4.5 percent, while agricultural output fell

• V i ' . " '' i -'i . ' - - ' .,- - . • . -

-0i " • - % ' . . " " t . , " " " " " " " - t " - / . .
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by 4.6 percent. Conditions in agriculture were the worst

I since 1951/52. The cotton crop was down by about two-fifths

because of drought and attacks of pests. Other crops were

also affected. Manufacturing growth was still 7.7 percent.

* Exports appear to have risen by about 15 percent, even with _4

the huge decline in cotton exports. Remittances may have

declined slightly.

- In 1984-85, early and provisional reports suggest that

the economy has returned to the high growth track. National

output is expected to rise by as much as 8 percent, with 9

percent growth in industry and a rebound in agriculture.

Exports may be rising at a 15-20 percent rate. After a brief

uptick during the drought prices appear once again under

control.

The Sixth Plan (1983-84 to 1987-88) is off to a good
6 n

start. The new plan articulates a tilt toward the private

sector, although in view of the mixed philosophical character

of Pakistan's operant economic policy, this is perhaps percei-

vable as mostly cosmetic window-dressinq to mollify econorists

from international organizations and foreign aid agencies by

saying the fashionable thing. The government will try to

make the existing public sector industries more efficient

and will concentrate its attention on infrastructure and the

improvement of human resources and the provision of social

services. Its projections of high growth rates require sub-

stantial mobilization of domestic and external resources for

their realization.

.•, .- -, . .. . . . . ...
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The political significance of these post-1982 numbers

on the economy is not trivial. The numbers, and the policies

associated with them, permit one to make a number of points.

The economy continues to grow handsomely, with a good

'balance of growth across large and small industry, agricul-

ture, and exports. This growth is apparently conferring its

benefits widely across the population. Burki has recently

argued that Pakistan is a poor country that, untypically among

the poor countries of Asia and Africa, has been able to reduce
7

significantly the number of people living in absolute poverty.

The Sixth Plan contains two somewhat contradictory dimen-

sions that well demonstrate the ambicuities in Pakistan's

economic policy-making. There is a strong commitment to

reducing controls over and supporting with concessions the

private sector so that it will elevate its investment rate and

provide much of the growth boost during the term of the plan.

At the same time there is a Bhutto-like commitment to social

programs such as education, clean water, and health that

represents a socialist dimension in the plan. The government

will continue to play a large role in the nationalized indus-

tries and is going to expand its role in agriculture. Inputs,

technology, and good prices for farm products such as vegetables,

fruit, milk, and meat are to be given attention by the covern-

ment as rising incomes create larae demands. This will

supplement previous attention to food crops and commercial

crops such as cotton and sugar cane.

.S-
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The emphasis on the private sector appeases important
interests: the country's businessmen, foreign investors,

and international agencies and donor countries. All were

unhappy with Bhutto's socialism. Liberalization is the chant

of the times amongst world economic policy-makers.

The Sixth Plan's stress on basic needs not only pacifies,

to some extent, internal groups perhaps left out of the game

but caters to the more liberal strands of domestic and inter-

national opinion. A better educated and healthier ponulation

will be more productive in the long-run so there is an econorric

payoff. Social programs may act indirectly to bring down

Pakistan's high fertility rate, a very desirable consequence.

An improved rate of child survival may induce families to have

fewer children and concentrate on raising their cluality.

It is extremely significant to note how the government

dealt with the cotton shortfall and its conseauences for

industrial output, exports, and farmer incomes and security.

The government banned cotton exports and imported cotton.

Perhaps $400 million of cotton exports were lost while $77

million of cotton had to be imported. Fifty-one centers to

control pests were established and farmers were aiven interest-

free loans. The government also acted to deal with risina

prices of foods and edible oils associated with the drouoht.

What these measures mean is that the government took

aggressive steps to reduce the negative impact of the cotton

crisis on several key interests. The cotton manufacturinc
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sector was helped by provision of cotton stocks. The cotton

farmers have been civen some relief and help against pests in

the future. Perhaps it is wrong to make much out of this, but

it is not clear that earlier governments would have taken the
*- -

same steps so swiftly and effectively. An economic shock of

this magnitude could well have toppled a government that did

not or could not react. Earlier governments were ooeratina

with more limited resources; rapid growth gives a government,

and an economy, the flexibility to deal with intermittent

crises. Rapid growth raises government revenues and yields

the government resources with which to fight economic brush-

fires. The perceptiveness, willingness, and ability to deal

with such brushfires is a striking development in Pakistan.

Despite his populism Bhutto alienated many of his supporters
8

within three years of taking power.

To summarize: the rapid growth of the economy after 1977

has undoubtedly played a role in dampening political unrest.

Compared to the Ayub era, growth is widespread across sectors

and, apparently, across the population. This is not to say

that there are not groups which are not participatino or that

on a regional basis the effects of growth have been enual. If

nothing else, the Bhutto period expanded the role of the nublic

sector in investment, production, and welfare. Zia has ncot

turned away from these dimensions but finds it convenient to

create a more favorable environment for private activitv.

S
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*1

Despite Bhutto's overt socialism Zia has actually been more

successful in appeasing mass groups, in part because he has

operated without raising expectations, surprising many favor-

ably by the results his government has obtained. Although his

is not a democratic government, it is a government holding

precariously to power. Since it cannot rely upon the charisrra

of its leader or upon strong political roots in mass and elite

interests, it must avoid alienating groups by foolish economic

measures. The capacity to use growing revenues and Dower of

command over the economy to throw resources at troublesome

problems, regions, or groups is a key factor that must be

watched as this government or a successor struggles to retain

power.a
Potential Economic Sources of Instability

The roseate picture just painted must not be left unauali-

fied. It is important to examine economic conditions, problems,

or tendencies that could create insurmountable problems for

Pakistan's leadership. These will be discussed without refer-

ence to any particular personality or potential government,

since the upcoming elections may yield a somewhat realigned

adrr.inistration.

Economic Ideology. Pakistan cannot afford to pursue

extremism in economic doctrine. Pursuit of any pure econoic

philosophy would surely alienate significant clusters of ras .

"'" " -" " " ".'-5 -. .-. .i .-. - i . - .:. .-i'p
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and elite interests. If, for example, the oovernment seriously

chased the chimera of economic liberalization and deflected

privileces and rewards toward large industrialists and

businessmen, many groups would react negatively. Labor is

one; high and low bureaucrats entrenched in the system of

economic controls are another. Small businessmen richt also

resent favoritism. Ties between too officers of the army and

bia businesses, if publicized, would undermine whatever

lingering faith there is in the purity of motive of the arrv's

management of the economy.

Liberalization is inconsistent with plans to control the

prices and distribution of inputs in agriculture. The price

of food matters to both farmers and low-income consumers in

the cities. Similarly, prices of edible oils have an impact

on family budgets. The price of cotton is important to

farmers and to industrialists. The government must not only

oversee these prices but it must sometimes create two-tier

prices, one for producers and one for consumers, and fund the

difference out of oeneral revenue.

Government management of the economy in Pakistan is

imrlicit in the plan and in economic policy statements, even

if there is superficial endorsement of liberalzation and some

moves in that direction. Liberalization is not income-

distribution neutral as compared with the present situatior.

Pushing liberalization too far will only make it more diffi-

cult for a government to stay in power because it would meart

. • .m ? m' ' T tT . . , - ,- '.
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a warping of incentives and rewards perceivable to rmany andH
easily pointed to as a sign of unfairness.

Islamization. Islamization is another ideological

dimension with the capacity to push economic policy in

directions that would yield discontent. Banking is to be

fully Islamized in 1985, with profit-sharing replacing the

payment of interest, which is banned by the Quran. There is

no reason for this to be an unworkable system, although many

economists find it strange and unappealing. The adoption of

zakat and ushr is not a major departure and appears about as

much of a threat to the normal course of functioning of the

economy and government as does the United Way campaign in the

United States.

I Unless Islamization becomes a stronger force in setting

economic policy, there appears little to be concerned with

here. The major problem is that Islamic and non-Islamic

1 minorities feel threatened by a form of Islamization that 'U

embodies the doctrines of the majority sect.

Domestic Resource Mobilization. The Sixth Plan recuires

raising the domestic savings rate from its very low 7-8 percent

to something like 15 oercent. (India's rate is over 20 percent.'

It is not clear why Pakistan's domestic savings rate is so low,

or if it is so low, why the economy is arowing so rapidly.

One possibility is that the numbers are simply wrong and that

if all of the flows could be nroperly known that there is a

".
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good deal of capital formation in agriculture and the small-

I scale sector that is not counted.

Capital formation has been disappointing in response to

the early gestures toward providing support for investment in

the private sector. The public sector is still carrying the

brunt of investment expenditure. Despite concessions and

favorable terms, the orivate sector has not yet responded to

9the new liberalization policy with enthusiasm. Perhaps they

fear a recurrence of the Bhutto nationalization.

Remittances and Aid. With an acute shortage of domestic

capital, Pakistan relies heavily upon remittances and foreigr

aid. In 1984-85, remittances appear to have peaked. It is

unclear whether they will decline or merely stay on a plateau.

oThe plunging price of oil has dried up investment programs in

the Persian Gulf states and reduced the demand for migrant

labor. If remittances were to fall, and a large number of

migrant workers to return, there could be substantial stress

on the economy.

Infrastructure and Power. Pakistan needs badly an expan-

sion of its infrastructure. Large and particularly small

businessmen have trouble movino inputs and coods around because

of delays and inefficiencies. Power shortages are acute and

there is an underlying lack of petroleum and natural gas

reserves, although recent discoveries promise to help a little.

Rapid growth in industry and agriculture will depend uPon

double-diqit growth of electricity oeneration and upon at

S
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least some new discoveries of hydrocarbons, not only for fuel

but as a basis for chemicals and fertilizers.

Refugees and Military Needs. The refugees are a sicri-

ficant burden on the economy, although external relief helps

ease that burden. The loncer term fear is that if the refucees

take up residence in Pakistan they will take jobs and land away

from local residents. If the war in Afghanistan reaches out

into Pakistan with more frequency, military needs could put

some strain on the economy. Unlike India, Pakistan lacks much

of the industry needed to support its military establishment,

making Pakistan dependent upon external suppliers and vulner-

able to their manipulation.

Excessive external support for the military, and the

comx.itment of more domestic resources, could put the military

in the awkward position of seeming to take more than its share.

Under Zia, there has already been a substantial deflection of

resources toward the upper echelons of the officers corps and 6

to the rilitarv as an establishment. Officers have moved irtc

jobs in business, state enterprises, and government departnents.

Some have been given access to prime urban land and housinc,

which they have resold. 10 The use of the military, armed

w:th fcreign weapons, against civil disturbances could elm:nate

the ar7- as a credible political force. It is not even clear

that all soldiers and officers would take part in efforts tc

surA.ress discontent. Soldiers of one ethnic group would have

difficulty firina upon members of their own group; but If, f-r

. _ _ __ _ * -----.-- --.--.-- - --.. • -. . ." ,.•., -
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example, Punjabis were thouqht to use force easily and

excessively in the other provinces, secessionist tendencies Si

could mount rapidly. 
1

Military aid and spending is a double-edged sword havanc

as much capacity to destabilize as to stabilize the situatior.

Reoionalism. Resentment of Punjabi domination is strong

12in the other regions of Pakistan. Punjab has also had the

lion's share of agricultural growth and its small-scale sector

is vigorous. Remittances to the Punjab are strong. Sind has

done adequately well, but NWFP and Baluchistan lag behind
4

economically. There are measures in the Sixth Plan to deal

with the problem of regional inecuality, but they may not be

sufficient. At this point reqional economic rivalry may be a

more important source of discontent than intergroup riva"rv.

Population and Employment. Pakistan has a very high rate

of population growth and very limited success in implementinc

family planning measures. Over the long-term, the economy

wl have trouble--and indeed is having trouble--generatinc

lobs. The Sixth Plan is attemotinq to improve the quality of

the labor force with attention to education, health, and social

programs. The nlar strives toward raising the literacy rate

from 24 percert to 48 percent. Primary enrollrent is to rise

75 percent and over 81 percent of the villanes will have

e2 ctr1cv; by the end c f the plan. .

Islarizatior is to a larce decree impedinc the education

anc erroymert of women. It thereby limits the impact of forces
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that would lead to desires for smaller families. Over the

lona-run the questions of the role of women and of popula- _

tion growth must be dealt with effectively.

Conclusion

Recent economic performance in Pakistan, and the policies

connected with that performance, have not disenchanted

important elite or mass interest groups. This could chance

if policy became overly ideological and less compromisinc.

The government has been effective in meeting the concerns of

many disparate groups, aided by overall growth and expansio.
0

of its resources and management capacities. There is a sense

that the economy is generating widespread benefits and that

the distribution is fair. Regional differences in econorric

gains are perhaps more important now than intergroup perce7-

tions of inequity.

Economic issues are not likely to be very important in

the elections of 1985, if they are held as scheduled. Nor is

it likely that a modestly modified distribution of power will

yield a much different mixture of economic ideologies or

policies. There is a good chance that Pakistan's Sixth Plan

will work and that Pakistan will, by the late 1980s, be a

rising middle-income country. A domestic political crisis,

attributable to non-economic factors, could upset this ros ,ct.

So could military or otIer forms of intervention from across

the border,., perhaps arisino in coniunction with regional

S
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government in anticipation of such a danger were extensive,

of course, but on this occasion proved effective.

The lack of compassion by the senior military for

their former prime minister's fate probably had roots

partly in their concerns about the integrity of the pro-

fessional military and its role in the external defense

of Pakistan. Bhutto's purge of those senior military

officers he distrusted (though ironically also the occa-

sion for Zia's sudden promotion over many others more senior

than he to the position of Chief of the Army Staff) was

fiercely resented by a still socially powerful and institu-

tionally loyal generation of professional officers. Perhaps

even more important, Bhutto's creation of the para-military

Federal Security Force--employed as a palace guard, for

political intelligence functions, and as a check on the

regular military--was seen as a threat to military institu- *1

tions and a potential political impediment to effective

response by the regular armed forces to external threats.

The fact that such views may also have been self-serving

is beside the point; they would resonate with professional

military concerns anywhere. They took on greater importance

in the light of increased Soviet influence in Afghanistan. 0,

The,,. help to account for the fact that Zia enjoyed continu- qi
inc: support for preserving military control over the

Tovernment in the early years of his tenure, when his support

base was still almost solely the Army elite.

SJ
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law in 1977, would have returned the Pakistan People's

Party (PPP) to power, despite the absence of Bhutto, its

founding leader. Though loosely-knit and undisciplined,

the PPP nonetheless retained a widespread popularity in the

urban and rural ar-as of the Punjab, Sind and part of NITFP.

This would have given most PPP candidates at least a

plurality of votes, and their party, therefore, the majority

of seats in the National Assembly.

Once Bhutto had been executed, with Zia's denial of

clemency spotlichted by the world, it became improbable that

the Zia regime would voluntarily schedule free national

elections, until and unless it could hope to forestall the

return of the PPP (as, for example, by a coalesence of other

major political parties". The PPP would embody the impulse

frorr Sind, Bhutto's provincial home, to avenge Bhutto's

death, and would single out Zia and those of his military

associates who were believed to have insisted that Bhutto

be tried for murder, and if found guilty (under the circum-

stances then prevailing, a nearly foregone conclusion), that

he be hanged without pardon.

The national security sensitivities evoked by the

growing Soviet influence in Afghanistan made this unbending
I

treatment of Bhutto politically sustainable. There was no

organized or spontaneous outcry when Bhutto's death was

announced; preventive detentions and other actions by the
I

.I
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Afghanistan (PDPA) , and the large-scale Soviet military

invasion of Afghanistan in December, 1979, drastically -0

changed Pakistan's security environment. These events

made it far easier for President Zia repeatedly to post-

pone the promised restoration of civilian rule and faced

his regime with major decisions that, in their own way,

also, added incentives to prolong its tenure.

The arrival of Soviet military power at the frontier A

of Pakistan crystallized threats that for-,erly had seemed

speculative--and that some still disparage as nothing more

than Central Asia's "Great Game." Soviet proximity narrowed

the terms of reference of legitimate national security

debate in Pakistan, and engendered new constraints, some

self-imposed, on those political leaders from Baluchistan

and the Northwest Frontier Province (NWFP) who stirred

"separatist" feelings. Even the sympathy factor for the

Bhutto family following Bhutto's execution was inevitably

muted by the apparent entanglement of a Bhutto son with an

allegedly Kabul-based, KGB-supported terrorist organization

(al-Zulfiqar), to which assassination plots against Pakistani

political leaders as well as ordinary government employees

were attributed.

Close observers of Pakistan usually agree that fair S

national elections (e.g., as prescribed by the 1973 Consti-

t1iion) held a' an;' point after the imposition of martial

S
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Consider the following list of factors as a basis

for a tentative explanation of Zia's (or the military

regime's) longevity and the spread of significant public

acceptance:

o1. The internal effects on Pakistan and on Pakistani -
threat perceptions of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

2. The effects on Pakistani society of expanded income
opportunities through migration and reinvestment in a
relatively undeveloped economy.

3. The changing social basis of recruitment of the
Pakistani armed forces, particularly the Army, and the
effects on the organization of new entrants with differing
values.

4. The expansion of the size of the armed forces and 0
of its domestic infrastructural adjuncts, as generators of
employment and opportunities for social mobility.

5. President Zia's (or the regime's collective) co-
optational methods and skill in rearranging political
constituencies in the nation, of which the Islamization A
program is but a part.

6. Good luck, which is to say, fortuitous overall

economic circumstances and the absence of major warfare.

Repercussions of Soviet Power in Afghanistan

Soviet influence in Afghanistan had little to do with

the displacement of the Bhutto government by martial law

in April, 1977; Bhutto was ousted for internal reasons. But

the escalation shortly thereafter of Soviet influence in

Afghanistan had profound consequences. Coming in close

succession, the Taraki-led Communist coup d'etat in Kabul

of April, 1978, the violent infighting between the Parcharri

and Khalqi factions of the People's Democratic Party of -

• 't
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idiom. In many respects, the future security policy

objectives and capabilities of Pakistan may hinge on the

outcomes of this process. Major political reactions to

military rule, should such occur, may also be shaped by -

the same underlying process.

Military rule is not "legitimate" in Pakistan, but as

a practical matter, it is widely accepted today. It does

not fit the preferred norm, and therefore evokes no

enthusiastic public endorsements from articulate sectors

of society; it still seems to be an ambivalent matter for

most high-ranking military officers. It arouses irrita-

tion from politicians and from the professional sectors of

society (e.g. lawyers, teachers, and journalists), but it S

does not provoke broad fury.

Several questions arise. First, what accounts for this

underlying acceptance of the military in government? Which

sectors of society are most at ease with continued military

rule? Are social sectors of dependence on military rule j

emerging? How much does continued acceptance depend on

particular personalities, or on specific methods employed

by the government, and how much on economic conditions or

other factors that lie beyond full government control?

Second, where are the trends leading? What kinds of policy

change or fresh development of capabilities are likely to

occur that would alter the security environment? How much

is subject to a game plan, and where are the bounds of

uncertainty ?

S
1
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on security policy are increasingly influenced by those

broader public responsibilities and by various domestic

political pressures. Military leaders have become the

arbiters of how internal and external aspects of security, _

and other political, economic and social values of the

state, are balanced and integrated. Unfortunately, very -

little is known about how these issues are articulated or

how this balancing process takes place. But since the

historical drift in Pakistan seems to be toward the institu-

tionalization of military control over such a process, it

is important to understand and to document its implications

for Western security interests.

Zia's consolidation of power and longevity probably

can be attributed partly to the broadening of military

influences in society and the economy, and to the expanding

base of civilian participation in the economic infrastruc-

ture associated with routine military life, support and

logistics. These may be indicators of the evolution of a

distinctive system of governance in Pakistan, a hybrid that

merges bureaucratic and parliamentary traditions from the

colonial experience with Islamic juridical and representa-

tional forms, and that adapts to indigenous social forces

embedded in the national mosaic. Indigenous social forces

seem to be undergoing an inexorable process of moderniza-

tion (i.e., participatory expansion and value redefinition),
b

but one that happens to be quite distinct from the Western

. . -. - ;. i-. . .. . " S
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the future, although it still compares favorably with

conditions in the Gulf region west of Pakistan.

Finally, there is the ominous factor in the subconti:.-

ent of nuclear proliferation. India demonstrated the

Scapability for nuclear weapons just over a decade ago.

Pakistan has been striving since to acquire a similar

capability of its own, and there are signs it finally

reached a nuclear weapon-capable threshhold in 1984.

The next few years may see the "weaponization" of these

capabilities together with mounting pressures on both

countries steming from a regional nuclear arms race.

The Military In Government

IToday, the military leadership of Pakistan dominates

government and policy-making and plays the overseer to

civil adixnstration as well as the court system throughout

the country. Lip service is still paid to the norm of

"civilian control" of the military, but practice is just the

reverse. Even under civilian governments, the Pakistan

military has had a major if not always determining voice

in security policy formulation. Today it exercises direct

control over all aspects of security policy. During periods

of civilian government, the military could advocate its

security policy views from a professional perspective. Its

increasing assumption of broad public responsibility,

however, could mean that its own institutional perspectives
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military withdrawal from Afghanistan. Close observers of

Soviet behavior doubt, however, that the Soviet Union is

inclined to withdraw before it has ensured the objectives

that led to intervention in the first instance. However
52

one judges this possibility, the point to bear in mind here

is that Pakistani expectations may change--and, fearing a

deal made over their heads, may cause officials in Islamabad

to scramble for flexibility in their own position.

A third aspect of regional change has been violent

political instability elsewhere in South Asia, notably in
I.I

Sri Lanka since mid-1983, and more recently in India. The 7.

growth of political extremism in a splinter group of the

Sikh community of Punjab and the clumsiness of Indian govern-

ment response bred a confrontation that culminated in the

June, 1984, Army "shoot-out" with extremists at the Golden

Temple of Amritsar. This in turn led to the October, 1984,

assassination of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi and the spasr.

of sectarian violence against Sikhs in Delhi and other cities.

Should serious Hindu-Sikh clashes spread into Punjab, the

Sikh-majority state in India adjoining its namesake in

Pakistan, further alienating a religious community that has

been disproportionately important in India's armed forces,
S

it would represent a potential tinder box for conflagration

between the two countries. Moreover, the stability once

enjoyed by the Indian subcontinent seems less assured for
S

.,S



potential Soviet threats in the region, including those

resulting from the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The

displacement of Afghan refugees from the Herat region into

Iran was on a much smaller scale than the Pushtun influx

into Pakistan; but it was some time before it became clear

that Iran had adopted an interest in the fate of Afghanistan.

Thus far it has eschewed direct involvement in negotiations

with the Karmal regime or the Soviet Union, but Iran's

attitude is no longer so indifferent to the diplomatic

L bridge-building pioneered by Pakistan and the United Nations.

Soviet perceptions of the cost of an indefinitely protracted

conflict in Afghanistan may ultimately be conditioned by

active Iranian support for the Afghan resistance, should

that materialize. This would ease Pakistan's burden, at

least to the extent it spreads the risk.

Other factors could increase the Afghanistan-related

pressure on Pakistan, however; indeed, Soviet/Afghan military

aircraft intrusions have increased since late 1983. Probably

these were intended to counter stepped-up material support

for the Afghan insurgents (mujahiddin, meaning warriors for

the faith) that flows unofficially through Pakistan.

The resumption in January, 1985, of a U.S.-Soviet

dialogue on strategic arms control at Geneva leads some to

speculate that the dialogue, by easing East-West tensions,

may increase Soviet flexibility on the conditions for their

SD
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There is a fair chance, then, that Zia will continue

in office, or that the regime he has contrived will last.

In view of that possibility, it is worth taking stock of

what Pakistan has accomplished on security under Zia and to

explore the security problems Pakistan nevertheless may

encounter downstream. Before doing so, however, it may be

useful to note important trends outside Pakistan that shape

the context of security perceptions and capabilities, as

well as other aspects of international relations in this

region.

Regional Security Trends and Context

First, there may be some relief in sight from the most

csevere pressures on Pakistan stemming from the turmoil in

Southwest Asia. The military and harshness of the Iranian

revolution appear to be moderating, as the institutionali-

zation of the Islamic Republican Party (Khomeini) government

proceeds, and as the adverse effects on Iran of the war with

Iraq take their toll. Pakistan is on "cordial" terms with

revolutionary Iran, but the repercussions of the Islamic

revolution on the Shi'ite communities throughout the Gulf

region are a cause of nervousness also in Pakistan; a modera-

tion of fervor naturally puts Pakistan at greater ease. 2

Shifts in Iranian post-revolutionary politics are

reassuring in other ways. It was unclear for some time

whether the Khomeini regime would realistically appraise
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of an elected government and the execution of former Prime

Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto. For all his political idio-

syncracies, Bhutto imparted a sense of pride and momentum

to the state after the humiliation of 1971. In contrast,
U

governments of military origin had failed twice before to

deal with domestic political change. It was only natural

to expect the military intervention of General Muhammed

Ziaul Haq to be short-lived. If he did not transfer power

back to civilians in short order, as originally promised,

it seemed likely that the military would be forced out by

popular pressure or agitation. Agitation by pent-up poli-

tical forces might aggravate provincial divisiveness and

expose Pakistan to external interference.

So far, these expectations have not materialized. Zia

assumed the presidency in 1978 and has, without wholly

lifting martial law, survived in power for almost eight

years. Moreover, the referendum on Islamization held in

December , 1984, was designed to provide him a "popular"

mandate for another five years, to be further buttressed by

national and provincial assembly elections in February, 1985.

Zia's unexpected longevity has become a factor to be reckoned

with. Agitational opposition to military rule thus far has

been skillfully diverted or defused. For Zia to last

through 1989, for thirteen years, would be unprecedented for

any leader, civilian or military, in Pakistan; Field Marsha:

Ayub Khan's tenure, in comparison, lasted about eleven years.
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THE MILITARY AND SECURITY IN PAKISTAN

Rodney W. Jones

Introduction

The security predicament of Pakistan worsened in 1979

when Iranian revolutionary turmoil erupted in the Gulf and

Soviet military forces poured into Afghanistan. Pakistan

suddenly became a "front-line" state, and the recipient of

a massive Afghan refugee flow seeking sanctuary from Soviet
1

repression. The twin specters of Soviet military aggress-

ion and political interference thus became direct threats

to Pakistan. These were added to Pakistan's long-standing

* fear of invasion by India. Caught between these two much

larger powers--and with its own history of internal insta-

bility and vulnerability to dismemberment in 1971 serving

as reminders of the "threat from within"--the added jeopardy

threatened Pakistan's survival as a nation. Predictions

that Pakistan would disintegrate became a common journa-

listic theme.

In context, Pakistan's vulnerability at this juncture

seemed greater because of the April 1977 military overthrow

108
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secessionism. Disruption of economic growth, and the pattern.

of fairly equitable distribution of the benefits of grow:th

across g~roups and regions, could interact with long-suppressed

political discontent to pull Pakistan down into the rnaelstror.
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iThe events in Afghanistan also helped Zia to obtain

support for his interim reconstitution of government with

civilian involvement, drawing openly on the conservative

religious parties and tacitly on certain centrist political

-.- leaders, prior to 1983. Such support played on doubts about

- .the patriotism of the PPP (a "leftist" party, though "social-

g democratic" rather than "communist"), and led some PPP

opponents to suppress their otherwise strong interest in

open political competition and termination of military rule.

Migration, Expanded Income, and Social Change

Migration and the inflow of capital from the Middle

East--through remittances from migrant workers as well as

from more conventional Pakistani exports to that region--

seem to be critically important to understanding Pakistan's

- "current political situation. They bear on the longevity of

* the Zia regime and probably help to account for changing

military recruitment patterns and the expanded military

involvement--as an interest group--in the economy and

- politics of Pakistan.

S.J. Burki of the World Bank has tried to estimate the

volume of migration and return flows of capital and to

0 speculate about the social and economic effects on Pakistan.

He estimates that Pakistanis resident in the Middle East

(even allowing for worker turnover and returnees) may total

between 2 and 2.5 million (more than twice what official

0
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statistics indicate), that the annual level of remittances

from these Pakistani migrants (including informal channels)

is about $4 billion, and that the number of returned

Pakistanis with Middle East experience 
is about 500,000.

Including workers still abroad, this suggests that some

2.5 to 3 million members, or about 10 percent, of Pakistan's

labor force has been involved in external migration.

Assuming individual migrant workers generally represent

distinct households, some 25 percent of Pakistan's 12 million

households may have participated. Since the bulk of the

migrants are skilled and unskilled workers, the participa-

tion is disproportionately large in the poorer layers of

Pakistan's population.

This implies broad satisfaction with the present govern-

ment of Pakistan, albeit a satisfaction that is neither 2
organized nor vocal but diffused among a very large number

of households in the urban znd rural working classes of

Pakistan; it may help to explain the durability of the

regime. It does not represent approval specifically of a

military government nor of Zia personally. It merely

happens to be the fact that a military government headed

b,, Zia is the natural beneficiary.

Social Complexion of Military Recruitment

The effects of the same economic forces on the social

complexion of the military need to be considered. Despite

0- S
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a dearth of useful data, we may hypothesize that there are

significant shifts in the attitudes of military officers

as younger or mid-level officers from different backgrounds

pmove up career ladders, and consequently, changes in the

interest group role of the military. Such hypotheses may

shed light on the degree to which the role of the military

in government is being institutionalized. They may also

provide clues to possible long term shifts in security

policy formation in Pakistan.

Recall that Zia has faced no open political challenge

from within the institutional military. This is not to say

there have been no covert challenges. In fact, there have

been reports of several attempted coups and assassination 0

plots. These appear to have been mounted by mid-career

officer cliques, with perhaps one or two senior officer

patrons. Ideologically speaking, they seem to have come

from opposite extremes, from the radical "left-wing" as

well as from Islamic fundamentalists. None of these

attempts appear to have had wide reach in the institutional

military, however, or involved significant numbers of senior

military figures, whether serving or retired.

In the past there have also been instances of leftist

political radicalism in the Pakistan Army, notably in the

Rawalpindi Conspiracy case of 1951; but instances of Islamic

h fundamentalist militancy within the Pakistani military are
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new. This may be an indicator of a changing social base and

perhaps different future orientation of the military as a

political actor.

Stephen P. Cohen's study of the Pakistan 
military5

assembles historical data on the social composition and

geographical recruitment pattern of the Army, Pakistan's

dominant military service. Little seems to have changed

about the proportions of recruits drawn from the major

provinces, and the primary districts of recruitment still

seem to be the same. Yet the social basis of Pakistani

military recruitment seems to be changing, not so much along

provincial lines as in terms of the social strata that are

drawn upon within the dominant recruiting regions.

The commissioned officers of the Pakistan Army who

reached retirement age prior to the last decade rose mainly

from two social strata. First was that of the major landed

families (in Punjab, the NWFP, and before partition, in

north India) representing a gentry of rural upper class with

great social power, and the source also of many prominent

pclitical leaders and civil servants. The second was the

relatively small urban upper middle class, partly linked by

marriage with the rural gentry, and partly upwardly-mobile

groups that were distinctive to the city. Traditionally,

certain males from these families would join the elite civil

services, but if they were not quite so good at books, they

" ,
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would elect as a second preference to start officer traininq

in one of the military services.

Today, parents from essentially the same social strata,

including senior military officers who themselves used the

service to get ahead, frown on military careers for their

sons. They prefer rather the prestigious professions, such

as medicine, engineering, science, or economics. Their

second preferences are to send sons abroad for business

administration degrees, en route to jobs in private industrly

or the public sector. When that does not work out, they may-

try to set their sons up in a private business, perhaps with

the help of the extended family.

As a result, the Army had had to dig beyong the tradi-

tional elite classes for recruits to officer training, into

the middle and lower middle classes of the smaller cities

and larger towns. In fact, this shift in recruitment probably

began quite some time ago and may have begun before family

occupation tastes changed in that the post-independence

expansion of the armed forces probably required a larger

social pool for junior officer recruitment than the tradi-

tional notable families could provide. The results have

begun to show up recently at the to F ranks of the military

services, and General Ziaul Haq actually exemplifies the

pattern.
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Even more so today, the typical officer recruit is

less likely to be from a landed-rural or big city back-

ground and more likely to be from a small town. He is

unlikely to be from a family of notables but rather frot
U

a family that is upwardly mobile by dint of sacrifice and

effort. He is more likely to have been reared with values

of frugality and discipline and a religious outlook that

is stricter and more serious. His education may have been

in private schools, but seldom in those few elite schools

associated with the rich or the landed class and almost

never in elite schools abroad. In general he is likely to

be more conservative in cultural perspective and less spon-

taneously receptive to foreign values. In contrast to his

predecessors, he will be and seem less "westernized" or

cosmopolitan, but more a natural part of his surroundings.

His foreign travel, if any, is more likely to have been

I
confined to neighboring countries or the Middle East.

Normative concepts such as "civilian control" of the mili-

tary will have less self-evident appeal and will be subject

A
instead to standards of expediency. He is likely to be

gratified by his military career opportunities and, thus,

essentially loyal.

One aspect. then, of the stability that Zia enjoys

probabl, results from the changed social composition of

the officer class, which increasinql,.' draws on the less

S
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cosmopolitan, lower middle classes. Such recruits are

more likely to be satisfied with their achievements,

compensation, and status in the military, despite the fact

that these rewards are now relatively unattractive to

earlier generations of senior officers and their families.

Expansion of the Armed Forces

The satisfaction of the military with government,

institutionally speaking, may result from better condi-

tions of work and pay, from increased fringe benefits, and

from promotions that reflect experience and achievement.

Better conditions of work would include equipment moderni-

zation and support, especially mechanization. External aid

and cooperation with Middle East oil-producing states have

made it possible for the Pakistan government to provide for

such satisfaction, a process that was attended to under

* Bhutto in notable respects, but expended by Zia further

through greater military participation in the government

and administration.

The major expansion in the armed forces of Pakistan

came after independence with the formation of the new state.

Expansion over the last fifteen years has been comparatively

grad2ual; but the input of resources into the military in

later years has been substantial. While much of this must

have gone into equipment and infrastructure, personnel pay

and fringe benefits also increased significantly. In assess-

inc recent trends, certain watersheds should be kept in mind.

. " ..• . - . . ,.. - - - "V- , -
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41 The loss of East Pakistan in 1971 was traumatic for

the military; it entailed a humiliating defeat and the

incarceration in India of some 90,000 prisoners of war for

over a year. It was politically vital for Bhutto's futurea
that the military be cushioned from further distress. Note

that by losing the eastern province Pakistan's GNP was about

halved, yet essentially the same military establishment (it

had been mostly West Pakistani in composition and basing)

was maintained and even expanded. (For supporting data here

and below, see Appendix I to this chapter) As a result,

just to stay even (and not counting the extra cost of the

1971 conflict), expenditures on the military as a propor-

tion of GNP had to double almost overnight. The adjustment

was accomplished by about 1974. Pakistan's 1970 (pre-war)

defense budget was the equivalent of about $605 million;

in 1974 it had only reached $713 million, an increase ofIS
18 percent. During the same interval, armed services man-

power grew from 324,000 to 392,000 (an increase of 21 percent),

largely as a result of the war. In this period, increased
Lp

resource inputs to the military roughly paralleled personnel

expansion.

Modest expansion of the armed forces (mainly Army)

followed in two steps: (1) under Bhutto, in 1976, the armed

forces count rose from 392,000 to 428,000 (a little over 9

percent) , where it remained almost flat until the Soviet
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ginvasion of Afghanistan; (2) following the Soviet invasion,

Pakistan's armed forces had climbed by 1982 to 478,000 (an
7

increase of about 12 percent). Meanwhile, the defense

budget between 1974 and 1976 rose from the equivalent of

$713 million to $1,278 million (nearly 80 percent), running

far ahead of the modest personnel growth of the pre-invasion

period. Some of this could be attributed to equipment

modernization; but since there was precious little of that,

we can surmise military personnel benefits are expanding.

Some of it reflects transfer to Pakistan of a small portion

of the new oil wealth in the Middle East. After the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistan, defense expenditures had risen by

g1961 to a level of $1,857 million (about 56 percent over

the pre-invasion level).

While these macroanalytical figures may conceal as much

as they reveal, they nonetheless indicate that expenditures

on the armed forces rose 160 percent (in dollar equivalents)

between 1974 and 1981, while personnel expansion in that

period increased by only 22 percent. During those years

Pakistan procured relatively small amounts of arms from high

cost suppliers such as France and therefore did not invest

heavily in reequipment. Some of the increased investment,

therefore, almost certainly went into satisfying the

material wants of personnel.

An additional factor contributinc to institutional

rilitar, satisfaction wi~h the qovernment may be the qrowinc

SI
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numbers of Pakistani servicemen employed by Middle East

states under special contractual arrangements. By 1983,

there were approximately 20,000 Pakistani military personnel

(undertaking guard or internal security duties) stationed

in Saudi Arabia alone. Just these personnel represent

almost 5 percent of the Pakistan Army; if they are rotated -

every two or three years, and if they are paid far more

than they would receive in similar service in Pakistan, it

suggests not only that a significant fraction of the

Pakistani rank and file enjoy special rewards but that they

are getting foreign exposure in a Middle Eastern setting.

Moreover, through rotation, the fraction of regular service-

men enjoying such rewards and exposure probably is increasing.

It seems likely that Pakistan has been able by such means--

the Zia regime being the principal beneficiary--to expand

the armed forces but, more importantly, to increase service-

men's material benefits with only part of the added cost

being borne directly by the exchequer (or taxpayer) in

Pakistan.

The direct manpower expansion of the armed forces was

not particularly impressive under either Bhutto or Zia; the

net expansion related both to the 1971 war and the perio5

thereafter was roughly 50 percent. During the same period,

Pakistan's population also increased by roughly half, an-

the nale work force probably by somewhat more. Military

OS
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employment was not used, therefore, to deal with unemploy- -i

ment. If anything did that, it was Middle East migration J

and overseas earning opportunities.

What may have been more important, however, given added-

general investment in the military, was the expansion of

employment in those ancillary parts of the economy that

support the armed services, as, for example, domestic

servants, provision of food, construction, and the like.

Looked at this way, the Army bulks large in the

society and economy, particularly when political parties

and other political institutions have weakened or disinte-

grated. The regular armed forces probably represent nearly

half a million households, or about 4 percent of all Pakistani

households involved in active employment. If one adds house-

holds involved in ancillary services to the military,

* perhaps another 5 percent would be involved--nearly 10 per-

cent of the households in the nation. Since military

recruitment is disproportionately higher in Punjab and the

NWFP, the proportion of households involved directly or

indirectly with the military economy would be somewhat hicher

in those provinces, which are also the main seats of political

power. Viewed as a deliverer or producer of livelihoods, the

Army provides for quite a large share of the population where

it counts most. Additional investment in construction of

military facilities or in the welfare of the regular military

S
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personnel enhances satisfaction in a wide support base.

Migratory opportunities in the Middle East probably increase

the turnover among those who provide ancillary services to

the military and thus diffuse this satisfaction more widely

in society than meets the eye.

The Military in Administration

Under Zia-ul-Haq, the senior military (and a small

proportion of the rank and file) have become much more

deeply involved in government and administration than they

ever were before. Given the rewards involved, the penetra-

tion by the military of civil society has become sufficiently

pervasive that it is likely to be given up only under duress.

The Pakistan military always had a vested interest in poli-

tical power sufficient to protect their institutional role,

defense policy-making primacy, and professionalism; today,

U however, elements of the military are also vested interests

in administration in a pluralistic form, and for much more

mundane and even personal reasons. Even today, paradoxical

though it may seem, the military involvement in Pakistan's

government and politics is probably less that of the

"institutional military"--i.e., the service organizations--

than of military leaders who are in transit to second careers.

Ayub (1958-1969) deliberately limited military involve-

ment in direct administration of the country, even under
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martial law; moreover, in 1962 he removed martial law in

favor of elected, civilian government. Under Ayub, the

senior civil services retained primacy as the senior partner

in the government by civil-military coalition that prevailed

during martial law. Under Ayub, retired senior military

officers benefited from the distribution of evacuee property,

a few ambassadorships, and some industrial influence-

peddling--but there was no major military penetration of

aJz-,inistration or new sectors in the economy. The Yahva

Khan interregnum (1969-1971) night have been different if

it had lasted, but it was too short to establish novel prece-

dents.

Under Zia, however, there has been a more extensive

military penetration of the administration and industrial

public sector, as well as of certain para-econoric sectors.

In the Zia system, the senior civil services seem to be a

,unior partner to the military', not in numbers, but in the

making of policy decisions anJ in administrative initiative.

At the federal level, senior militar; officers now occupy

a large share, perhaps as much as one-fourth, of the 35-4C

top bureaucratic posts (i.e., the positions of "permanent

secretaries"), prior to Zia a civil service domain near>:

impenetrable bv servin, military officers. Beneath the

permanent secretaries, the proportion of military officers

in ordinary civilian posts is srraller, but still substantia>'

inthe past, by contrast, it was nearly zerc.
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Just as General Zia remains Chief of Army Staff and

Chief Martial Law Administrator even while he serves as

President, senior serving military officers preside at the

provincial government level in dual capacities as Martial S
Law Administrators and Governors, with direct control over

the local civil administration. Partially civilian, appointed

cabinets also exist at both federal and provincial levels.

At the provincial level, serving military officers are also

intermixed with civilians in high administrative posts

beneath the cabinet, and are detailed down to the divisional
S

and district levels (although in less conspicuous fashion)

to ride herd on civil servants or handle law and order

problems. Since 1980, there has been a tendency to separate
S

most military officers holding government posts from the

direct chain of command. The military governors, for example,

were formerly also commanders of Army Corps commands with

direct operational responsibilities. Usually they have

renained in government office while their commands have been

transferred to newly promoted officers.
.

There had been some expectation that Zia wou:c undo the

nationalization of industry and banking that Ehstto haft

zrocle-'e ; in fact, very little de-nationaliza*.io. h .

c-rrec, andi none of larger corporations. lnstea- , *hiF

sector has provided the Zia regime with a large pool of w(::-

-ots into which he could shift retirinc military cff;c~r5.
S

e
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The crucial significance of U.S. security assistance

to Pakistan is, however, less military than political, ,

especially as it relates to the Soviet threa-.. The equi-

ment transactions, spread out over time as they are, are j
too small and too slow to modernize the Pakistan armedr

forces fully. Although they do improve Pakistan's self-

defense capability against India, they are insufficient

even there to narrow a growing gap in conventional military

capability. They are quite inadequate to make it possible

for Pakistan to stand up effectively to a determined Soviet

military invasion. Their central purpose is to strengthen 0

Pakistan politically, to provide its leaders reasons for

self-confidence in standing up to Soviet political-military

pressure. The security assistance, but particularly the 0

sale of closely-held F-16s, is designed to send a signal

to the Soviet Union that it runs added risks in interferinc

with Pakistan's security. The F-!6s underline far better .0

tha. words the importance the United States attaches to

Pakistan's security.

There are, nonetheless, three dilemas created by U.S. S

provision of security assistance to Pakistan, one related

to Pakistan's authoritarian politics, another to Indian

sesitIivities, an£ a third to U.S. interests in nuclear

nor.-zzoi1fera .. Aio -There are strong U.S. concerns about

:nliticiA ani humar rights that are invariably vocally

S.
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represent a political explosion in the makinq. This is

by no means a foregone conclusion; however, refugees in

almost every country that exhibits hospitality usually

subscribe to local order and assimilate into the economy I
where possible with a generally productive result.

U.S. Security Assistance to Pakistan

The resumption of U.S. security assistance to Pakistan

with a $3.2 billion package over six years--roughly divided

between economic and military support--finally cleared

Congress in 1983. While the package helps to support a

measure of Pakistani military modernization, a large share

of Pakistan's military acquisitions will be purchased with-

ot subsidy or on the basis of non-concessional loans. The

most important ilitary benefit for Pakistan is favored

access to the U.S. arms market, including special premission

to buy 40 General Dynamics F-16 Hornet fighter/interceptors,

one of the most advanced military aircraft in the world.

Pa '.istar is also receiving a few Harpoon anti-ship missiles,

p~radedi M-4E tanks, tank recovery vehicles, towed and self-

propelle field artillerv, a few armed helicopters, and

second-hans destroyers from the U.S. Other purchases from

companies of radar equjipment are being used to providJe
8

a" rc ra w rnang s terr on the western border. A ma-or

or7ior. of Pakistani m lItary purchases appears to be poss-

1l, js a resuX of f'nancial aid from Saudi Arabia, the

Uni-z Arab Enu-ares and other Arab oil-Troducin q countries.
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submerging the original, ethno-linquistically distinct

but sparce population.

Pakistan is changing socially and demographically;

the disintegrative "threat from within" is being ameli-

orated by social change; it can still be exploited fror,

without, perhaps transitionally even more so because of

the friction migrants generate, but eventually it will be

less capable of manipulation even from outside. Percep- A

tions of the decline of Pakistan's vulnerabilities, however,

may lag behind reality.

Considerable trouble for Pakistan could be generated O

by Afghan refugees now resident in Pakistan. There is little

doubt that the Soviet Union seeks to establish intelligence

networks among the refugees to counter the insurgents anc 0

it is reasonable to assume that pro-Soviet infiltrators

could also be used to stir up conflict between refugees and

native inhabitants--one more form of working to produce 0

ungovernability within Pakistan. Conflicts over land an-

water for grazing animals have already occurred, thouch the

degree to which trouble has been ave'ted thus far has bee.

remarkable. The influx of Pushtuns into Paluchistan, where

a Pushtun minority existed before, probably will threater

to unseat Baluch-Brahui dominance from another direction.

There is considerable latent concern in Pakistan tha"

*h-e refug;ees, the Ionger the': are forced to stay in Pakistan,

"1
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patronage of a wide range of jobs in more distant partsb

of the country. An effect of partition and the influx of

Muslim refugees from north India in 1947 was that the urban

areas of Sind became heavily settled (Karachi overwhelmingly j1
so) by non-Sindhi-speakers. By 1961, Sindhi-speakers

represented less than 60 percent of the population of their

province. Today, Sindhi-speakers appear to have become, -

marginally, a minority in their own province overall, and

are much more self-concious of non-Sindhi (especially

Punjabi) encroachment even in the rural areas. The demon-

strations organized by the Movement for the Restoration of

Democracy (MRD) and the spread of Sindhudesh (Sind "indepen-

[a dence") agitation in the province in August-September, 1983,

reflected Sindhi embitterment at the encroachment of "out-

siders" in provincial public employment and on cultivable

lands reallocated by the federal government. But the
I

incremental increase of non-Sindhis in Sind's economic anc

political life is unlikely to be reversed.

A similar process of outsider migration into Baluchistan

seems to be fundamentally altering the balance of social

power in that province in favor of peoples from other

regions, particularly Pun-ab and the N'TP. Although nearl-:

40 percent of Pakistan's land area, Baluchistan twenty years

ago contained only about 3 percent of the total populaticn:

today the figure is nearly 6 percent. This indicates popu'a-
i

rior. movement into the province in prop ortions that are.

S
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dependence on the Soviet Union for education, training,

technical assistance, and arms transfer. The Soviet

approach in Afghanistan was to cultivate urban counter-

* elites and to support them when they seized power. Pakistan

is much bigger and its working and middle classes are more

complex; hence the same general approach might not be as

feasible. Yet the absolute number of leftist leaders and

organizations that could be receptive to such an approach

in Pakistan also is larger. The one area that so far seems

immrune in Pakistan, in contrast to Afghanistan, is the

orCanized military.

The degree to which provincial tension might be a

source of ungovernability, with or without Soviet (or

Indian) involvement also needs to take into account internal

miration. Although much more needs to be done to clarify

trends, migration within Pakistan probably is changing the

face of the country and the corresponding political arith-

metic of the provinces. Migration will also stir up local

ethno-linguistic friction--that is, it will seem disorderly

and a threat to political stability. But the longer term

effect tray well be to stitch the country more closely

t:2ether, especially if Pakistan is lucky enough to enjoy

freeco7 fro, war.

.he ma-or trends include Punjabi and Pathan migration

*o oher provinces, Pathans through the transportation-

related industries and Pun-abis throuch the opening up by

rela ed i j, s.rie an
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because of the likelihood they would trigger greater

western involvement in the defense of Pakistan and much

wider support to the Afghan insurgents.

The alternative potential Soviet objective of making

Pakistan ungovernable at the grass roots would exploit

internal regional and ethno-linguistic differences, but

probatly not as "nationalist" causes. If the Soviet Union

adopted an approach actively supporting the disintegra-

tion of Pakistan along sub-national lines, it almost

certainly would be a long-term rather than a short-ter..

stratecv, and- not necessarily a preferred one. It is true

that the Soviet Union has exploited sub-national groups

when expedient (Azerbaijanis, Armenians, Turkomans), but

more often when these groups overlap with the Soviet Union

than when they do not. More often, the Soviets support the

unification, even the regimentation, of heterogeneous

peoples (e.g., Vietnamese unification and subjugation of

Laos and Kampuchea, the unity oC India) and it is clear

that they have made no concerted effort thus far to proote

Baluchistan or Sind as new nations.

The more likely form of subversion would be akin to

what the Soviet Union has done with Afghanistan and with

some other regional states (e.g., South Yemen, Ethiopia),

which is to promote middle class, intellectual, bureaucratic,

and professional military interest in Marxism, together with
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None of these objectives imply any need for major

Soviet military commitments such as would be needed to

invade Pakistan deeply. A deep invasion is a remote con-

tingency for various reasons, including logistical, as lonc

as the insurgency in Afghanistan remains capable of harass-

ing Soviet military outposts disrupting overland lines of

supply. But the Soviet Union could easily mount with its

present Afghanistan-based force structure minor ground and

major air incursions, using the pretext of "hot pursuit,"

to damage Pakistani installations or engage small Pakistani

military units across the borders--to give the Pakistani

military a conspicious "bloody nose." If this were conspi-

cuous enough to the public in Pakistan, but also clearly not

the harbinger of a major invasion of Pakistan, it would

discredit the current regime.

This would not work, of course, if the Pakistani mili-

tary were sufficiently well-equipped and prepared to respond,

and were lucky enough to inflict a visible "black eye" on

Soviet forces in return. But it is doubtful that such a

Pakistani response is possible, and it is not even clear

that an effort to respond in this fashion is contemplated.

The Soviet aim of discrediting the Pakistani regime also

might not work if Soviet attacks caused the West to expand

military and economic assistance to Pakistan substantially.

In fact, to the extent larger Soviet "reprisals" are

deterred--as they probably have been--it is almost certainly
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U both India and Pakistan, to each other as well as to the

situation in the north. They may also be influenced by

states outside the region, particularly by the nearby Islanic

countries, and by China and the United States.

In the near term, the principal political threats posed

by the Soviet Union to Pakistan are the two kinds. One is

to the credibility and standing of the current government

in Pakistan in the eyes of its own people. The other is to

the governability of Pakistan, not so much because of the

current regime's standing but because of externally-instigated

internal disorder that any Pakistani government could find

uncontrollable.

The objectives of both types of threats would include:

(1) intimidating Pakistan's authorities in hopes they will

cut off the flow of support to the mujahiddin (though cutting

off this flow entirely is almost certainly beyond Islamabad's

power) ; (2) forcing Islamabad to compromise on the terms of

an Afghanistan settlement; (3) reducing the level of Pakistan's

cooperation with outside powers, particularly China and the

United States; and (4) setting in motion trends--though these

mright not be entirely predictable--that favor the replace-

ment of the current government with one more amenable to

Soviet positions. The bottom line would be to make Pakistan

more pliable on foreiqn affairs in the near term, with the

end-point, using a fashionable expression, the "Finlandiza-

tior" of Fakistan.

"I
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Although the expectation of prolonged war is not high

on either side, the capacity to defend successfully against

short wars where one or the other side can occupy territory

to bargain with for political objectives becomes imperative.

Here the stakes, however, are asymmetrical today. It is

*. barely possible that an Indian military defeat by Pakistan

could politically discredit officeholders in India, but it

could not plausibly threaten the survival of the country.

A defeat of Pakistan by Indian arms not only could cause

the fall of a government but might undermine the allegiance

of dissident provinces, especially if there were a concerted

effort to do so.

U Unfortunately, Indo-Pakistani security preoccupation

with each other diverts both from the prerequisite dialogue

and tacit cooperation to cope with the mutual threat the

* Soviet Union poses to the region. Nuclear proliferation and

related scenario-specific threats add a further layer to and,

unless arrested, probably will further intensify the Indo-

Pakistani political and military rivalry.

Afghanistan and the Spectrum of Soviet Threats

Putative Soviet threats to Pakistan are both political

and military, with somewhat different near term and long

term implications. They may be conditioned by the success

or failure of the current Soviet strategy for consolidatinc-

a dependent regime in Afghanistan, and by the responses of D

- - - --- -
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whether the current Pakistani reqime by its nature or by

its internal policies reduces Pakistan's susceptibility

to such a threat more or less than would alternative regies

or policies.

The military defense equation between India and Pakistan,

the two immediately neighboring countries, is inseparable

from the state of their political rela ons and, indeed,

- from political conditions within either country as perceived

by the other from across the border. Neither country has

an incentive and neither country is militarily prepared to

wage a long war (a "fight to the finish") against the other

(although in such an event India's overall indigenous defense

production and war-making capacity would clearly be suffi-

cient to overwhelm Pakistan militarily). But both have

reasons emanating from the diverse makeup and former inter-

connections of their societies, and their inherently

permeable borders, to fear political interference and pressure

from the other as an aqgravant of internal political troubles.

Both have leaned on each other before. Pakistan took poli-

tical and military initiatives, and India responded or

retaliated, over Kashmir. India used force of arms in 1971

to sever East Pakistan. Today, with the Kashmir dispute

still unsettled, Pakistan also fears possible Indian initia-

tives to incite discord or accentuate secessionism in Sind,

and India, for obvious reasons, fears Pakistani support for

extremist or secessionist Sikh elements in Indian Punjab.

4 = _ = . , ,r., h ' -- . . " " • " ' " • • . . ." . . . . • ' : - - "
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of the state. Rather, the perceived threats are to the

integrity of the state from internal, potentially secess-

ionist political sources (e.g., frorr Pashto-speaking tribes

* in the NWFP, Baluchi- and Brahui-speaking tribes in

Baluchistan, and Sindhi-speakers in Sind) . Probably most

ob-ective observers would agree that no internal secessiorls--

force has the potential by itself today to break up the

country; in this respect, the "nation" of Pakistan is no%

qite durable. Secession from within could succeed only

with deliberate, extensive and sustained help from a

neighboring power. Only the Soviet Union or India could

exercise such power and have the needed motivation. Fror

5 Islamabad_'s perspective, the possibility that either or

both of these powers could and might mount such a threat is

a central security policy premise.

Five years ago one could have said with some confidence

that the Soviet Union had not mounted a major subversive

effort to inspire secessionist feelings against Pakistan;

4 today the evidence is not so clear. Clandestine prepara-

tion for guerilla activities by its very nature takes time

V to make headway against an established state. This threat

naturally is a part of Zia's calculations; it must also be

present in the calculations of Pakistan's external security

partners. it is an important basic question, however,

I
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The other side of the Zia regime is the political

co-optation of conservative Islamic interest groups, a

preference that is politically strategic. The Zia regime's

embrace of Islamic legal change goes beyond tokenism; it

gives the Islamic political parties (notably, the Jama'at-

i-Islami) direct influence in government they have not ha

before. Their influence is nationalist as well as morally

symbolic, and appeals to a growing, deeply indigenous

middle class--the class of shopkeepers, small merchants,

and new and struggling professionals, who care about the

day-to-dlay' progress of their careers or businesses, their

immediate families, their neighborhoods, and perhaps their

towns and cities. The moral appeal of the Zia regime has

been very powerful in these constituencies.

SECURITY DILEMMAS

l Politics and Security

Pakistan from the start has been a "security deficit"

state. It has severe, indeed, potentially insurmountable,

defense problems in the conventional sense, that is, military,

defense of territory and borders against external threats.

But it has deep sources of political insecurity that

compound defense against objective military threats. The

political threats perceiver 'n Islamabad are not merely to

the stability of constitutional government; instability may

weaken defense capacity yet need not threaten the survival



distributive functions of a large military organization in

a growing economy and changing society--a society where

geographical migration and upward income mobility signifi-

cantly increases the perceived range of opportunities for

new earnings or new careers. In a fragmented polity, the

military delivers what political parties have been unable

to provide for what is soon to be a decade; a very substan-

tial part of today's work force entered the work force since

the military came to power. This is no guarantee of contin-

ued stability for the regime; it is, however, a substantial

part of the explanation for public acceptance.

It is also important, however, to note the degree to

which the Zia regime has been sophisticated in its use of

instruments of repression, and at least clever in drawing

on organized and not-so-organized political constituencies

whose former share in power was quite lirited. The Zia

regime is not without its repressive aspects, but coercion

is graduated, usually more psychological or economic than

physically injurious when directed against persons, only

rarely involves death or mysterious disappearances, and is

almost invariably purposive (fits in with what "government"

is expected to do) rather than arbitrary. Zia seems to

have been able to avoid personalized or vindictive punitive

measures. Cumulative, pent-up alienation, therefore, is not

as widespread as it might otherwise be. Only in Sind are

there islands of severe alienation today; there they are bt

no means trivial.
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In this, however, he expanded on a practice for which

Bhutto had set the precedent.

There are also other aspects of military penetration

of the economy. Well known and of longstanding is the

Fauji (Army) Foundation which invested in hospitals, indus-

tries, and service facilities; today it is a large economic

conglomerate in which many retired military officers are

employed. A more recent development is the National

Logistics Cell (NLC), a trans-Pakistan trucking enterprise

L operating connecting Karachi port with the interior. The

NLC was created in 1976 under Bhutto to clear emergency

grain shipments from overseas that were clogged up in the

port. But it now functions as a military-run transporta-

tion company, competing with private truckers and with the

railroads. For those who know how Pakistan is connected

laterally by trunk roads, its potential strategic signifi-

cance is also readily appreciated. Reputedly, the NLC is

also a channel for illicit traffic and smuggling, particu-

larly of drugs; if so, it could be a less conventional

source of material gain that helps to explain the satisfac-

tion in the Zia regime.

The Politics of Co-optation

Much of what has been discussed above relates either

to the fortuitious economic benefits to Pakistan of indirect

wparticipation in Middle East oil wealth since 1973 or to the
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reflected in Congress, and Pakistan does not pass these

tests well. However stable Pakistan's government under

Zia presently seems, it is difficult to believe that it

can remain stable indefinitely. The case can be made tha-

3• only a representative government will strengthen Pakistar

nationally for the long haul, to whatever near term insta-

* bilities democratic politics makes it susceptible.

- Ironically, it is a common perception in Pakistan

that Zia's tenure and success in government depends on the

goodwill of the Reagan administration; Zia held off on

finally scheduling the recent referendum until after the

U.S. presidential election (and until it was clear that

India would also go to the polls) . Moreover, Zia set the

ground rules for "partyless" national and provincial

assembly elections only after President Reagan had been

comfortabll re-elected. Although publicly perceived and43
real U.S. influence cannot be equated, there is a kernel

of truth in Pakistani perceptions that the U.S. president

actually could be more persuasive in urging Zia to restore

a meaningful measure of representative aovernment. It is

5ust possible that the forthcoming assembly elections will

produce legislative bodies that can, over time, assert

sufficient power to make government responsible.

Indian sensitivities abou, U.S. arms transfers to

Pakistar. are inevitable and difficult to ameliorate. Althcuch
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India under Mrs. Gandhi did formally acknowledge Pakist-..n's

ric t to procure arms for self-defense, th security rela-

tionship with the U.S. is difficult to digest. The primary

reason for this is not the arms, although the fact that

these can be used against India is a concern; the primary

issue, rather, 's that Pakistan's bolstered confidence in

security makes it more resistant to compromise with India

on India's foreign policy desires and approach to regional

security. From an Indian perspective, the removal of mili-

tary tension with Pakistan requires that Pakistan give up

external security partners and accept the resolution of

outstanding disputes with India on a bilateral basis.

Pakistan's unwillingness to do this is blamed on the UnitedK
States. Further, the prevailing Indian view is that Soviet

encroachment toward the subcontinent and Arabian Sea is

actually stimulated by U.S. involvement in the region, and

that Pakistan may ultimately be a victim of its close rela-

tionships with the United States and China.

From a U.S. viewpoint, however, this Indian approach

is unrealistic and short-sighted, and without relevance to

the vulnerabilities that exist in the Persian Gulf. Indian

sensitivities present problems, therefore, that offer no

eas: choice but to recognize that friction with India is

part of the price of bolstering security in the region anf

thi s, as a result, requires a continuous U.S. diplomatic
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effort with India to mitigate. As a practical matter,

India's close relationship with the Soviet Union makes

Indian views on Afghanistan potentially important in any

search for a settlement.

Recently Pakistan has requested U.S. permission to

purchase the Grumman E2C airborne early-warning and control

system (AWACS) to enable the Pakistani Air Force to detect

and respond quickly with high-performance aircraft to

Soviet/Afghan air intrusions. An unstated rationale for

L the request may have been to enhance Pakistan's capability

for detecting and thwarting an Indian preventive military

attack on Pakistan's nuclear facilities. Apparently Indian

contingency plans for such an attack came to light last fall

(the stimulus for the recently disclosed Indian investiga-

tion into espionage in its own bureaucracy was, accordina

to some reports, owing to the leak of such contingency plans

to foreign sources). In retrospect, it seems these disclo-

sures coincided with the Pakistani E2C request.

The last point raises the nuclear proliferation proble-,

9
although only a few of its many aspects. An Indian tempta-

tion to try by conventional military means to eliminate

Pakistan's sensitive nuclear facilities is not unnatural

after the precedent Israel set in 1981 when it attacked an

Ira:3i nuclear facility. But an Indian act of this kind

almost certainly would provoke a more substantial war between
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India and Pakistan; given the Soviet presence, there might

well be other unforeseen consequences for the subcontinent.

The Pakistani request for the mini-AWACS aircraft shows

also that efforts to acquire nuclear weapons will not reduce

conventional arms competition, as some are wont to speculate,

but will rather intensify it.

It is a very high priority, therefore, that the U.S.

and other cooperating countries succeed in arresting nuclear

weapon proliferation in Pakistan, difficult though that may

seem to be under the circumstances. There are few things

more likely than the effects of nuclear proliferation to

increase Soviet opportunities for extending its influence

in the subcontinent.

It is commonly argued that as long as there is substan-

tial U.S. military assistance in the pipeline that Pakist n

would not test a nuclear explosive device to prove its

capability. Although the latter is probably true, it is

not enough to keep a bomb capability untested; it is

important to secure Pakistan's cormmitment to abstain fron

going that route altogether. No future administration would

have a stronger hand with Pakistan on this matter than does

the Reagan administration today.

The Sau;i Arabian Connection

The long-term ob~ectives of the United States in Souh-

west Asia are much the same as those enunciated in the

LS
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Eisenhower doctrine--to provide security assistance of the

kind that increases the self-defense capacity of local

powers to withstand the multifarious internal sources of

instability and to be able to resist aggressive Soviet

influence. These objectives were more vividly understood

once the dependence of the West on regional oil had

increased and the producer countries took direct control

of that resource in the 1970s, and even morE so when Iran

went through a revolution that impinged on the stability

of the other Gulf countries. The art of the possible makes

the pursuit of what the early Reagan administration called

a "strategic consensus" in the region elusive and untenable.

But the orchestration of a network of security relation-

ships among regional states, linked in various ways with

the U.S., Britain, France and the West, has been evolving

and is becoming more resilient. Saudi Arabia and Pakistan

are today, in different but symbiotic ways, pivotal countries

in the Gulf regional network.

The Pakistani advantages are to be able to provide

personnel and manpower for security purposes to states that

are much weaker or less fully developed in military exper-

ience and infrastructure. Pakistani pilots and soldiers

have the operational knowledge of various kinds of foreiqn

military equipment to run, maintain, and integrate it

orqanlzationally. They provide a reqional source of
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expertise that is relatively unobtrusive, at least in

contrast to Westerners, and yet, being non-Arab (and non- -0

Persian) are not caught up in nor likely to become embroiled

in the internal disputes of the local countries. They are a

relatively "safe" source of help. But they are also, by

regional standards, a fairly powerful country--and useful

to have in the network. The formally non-aligned status of

Pakistan helps, of course, to make Arab special relationships

with Pakistan immune from local criticism and, therefore,

potentially reliable.

It is no surprise, therefore, that the two regional

countries best-known for support of the flow of weapons to

the Afghan mujahiddinare major Arab states, Saudi Arabia

N and Egypt. It is true that both have special relationships

with the United States, but neither is subservient. Pakistan's

acceptance of the flow of arms to the mujahiddin probably

U has more to do with the wishes of these two countries, and -

their importance to Pakistan's foreign policy, than to U.S.

wishes. It is not something that can be made hostage to

U.S. "good behavior", or turned on and off to counter Western

nuclear non-proliferation pressure.

The Afghan InsuraercO

An interesting development late in 1984 has been a U.S.

Concressional role in articulating support for the Afghan

rjahiddin, support that is noticeably (and remarkably) as

-Uii
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difficulties of associating publicly with covert actions.

It was revealed not only that covert U.S. financial support

for the mujahidd'n was substantial before but that it is to

3 be expanded to something on the order of about $200 million

or more a year; this, ironically, would be roughly the level

of total "security assistance" offered by the Carter adrin-

istration to Pakistan (and about half the annualized level

of the Reagan administration's security assistance to

Pakistan). Assuming such assistance can be effectively

absorbed, it suggests a major escalation in the level of

activity the mujahiddin will be capable of mounting against

Soviet occupation forces. One must ask whether it will

change the regional situation in the subcontinent. S

It is doubtful that the Soviet Union will withdraw

its forces from Afghanistan until it has consolidated the

N Karmal regime or a like successor. The Soviet strategy 5

has become one of forced depopulation ("migratory genocide"',

of those rural areas in Afghanistan where a combination of

intimidation and offers of local truces do not produce an

end to serious conflict. It is unclear how long the

musahiddin can withstand a "scorched earth" strategy that

eliminates their social cover and sources of reprovisionin7.

internally. It is also important to recognize the pluralis7

of the mujahiddin. Pakistan's main dealings are with a
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limited part of the spectrum of insurgent groups (mainly

Pushtuns, and, among them, more with Islamic fundamentalists

than moderates); it is by no means clear that these groups

are carrying the most telling of the offensives against

to Soviet and Afghan forces. Moreover, the recent disclosures

of covert aid include allegations--as yet unconfirmed--that

some of the aid is siphoned off before it gets to the

mujahiddin. If such diversion occurs within Pakistan,

perhaps it would be best understood as a form of "indirect

aid" to Pakistan.

There is some danger that publicly-acknowledged and

stepped up U.S. aid to the insurgents will create an aczez

sense of irritation in the Soviet leadership responsible

for the conflict in Afghanistan and greater risks of cross-

border retaliation focused on Pakistan. This in turn

probably would draw the United States and Pakistan closer.

Depending on how it is handled, it could also strengthen S

Zia's bases internally; the danger to his regime has beer.

discussed earlier: that it could be militarily humiliate-.

The Soviet Union may be reluctant, however, to take 0

actions against Pakistan that could be so easily spotlichted

to increase Western security support in this fashion. Te

main reason for this line of speculation is the reviva2 of

strategic arms control talks in a European setting--where

Sovie, stakes are clearly much higher. If one considers
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psychological momentum as an important feature of such

negotiations, or of East-West relations more generally,

the Soviet Union currently needs to repair the damage of

its image not only from its actions in Afghanistan but fro7

the repression in Poland and its unilateral "walk-out" frorr

the INF and START talks. In short, Soviet escalation of

military activity in Afghanistan would entail considerable

risks to its own international agenda.

Relations with India

Indo-Pakistani relations turned sharply down in the

second half of 1983. Mrs. Gandhi's undue interest (some

Pakistanis would say her "gleeful" interest) in the August,

19E_3, Sindhudesh developments put the otherwise useful

bilateral discussions--of a non-aggression pact and adjust-

ments on a whole series of matters from Kashmir to removin7

3 trade barriers--back in cold storage. India's subsequent

diffzculties, externally with Sri Lanka (which actually

appealed to Pakistan, among others, for asF stance), an,

internally with Sikh extremism in Punjab, made it more than

usually difficult to resume bilateral momentum.

With Pa]iv Gandhi's succession and enormous electora'

victory in December, 19S4--bringing Conqress back with F'

percen-t of the parliamentar-' seats that were contestec in

the election--it must also be said that there are new oppz:-

tunities. Ra-iv has plainl}y stated that his foreign polic,.

.. ... .. .. ... ... .. .. :.. .. .. .... ... ..... .... .. .... ..... .. .... .... ... ... .: L = ... . .. .. - -' . _ '. - i



will not change very markedly from the guidelines established

rearlier, and one would not expect differently. But he has

also spoken of working constructively on the relationship

with Pakistan, and one must presume that he intends to do

U so in a measured fashion. 0

The most important aspect of these developments in

India, however, is that they seem to have reduced the pros-

pect of renewed hostilities with Pakistan in the near ter7.

During 1984, a number of harsh statements were made by Ra-iv--

including one that forecast a war with Pakistan by December.

One would usually ascribe these sorts of things to "election

poKitics" and the fact that Mrs. Gandhi's maneuvers in

Assa7, Punab, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Kashmir were

produclng a lot of internal stress. But it was impossible 3

to overlook the temptation, especially in the campaign for

an election where the going looked increasingly rough, to

use external threats as a means of unifying the country, and

a militar adventure--a controlled one, of course, could verv

well have been used for that purpose. Thus, if RaJiv has

trouble after a while--so far his moves seem to be sound--

i* is possible India will return to a more bellicose posture.

for tc tirle Le:nc, Pakistan en-ovs relief from pressur.
Cr. [hj r: 9 <



NOTES

1. See Allen K. Jones, "Afghan Refugees: Five Years Later"
(Washington, D.C.: Amt.rican Council for Nationalities Service, U.S.
Comitt~t for Refugets, Issue Paptr, January, 19F").

U 2. In addition to the Afghan refugee problem, Pakistan also has,
though on a much smaller scale, an Iranian refugee problem that has
received less attention but is a potential source of bilateral frictio.
Most Iranian refugees in Pakistan are concentrated in Karachi. T-ugh
relativ lv few register with the local office of the U.N. High Commissioner
for Refugees, they may number between 15,000 and 20,000. Some are voung
males of middle class origin evading military conscription, btut their
differences with the regime in Tehran are pronounced.

3. See S.J. Burki, "Pakistanis in Middle East - I," The Musli-.
(lslamabad), December 19, 1984.

4. As Burki puts it, "the migration of millions of Pakistanis to
th, Middle East has had a very calming effect on the country's economy
and society." He also warns that "a sharp reversal in the past trends ...
will have some very disturbing consequences."

5. Stephen P. Cohen, The Pakistan Army (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
CA: University of California Press, 1984.)

6. Cohen points out that British Indian Army recruitment during
World War Two from the area that became West Pakistan in 1947 drew about
77 percent from Punjab, 19.5 percent from the NWFP, 2.2 percent from
Sind, and only 0.06 percent from Baluchistan; the limited data available3 today suggest little change in these percentages. Within Punjab and the .
N FF, certain districts were also heavily favored by tradition. Today,
75 percent of all ex-servicemen come from only three districts in the
Punjab (Rawalpindi, Jhelum, and Campbellpur) and two adjacent districts
in the NWFP (Kohat and Mardan)--an area characterized by heavy popula-
tion density, inadequately irrigated agricultural conditions, comparativ,
poverty, and clannish kinship groups. These districts contain only 9

percent of the male population of Pakistan. Pp. 42-44.

With regard to the composition of officer recruits, Cohen indicates
that a 19-9 class of students admitted to the Pakistan Militarv Academy
was about 7r) percent Punjabi, 14 percent from the MNVP, 9 percent fro-,
Sind, 3 percent from Baluchistan, and 1.3 percent from Azad Kashmir.
But ht adds: "There are no data on the social and class origins of thes,
yo,;n offitrs, on their political preferences, on their ambitions
and aspirations, or on their aptitude and competence. Although they
cnstitute ont of thE elites of the statt of Pakistan, virtually no
s 'hclar has studied then, in part. of course, because the military rec r s
su h information as a qut- tion of national security." P. 53.
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Even with some degree of provincially broadened recruitment,

however, because of the institution of provincial "quotas", the under-
lying regional social composition seems to be changing very slowly.
Punjabis and Pathans migrate in significant numbers to the other
provinces, and are eligible in other provinces to be part of the
provincial quota. P. 44.

*7. During these years, Pakistan increased its infantry divisions
from the pre-war level of 11 to 16, and added sixteen infantry and
special-purpose "independent brigades" (the equivalent of over 3
divisions plus special air defense units) and 6 armored reconnaissance
regiments. See recent issues of The Military Balance (London:
International Institute of Military Studies, annual series).

8. For succinct description of military policy in Pakistan and
of the role of planned U.S. military assistance in the period after
the invasion of Afghanistan, see Shirin Tahir-Kheli, "Defense Planning
in Pakistan," in Stephanie C. Neuman (ed.) Defense Planning in Less-
Industrialized States: The Middle East and South Asia (Lexington, Mass.:
Lexington Books, 1984) ch.7, pp. 209-230. For a discussion of the
probmels of evaluating the political and military role of modern
weapons in the security context of major developing countries, see
Rodney W. Jones and Steven A. Hildreth, Modern Weapons and Third World
Powers (Boulder, CO.; Westview Press, 1984.)

39. For more extensive treatment of the subject of regional
proliferation and the specific role and capabilities of Pakistan, see
Rodnev W. Jones (ed.) Small Nuclear Forces and U.S. Security Policy:
Threats and Potential Conflicts in the Middle East and South Asia
(Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1984), especially chapters 1-3, 5,
and 11; Rodney W. Jones, Nuclear Proliferation: Islam, the Bomb, and

South Asia (Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and International
Studies, Georgetown University, The Washington Papers, No. 82, 1981).
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TNE I.-i'ACT OF THE AFGHAN REFUGEES ON PAKISTAN

Grant M. Farr

This pafer will discuss the Afghan refugees in

Pakistan, in particular those aspects of the refugee

situation that may pose problems to the government of

Pakistan in the long and short run. It will argue that

while the refuoee situation has been handled well so far,

and while, there has been relatively little conflict, given

the si zc of the refu-ee population in Pakistan, there are

several issues that may spell lon: term problems for

akistan. S

The refugee problem is in part a product of the size

an- nature of the refuzee population, currently the largest

re:f-.e qrour in the world. Size alone creates logistica:

c s cf providin: sh-Iter, food, water and other

lom:s7na: problers of providing shelter, food, water an-

c,* -raterial needs on a very larqe scale. It also puts

serious strain on public and municipal facilities and puts

ii essurc or the natiral environment. Large nu.te. s

as s a- to pul>,: unrep- amon2 te locai population wi 

S. Z C fuit of heir own ife st',le is threatenc c

... e teese. prcXc7n arc c-eat, the" are perhaps not

....... sEr c> o r ol e-F f a acine Pakistan. Of rmcrC

lii
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A a conseluence, the Afghan refugees have not greatly

i7-crease- Pushtun nationalism in the NW,.'FP.

Nmbers may plav' a part here, too. The population of

h is 14.6 million, not countina the refugees. The

r<': srepresent an increase of 1.3 million, or ahou

z rere., This is a significant increase but not large

er~u:. to have a great effect on ethnic politics. Another

fa o: is that at this time the focus or; the Afghans is

on Ahanistan and the war to drive out the Marxists. The: i

have lar_]el: staved out of regional politics at this tire.

The situation in Baluchistan is somewhat different.

Sthe first place there have been more serious demands for

7rea'er prov'nciai autonomy in Baluchistan. The popuiatir

of F7luc airtt-. is s millionl, considerably smaller tha

.N?. . Baluchisar. is also by far the poorest of

akistar 's provinces. The strategy of the Zia government

0
here !has bee. to put money into developmen* projects tha-

wa create 7obs, an- to buy off tribal sardars with proTiscE
13

. pC: ectS.

The ethnic tensions that the refuqees brin7, to

£aluchisar, are somewhat different than: the.- pose to N,??.

-.T.h a>-hl have loc: resen'ed the -ominatio. of the ".st

40
* ~r7~ n the ate >2ed, he cap a'g of Blcc~>

:h a-i., uh :r., an: now w +h the inflI;ux of refugee ,

S. ... . ~pOVl.- ~ n7a':. becoe -a ority Push

. a. :ca :.. Ther e tensios arc- still relat
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The two provinces with the most refugees have not seer

an increase of recionalist movements since the refugee

influx. In the NWFP, Pushtun nationalism has periodical>y

been a poitical force and is always near the surface.

Althouch it r.icht be expected that the addition of over l.-

million fellow Pushtuns might increase Pushtur nationalis'

sentiments this has not been the case. This is in part

becase the Afghan Pushtuns have a somewhat different

version of Pushtun nationalism than do the Pakistani Pushtuns.

Despite protestations that there are no differences betwee:-. 0i
Push'uns living in Pakistan and those coming from Afghanistan,

in fact serious differences do exist. Besides differences

of dialect and tribal customs, the Pushtuns in Pakistan

have lived on the margin of countries run by other peoples.

FIrst in British ndila and now in Pakistan they are a mine-

rit', living on a frontier some distance from the center of-

power.

The Afghan Pushtuns have been the dominant group in

Afchanistin. The history of the rulers of Afghanistan is

the history of the Pushtuns. To the Afghan Pushtuns, the

issue of Pushtun nationalis. is an old issue that involves

fre.einc the territo-r: wh<r< the Pushtuns live, Pushtunistar, S

fro. Pak st*: . " i a , >ircer :ssue. to the Afghan.

h" a a ttn> , n' Pushuns who see the iss :E

< ;r. *er.y of s~ ' . .2 eco.om c issues with Islamata..

S
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REFUGEES AND ETHNIC POLITICS
-O

Internal ethnic divisions in Pakistan have been an

important obstacle to stability since the founding of the

country. Today ethnic nationalism issues loom as a major
O

stumbling block to long term stability. Pakistan has

historical>y been dominated by the Punjab; Punjabis domi-

nate in government and the military and are expanding in
k

business. The other major ethnic groups have long resentei

this domination, and separatist movements have taken place

in all of the non-Pun~abi provinces, especially among the

S~ndhis, the Baluchis and the Pushtuns. The Afghan

refucees complicate the picture and exacerbate these divi-

The ethnic and regional tensions arise partly as a

conse:2 erce of uneven development of Pakistan. The Punjab

an, ir. some areas, the Sin- are the most developed;

Bau st. the least. Pakistan has attempted to resolve

thes, :-'alances through such thincs as national quota for
9

:uhl!oh< anz by pourinc money into development projects,
10

esL&ecialv: in Ba:uchistan It is feared that the addi-

tic-. of th< refuees, who themselves are hichlv sensitive

to c ar.: tribal differances, will shift the precarious

* tha, has Leer rainstakincl: achieved. This, howeve ,

j> ha:! not taker place, ar seems unlikely to do so

S-f
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specter of increased interethnic conflict. Such conflict

and even violence may be inevitable given the volatile

nature of the situation and sensitivity of the ethnic c.roups

in question. Pakistan is made up of several antagonistic

ethno-linguistic groups making the concempt of nationhood

uncertain. The Afghan refugees add to that problem.

The question of resettling the Afghan refugees with. -

its border also shows that the Government of Pakistan is

on' partially able to control their movement and distri-

bution. To the credit of the Government of Pakistan, the

Afahan refugees are allowed freedom to travel in Pakistan.

As a result, while the Afghans are supposed to live in the

offic:al refugee villages, there is little that the Pakistan

novernme t can do to enforce that policy except throuch the

distriution of rations. epeater attempts to resettle the

refugees have had on!' partial success and] man', refugees,

at least several hundred thousand, live outside the official

camps, either on the edces of official camps or in other

areas.
-S

The dis~ri.u io f the refucees will continue to be

a ma-cr problem. The .oo.'rnment of Pakistan desires to move

the urf from the border and especial!Y
S

a fron thE a:t.J rour T : !war whert there is the la1 3 - C'-

se :, radio:.. T U:CP atm ' vclunteer aid organizations

a a ra er. . However, the refugees do n:7

wan, "c nT-. am. te e-cr c the othor areas of Pak/ ar

n" wan' then.

S
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Punjab. Historically the Pushtuns and the Punjabis have

not gotten along, and there is a bitter ethnic rivalry that

goes back into history. The Punjabis see the Afghans

historically as marauding warriors from the mountains who

have at times in the past swept down on the Indus plain to G

conquer. To the Afghans, especially the Pushtuns, the

Punjabis are soft urban dwellers and farmers, held in

contempt by the traditionally tribal nomadic Pushtuns. In

addition, the Afghans, many of them from high mountainous

regions, are not excited about moving to the very hot Indus

plain that makes up the Punjab and where temperatures

routinely are above 110 degrees in the summer. And they dc

not want to move so far from the border of their country,

since man,. refugees do return for periods of time to farm S

or fi:ht.

By mid-1984 there were 91,552 registered refugees in

U ten Refugee Tent Villages (RTVs) in the Punjab. UNHCR an-- S

other officials, however, report that it is hichlv doubtful

tha' that number of refugees is actually in the camps.

Visits to those camps reveal that the camps are larcely 0

empty. Many refugees who are officially assigned to the

RTV in the PunjaL, co there and recister, but do not livc

there, L , return peraoical' on>," to receive rations. 0

Th, mo:vemer. of the refugees to the Funjab demonsracs'

two p rohle' tha the refugees pose to Pakistan. It pu' s

two unfriendI> grouns into contact and thus raises the S

SI
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have relatives and connections in Pakistan. Thus to many

Afghans Pakistan is not completely a foreign country and to

many Pakistanis Afghans are like cousins.

Similarities aside, however, problems are growing.

Since space in the NWFP is being used up, the Pakistan

government is attempting to establish refugee camps into

provinces further away from the border, particularly to the

Pun.ab. There are good reasons for moving the refugees

away from the border provinces of NWFP and Baluchistan. In

the first place, it distributes the load more evenly around

Pakistan, thus, in theory, not overtaxing the facilities

and physical environment of any one province. Redistribl-

Ktion of the refugees would, it is thought, decrease

concentrations of large numbers of refugees and thus lessen

local hostility. It would make the distribution of services

some..hat easier. Most importantly, it would remove the
'S

refugees from near the border and thus from the war inside

Afghanistan. Some refuqees have settled within a few miles

of the border, inviting incursion by Afghan or Soviet govern-
.5

ment forces into Pakistan.

The redistribution of refugees to provinces away fron

the border has cone slowl.y, however, anrd is frauch* with

2ohical problems. For one, while the Pakistanis in the

,WF and Baluchistan are closely linked to the Afghans,

c-_>ura~ly, linguistically and historically, this is not thc

cas,, with Pakistanis in other provinceF, especia]]: in th<

" 0
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TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF AFGHAN REFUGEES IN PAKISTAN

Province Camps Population

NWFP 177 1,306,695
Tribal Areas 102 740,3e6
Baluchistan 60 727,173
Punab 10 91,552

TOTAL 349 2,864,806

Source: Chief Commissioner of Afghanistan Refugees, Islamabad.

Most of the refugees are in the Tribal Area or in the

7Northwest Frontier Province, 71 percent of the total.
0

These areas as a consecuence have been closed to further

recistration since 1922 because the density had become too

g croat.-

By" all accounts the reception of the Afghan refugees

into Pakistan has been surprisingly smooth and without

violence. The potential for trouble is great, simply

because of the numbers, but there have been very few cases

of violence against the new refugees. In part, this is

because most of the refugees have moved into areas of

Pakistan where the local Pakistanis are of the same ethno-

linguistic group, namely Pushtuns. The Pushtun majorit' is

largely accounted for by the fact that the Pushtuns live on

the Pakistani border and] thus Pakistan is the closest coun'r '

of exile. In addition, man'% Pushtun tribes have tradition-

al-., sou-h, refute in Pakistan. Man,' Pushtuns, therefor<,



Important also are the demographic characteristics of

the refugee population. Here again good estimates are hard

to obtain, but by most accounts the refugee population is

largely women, children and older men. The share of womer.
3

and c' ildren is estimated to be as high as 75 percent.

This very high dependency ratio adds to the burden of

supplying the refugees with aid, since the needs of this

group are greater. It also appears that the birth rate

among the refugees in the camps is hiah, again putting

greater demand on the health providers. Pushtuns account

for 94 percent of the refuaees, and 86 percent were unski/led

laborers or peasants in Afghanistan.

REFUSEE SETTLEMENT PATTERNS AND LOCAL PESPCNSE

Most of the refugees fleeing into Pakistan come fro-

areas near the border. These areas are largely Pushtun.

3 As a consequence, while the Pushtuns make u, only just over

50 percent of Afghanistan they account for the vast macrity

of the refugees. Table one shows the distribution of the

refugee b.. province in Pakistan.

I



There are in addition to the registered refugees

perhaps as many as 200,000 unregistered refugees who do 6

not or cannot live in the official camps. More will be

said about this group later in the paper.

How and why the refugees left is a subject for an

article in itself, but is relevant here since it will

affect the probability of their return. The common assump-

tion is that most of the three million or so refugees in

Pakistan have been forced from Afghanistan because of the

war, that they are fleeing directly from the combat areas

because of bornbinc or firing that directly endanger their

lives and property. While partially true, this picture of

the refugee situation cannot be completely accurate because

many of the refucees do not come from areas where fichtin a

is heaviest. In fact, a large part of the countryside of

Afghanistan is relatively untouched by direct fighting, at

least according to the reliable observations of Journalists

anrd others who report that one can travel relatively freel--

around the hinterland of Afahanistan and see little evidence

of fighting.

Refugees leave for several more specific reasons, which

are economic, political, fear for safety, fear of conscrir-

tion in the nilitarY, or the loss of home or village.

Pesearch on other acute refugee movements finds that in

situations of mass flight many who flee have little to fear, -

bu" flee because of the atmosphere of panic or hysteria.



1980. Most of those released lost little time getting out

of the country, even though flight was dangerous and .

expensive.

Estimates of the number of Afghan refugees now in

* Pakistan vary widely. Pakistani government estimates frorr 0

the summer of 1984 put the refugee population at 2,864,806-;

however, new counts are continually being taken. Other

sources, particularly the UNHCR, estimate the number to be

considerably lower, citing many cases of over-enumeration.

Precise population counts in this area of the world do not

exist even among the settled populations. It is not -

surprising that the exact size of the refugee population is

not known. The Government of Pakistan prefers to use hicher

estimates as theY receive international aid based on hean 0

count, an2 a larger number helps to dramatize the refugee

proble7. The World Food Programme, for example, uses the

lower figure of 1.7 million. The problem is that there is S

no good wa. to enumerate the refugee population, except at

the time of initial registration, when they first come out,

and when rations are distributed. In both cases, the S

Pakistani refugee administration does not have adequate -

personnel to screen and register refuqees, and there is

grea* motivation on the part of the Afghans themselves to 

exaggerate their nur-lers. The more dependents a male hea_'

of household, or a vllaqe elder, can claim, the more rations

4
he receives.

. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . ... ... . . . .. ... ... ..... ...... ..... . . . .. . . . . .. : . . ....



no official camps and the refugees made what arrangements

they could. Most stayed close to the border in the tribal S

areas and made accommodations with local tribal leaders.

In April, 1979, with the refugee population approaching

100,000 and the flow at nearly 1,000 per day, Pakistan

appealed to the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees (UNHCR) for assistance. The UNHCR urged the

Pakistani government to set official camps and to get the

refugees away from the border, for political and safety

reasons. This met with little success at first, but gradu-

ally took place.

The third, and largest, refugee influx came after the

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December, 1979. For the

first time the fighting affected a large segment of the S

po>. lation as the Soviet Union quickly brought its troop

strength up to 110,000 soldiers. Such anti-insurgent

U techniques as high level saturation bombing, gas warfare

an: destruction of crops were employed by the Soviets. It

became clear that the Soviet strategy was to depopulate the

country so as to expose the insurgents and guerrillas.

At the same time many more intellectuals and members

of the educated class came out of Afchanistan in the few.

mont l s after the Soviet invasion. The new covernment of 6

Babrak Yarmal released rmany who had bee-, held in prison

under the former regime in a qeneral amresty in January,

S
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persecuted by Daoud's regime. They fled mostly to Peshawar

and with the encouragement of the Pakistani government of

Bhutto began minor guerrilla activities against the govern-

ment of Afghanistan. These were largely unsuccessful, but

set the ground work for those that followed.

The second period of refugee exodus from Afghanistan

began shortly after the events of April 1972 when Nur

Mohammed Taraki overthew the government of Daoud. While

most greeted the new Marxist government of Afghanistan with

a wait and see attitude, it became clear to many Afghans

fairly quickly that all was not well. The Marxist govern-

ment soon attempted to implement sweeping social changes in

Afchanistan. While these changes were perhaps well-meaning,

if naive, they plunged the country quickly into chaos anz

armed rebellion. The Taraki response to the deteriorating

situation was brutal repression. It is estimated that nearly

a half million refugees came out at this time. Many intellec-

tuals, university professors and upper level bureaucrats

were among the refugees who moved primaril% into the urban

centers, especially Peshawar.

During this second period the Government of Pakistan

was relative!%, unprepared , since the refuqees were larae]"

unexpected. Nonetheless, the government attempted to offer

what it could and made public buildings available to the

ref'uzees. In the first year or so after 1978, there were



Inot national boundaries. Nonetheless at the time of parti-

tion, the Durand line became for the Pakistanis the official

boundary between Pakistan and Afghanistan, despite Afghan
1

protest. The border to this day is largely undemarcated

and the partially nomadic Pushtun tribes in that area have

seasonally crossed back and forth, from the mountains of

Afghanistan in the surrjrer to the warm Indus plain in the

winter. To the Pushtuns, the area on each side of the

border is Pushtunistan, and the Durand line, which cuts

their area in half, has always been seen as an artificial

creation of the British and never accepted. It is estj ated

that in the years before the beginning of the current

4refucee influx approximatel' 75,000 Afghans crossed the
2

border yearl. 2 In addition it has been customary for

Afghans to seek political asylur. in Pakistan, or, earlier,

* in British India.

It was not unexpected therefore that as trouble began

in Afghanistan in the 19 7 0s the Afghans would look toward

the Northwest Frontier Prfr-ince (N.W.F.P.) of Pakistan as

a place of haven. There have been roughly three stages of

refuqee flight, each corresponding to political events in

Afhanistan. The first refugees began to come out in 2u:

cf 19-2, in the period following Daoud's overthrow of the

monarchy. The number of refugees was small in this perani,

*rrhaps aonl'a few hundred. These first groups were larac>

olatica. refucees, primarily fundamentalists who were
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r concern to Pakistan and of more serious threat to its

stability is what will happen if the refugees do not

return to Afghanistan soon. If they do not return soon,

and it appears that they will not, then they will have

important political and economic consequences both for

local regions and for the country as a whole. The refugees

will have become permanent settlers. The parallel with the

Palestinian situation is unavoidable.

Finally this paper will agrue that while the problers

facing Pakistan as a result of the massive influx of Afghan

refugees are great, they need not threaten the stability of

the government of Pakistan. The problems of accommodating

nearly three million refugees in a relatively poor country

are great, but Pakistan has undergone more traumatic events

in its brief history. Unless major unexpected events take

pplace (a Soviet invasion of Pakistan, for instance), the

refugee situation will continue to be manageable in the

foreseeable future.

SIZE AND NATURE OF THE REFUGEE POPULATION

Historically the 1500-mile Afghan/Pakistan border has

meant little to the Pushtun tribes that live on both sides.

Referred to as the Durand line, the line was fixed as a

res.:< of an arreemenl between Amir Abdur Rahman Khan an

Sir Mcr~imer Duranc3 in 1893. The Afghans have since aruc-e

* that the line was only to indicate spheres of influence ani
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unfocused and not yet iflonier-. However, the potential

for trouble is present. Given the strategic importance of

the area, many expect that Soviet agents may try to stir

trouble in that recion, creating a situation that the-y r--.

exploit and thus gain access to the Persian Gulf. Zia, or.

the other hand, seems well aware of the potential problers

in Baluchistan and has acted wisely. Given five years iI.

which to stir up trouble, the Soviets have done nothinc
14

visible.

ECN.QM.I ]C__ISST'FS

Physical>y the refucees are well taken care of. The

aovernment of Pakistan, and many world agencies includi:n

United Nations High ComJission for Refugees (UNHCR) , World -

Food Programs (WFFF], lnternationol Committee of the Red

Cross ICRC) and the United Nation Children's Fund (UN'CZ?

and others, are workinc to provide the refunees with focJ,

shelter, water and med-ical care. The Government of Pakista:,

I rcu:... the Com.iss-oner for Refucees, adrinistfrs rations

of whet, cooklinc and' heatinq oil, meat and even cash.

the s rations are sometimes slow in comino, especiall'Y

[.. t-., the represe.n+  nonetheless a considerahle cost tc

:i ., e%-:, tho c's ml.]ch of the cost is met bv the U .-

.. ,:. . .- ' s. hile t, ,, P.'sical conditions in the ca.-: s

.L tcwe L . standards, the': are good by loca:

: .Ca-- 1;. ' i .e he'ter physically than war 'if-



in Afghanistan and perhaps better physically than the life

of a local Pakistani farmer.

There is, however, a growinc cc icern about the gual

of the life of the refugees. There is a fear that the

i

Afghan refugees are beginning to develop a "welfare" mentalitv,

coming to expect aid rather than earning it themselves. The

role of women in the Afghan refugee comrunity has wcrsened,

qiven the restrictive living conditions. There has beer. a

deterioration in the traditional Afghan social structure of

the refugee and a new kind of social organization is emercinc

amono the refucee com.unity. The old social organization

was based on the realities of rural tribal society, organized

round kinship, and the economics of farming and herdinc.

The new social orcanization is based around the realities

of car life, the problems of dealing with a foreign govern-

ment, and the problems not of producing a living from the*
soil as ir. Afghanistan, but of dealing with the complicate-

Pakistani bureaucracy: "socio-political institutions, thcu:h

still recognizable as Afghan, have skewed away from trazi-

tional paIterns. " 15

There has developed as part of this new structure a le..:

ki] c, leaJer. While the traditional village and tr a

lEa rs still have, such power, the new leadership refl'c:

the new realat',y of camp life. These "rational maliks" a-c

a , eial with the Pakistani bureaucracy, able to ce"



extra ration cards, and, in general, able to deal with the
r16

new realities of camp life.

One of the strategies use- by the government of Pakistan

ani the UNHiF to counter these undesirable developments has

U S
been to develop projects that will employ the refugees anc

allow the.- to earn income. This is a two-edged sword. Or.

the one hand, it is seen as desirable for the refugees to

work; it increases self-sufficiency and self-estee-,

decreasing dependency on charity. The camp life in general

is debilitatinc. Fathers are no longer teaching their sons

their traditional crafts and skills since they are not

requirea in camp life. The Pakistanis especially worry

that idle hands max' turn to political intrigue and mischief.ES
On the other hand, refucees who are econorically

active ma,. be less like>' to return to Afghanistan when

the fighting stops, especially if their jobs are in the

local ecomonv. Those who have found and settled in goo.

-obs will not necessarily be willinc to return. Irn addi-

tion, Pakistan itself has a labor surplus and every Afghan

e,loved potentially takes a job away frorr a Pakistani a 7r

thus increases local hos Iilit.

Conse:' er.ty', the, er-phasis has beern on self-contain.I

ref cee pro ecs tha* provi:,. the refuqees work, which

iv-rts cnercies at:_) provides self-sufficiency, but does

no' ta6> rcbs fror loca. Pakistanis and does not allow the

refugees to u* cow. roo'-t. These efforts have not beer

.'-v successf!a , and ost of the refugees lack stills o-
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interest in these projects. The International Labor Organi-

rq zation has started a vegetable seed project, and some "truck

farminc" projects have had success on a small scale. The

Small industry Development Board (SIDB , an agency of the

Pakistan Refugee Comrission, along with the UNHCP, has bezun

a carpet weaving center in Dargamandi, North Waziristan.

The prorect has proved to be moderately successful among

certain ethnic groups, especially the Turkomans, Uzbeks ar,

Taiks, groups that traditional>y make carpets in Afghanistan.

The Pushuns, who make up 94 percent of the refugees, do no-

make carpets, however, and do not participate in the protect,

17
limitinc drastically its scope.

Attempts to keep the refugees out of the local Pakistani

econorv rr.av be too little and too late. Two internal UNHCF

reports in 19E2, make several points with regard to the

economic participation of the Afghan refugees. In a survey

done in refugee camps in the Kohat district, 72 percent of

th_.e a-"l males had some type of employment that brought in

waes, and E percent of the families had at least one ware

earninz member of the household. The refugees were

enazoc in the. followina occupations:
1 9

I. Y.tchenc-gardeninc in fruits, vegetables and spicesi

2. Official erm-o 0'1ne by the Government of Pakistan
to wrork in areas of reforestation, water drainare,
etC.;

Far r 7: ian] lcaset: fo r l)cal Pakistani peasants



4. Daily labor, especially in the labor intensive

market places in the large urban centers; -!

5. Trade and smuggling, especially drugs and arms;

C. Trucking and shipping;

7. Livestock;

8. Merchants and craftsmen.

Truckinc: and shipping deserves more comment since it plays

a very important role and supplies work for many. In

Afsganistan in the 1960s and 1970s as new roads were built

traditional traders began to motorize their businesses. At

the same time, West Germany liberalized it export credits

for Afghanistan and manv' heavv and licht trucks were broucht

into the country. Man% of the refugees are bringing their

trucks wit'h them as the'y flee Afghanistan. Pakistani

authorities have been reqistering these vehicles under

terporary registration and allowing the Afghans to continue

tc work. The Pakistani policy on this results largely as

Pakastan. has an acute shortage in heavy trucks.

In the NWF alone, there are 893 heavy trucks, 55 larce

Luses, 1-3 mini-buses, 152 tractors, 411 cars, cabs, Jeecs

an:' pick-ups and 21 motorcycles or motorized rickshaws, a

t'a] f 1jC2 7 vehicles reqistered to refucees. There are

pro3 1 as man" more unreqistered. Each of these provi7e.i

a l:vin: for one o, Tc,'re famalies. For instance, it usua'l ',

a . se.ve.ra: a ]:' en to operate an maintain a larce truc :

a7-: Pah . " o s a fa-,il' of several people. In total, i,

4P
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is estimated that 60,000 Afghan refuqee families are

supported from the motorized transport business in the NWFT --

and in the rest of Pakistan. In addition the UNHCR esti-

mates that 45,000 camels and 25,000 donkeys are owned by

Afghan refugees in Pakistan. These animals are used for

comrercial purposes in Pakistan and bring income to refugee 

families.

The Afghans have also begun small retail shops in -

several of the urban centers, and along major highways.

Usually very small, and selling only inexpensive items,

these shops are nonetheless gaining a foothold in the S

bazaars of Peshawar and Islamabad. Many Afghans are also

working as craftsmen. The Afghans have made great inroads

into the tailorinc business in Peshawar and are considered 0

the best tailors of traditional clothes.

In sum, the Afghan refugees have already penetrated

the Pakistan economy in a major way. This is creating an --

will continue to create serious problems for the Pakistan.

government. At the present time, the proble- is somewhat

reduced since many Pakistani men work abroad. It is esti-

rated that there are 3.5 million Pakistanis outside Pakistan

wor:ing, main!y in Middle Eastern countries and that these

workers remit near]',' $2 billion (U.S.) yearly to Pakistan.

SoFe of this money is then privately invested into sma:l

infra-structural arrangements, construction and luxury Ccwoos

ha* in turn. create sobs in Pakistan. Afghan refugees,

!



therefore, move into the .jobs that the manpower shortace

creates.

Or. the other hand, the econoric activitv of the Afohar.

refu7,ee represents a time bomb. Mar.v of the overseas

Pakistani laborers will return an' cometaition for jobs

will increase. The surpclus of labor will inevitably lead

to a lowerinc of wages and thus to a lower standard of

living for most workers. Even now Afghan labor is cheaper

than equivalent Pakistani labor. Resentment among the local

Pakistanis will grow. While the Government of Pakistan max

welcome the Afghan trucks, what the local Pakistani sees is

that the trucking business is being taken over by Afghans,

who charge lower rates, and who, as refugees, are exerrrt

from the same licensinq fees as local residents.

UNREGISTEREDREFUGEES

Although most of the focus on this paper has been on

the refugees who live in the camps, there are actually

several kinds of refugees in Pakistan. The refucees whc

live in the official camps are primarily peasants, Pushtu

speakers, coming fro7 either rural villages or frorr nomal--

tribes. There are, however, man. refucees who cannot or

not. live in the camps. They are of two kinds: nor.-

Pushtur ~ hnic groups who feel that they cannot live ia.

Sa r :c* I' Pushtur.-do.inatedcamps and former middle class

Fah:i res ients. The former are primarily Tajiks, Ha:a.ar
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and Turkomans, whose ethnic antagonism toward the dominan +

21IPushtuns is old and deep. 21The refugees who do not live

in the camps account for perhaps 5 percent of the refucee

population. They live mostly in the border cities of

P 1eshawar and Quetta, but many also have moved to Islamaba:

and Karachi. The refugees who do not live in the official

camps are denied full refugee status, primarily the rights

to receive rations of food and other goods. The Pakistan

government, in agreement with UNHCP., has ruled that a

refugee must live in a camp to receive full benefits. While

this decision has some wisdo-, it nonetheless creates physical

hardshin for those refugees who feel the' cannot live in the

cam-s.

Some of the non-Pushtun ethnic groups were also

peasant farmers in Afghanistan, mainly the Hazaras and

Ta-iks. Other groups, especially the Turkomans, but also

man: of the Hazaras and Tajiks, were traditional merchants,

ba7aar-keeoers, traders and middlemen. The Turkomans, fcr

ins'a.cc, tracitionally brought carpets from the north of

Afzhanistan to Kabul for market. Now thev brinc their

carnet -co Peshawar and Islamabad, since Kabul is isolate2'

fron . c .wr market . Some of these non-Pushtun arouzs C<.

.. cam, bu; in general they: prefer not to do sc0

EC, Leca's F hc he camps are dominated by Pushtuns or

j c5: o caz :s set up for the non-Pushtun groups art

:r. :n:< : a "< . aces.
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! 0 Both the UNHCR and the Pakistan Refugee Commissioner's

office have largely ignored ethnic differences among the

refugees, viewing the refucees as a rather homogeneous

population. Ethnic divisiveness is not now an important

item in the minds of the Afghans; they are more concerned

about the occupation of their country and the war to drive

out the Soviets. Nonetheless, unless Pakistan and the other

policy-making organizations exercise some understanding cf

the important ethnic, linguistic and racial differences

0 among the refugees themselves, these issues could well

become explosive a-- the attention of the refugees becins to

turn from Afghanistan to Pakistan.

3Another group of refugees who do not live in the cavrs

are the urban dwellers, primarily frorr Kabul. Althouch

small in number, perhaps only a few thousand, they were

metbers of the emergent Afghan middle class. They were

often bureaucrats in Kabul workinc in the large Afghan

government acencies, or teachers, university professors

and merchants. They are more important than their numbers

indicate since thev are educated and possess those skills

imortant to a developin, country. They will not or canno"

live in the car7:p in -art because they no longer have the

Sribla or vi1aue connections around which camp life is

Lac:!, an: in. Tart because ca-T life represents the type

of tra~itio.1 rura' life fron which their recent upwar:

I ' ..-i- - -
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mobility has allowed them to escape. Because they do not

live in the camps, they do not receive rations and must

therefore pay their own expenses for housing and other

livinc costs. Man, live in sub-standard housing. Those

who can migrate to the United States or Europe. Because

few of those who go to Europe or America will ever returr.

to Afghanistan, this outflow of the educated class repre-

sents a significant brain drain. It leaves both a future

Afnhanistan. and the refuqee community in Pakistan withou

an educateu class.

Amon7, these urban refuqees from Kabul are a rather

larce qroup of sinole men in their late teens or early

twemies. Man', of them have fled Kabul, or other urban

centers, to avoid rilitary conscription. They have often

beer. sen out alone by their families. Many have graduate:

fro7 hitch school. They are largely speakers of Dari, the

Afhar. variant of Persian, and man; speak a European

lar~zrj., usually French or English, learned in high schocl.

Thev live in the urban centers of Peshawar an' Islamabad,

often nary in a single rooTF. They are potenial>.v the mros-

restive of a1l of the refucees, despite their small numle-.

bL.::- i. the urbar areas, the', are th tsr' visible to thc

"osal Pak: 'ar;.:. Beinc larcelv une- lo'.'ed an-d no: hay:n

faiie:, the'.' ten: to concresate in urba:n public places.

;s a or.sequence th.' arousc the suspicion of the Pakistar. -

an.: are accuse- of all typ'es of mmhief.



These youths also represent an important, althouch-

yet unrealized, political force. They are generally well-

informed about political issues and articulate in expressin-

their views. They could easily become an important political

power, since the;Y are not otherwise occupied. At this tie

their political interests are diffuse and unfocuse,.

REFG'EF REPAT,,"RA,.TL .

Of oreat corncerr, to the Pakistan and the Afchan refusees

as well is the cuestion of repatriation: Will the refucece

return an: unuer what conditions? Although it has been five 0

years since the Soviet invasion and twelve years since the

firs, trickling cf refugees started, the Government of

Pakistan has manaaeu to defuse local hostility by operatin :0

as if the situatior. were temporary. As long as most of the

peeole believe that the Afahans will soon depart they will

suffer ir, relative silence. This is not a deception since |

the Government of Pakistan firrrly hopes and believes that

an a7 . an .e'en car; soon be worked ou, so that the refusc-e

ri77Y' ret urn to Afchanistan. 0

Trn< is workin " against this stratecy as it becins to

C,7 a-:e. that the Afahans are not acira back in the

r anc thc' ih the shcr* run has beco,,e the

" r .. .. The reaso-' *'.a* the Afgh~ans will probably no

so-r r " ur r, are seera , an ] r:c uae the lac , prog-ess

on a-, i3erna :ra. a-reemen2 bcweer the rrincipa coun ies

- ...pal



that would" end the fighting, the penetration of the

Afchans into Pakistan's econorly, and3 the passage of t in S-E

i t sel.

Fistorv teaches. us that the more time that passes h

W fewe:- refu::ees will return. Studies orn refugee movements

~:vcethe time into roughly four periods: the first year

or so whnthe trauma and bitterness of the recent trac-.,c

everts overwh elrr other -feelings; the next two or three

,"ears wle.t-e refucee works with particular vigor to

rainta. contact and- connections with the original countr.;

a periodJ ofl depression and feeling of hopelessness; an.:'

fin~lvafter roughly a decade, the resignation to livirnc

.i tre h os , courr Most agree that the end of a peric:_

4of foror five y'ears marks an important watershed.. A s t he E

ref~eesituation continues beyond this period, the likeli-

ho: :ha the ref u;cee has integrated too deeply into

Fa'kisrani society grow,,s, the loss of contact with the situ,-a-

t~:~i. A~,r.stan increases, the refugee ages and_ the

c~.lirr.are ernterin7, Paki.stani schools. Ca7mp life isI

boir rout i*ne an,. the expectation of returninc decreases. 0

In a.>~ona new k~.~of leade3r is emrercinc in the cam::,

on~ ~r~:Lpower n osrd~nso h rdtoa r~c

~o sucL~ Eu or eh ra i r-F of ca-T lIf

Wc c A 7: ar C C,.. r ra I r c ards l 1eade r s

*~.,~Y ak~:an~L~r~>~cac- . hesemeha:



li-tle to gain by encouraging, their people to reurn -c-,r-c

their power comes from the cam-P environmen.

Tin t h en is g row in.g s hocrt. As time( passes and th,

ref~jnees -'o not return, the problems; for Pakistanicra.

One :iroble-, will be to maintain the level of assistarco.

that will be r'iedto maintain more or less permanent.

ca-i. Here the world' community', especially the U~e

S ta e, will protbaLl:.. maintain its level of sup:po'

r-' rot:le 7 w il be the po1i t ical anr social urres*

that, wil I increasc ,.hen. the Pakistani citizen sees th.a'

.- a.s- are no- lea':ir7. Already-, m-an.- of the riia

sevc e of c : cities affeo-ei ; ost b: the refugees are-

s,' ~ c t the lim-I. BusesQ are f,1ull, service-s strain-c

I iar an- streets crowu-ez an-- Ler-,rers beein:,nins- to fiare.

firs the Pak-ist-ani press was -cuiet on- the refugee isz,-c,

r,c - an-' more they discuss the "refugee protler-'. I:

i Lc o, nc a r-a -or issue, of discussior. inr Pakistan. A-fzhan

a rc in c rea s in 2 bein bl,;; tfr a n'tin 7 an r

cve~hic ha- goes. wronu-. Storiesaon of Afghanc

n a--iis~ana womer. , of Afg3hans robbinq PakistanJs ,

rf 1§.. 7r,,7n P ak:i stani.js from- their ohs or homes.

~~~ ~arc. perfect e- ~ Ltte

fc- r-cf of' -houe in Paki :stan now tera.-:.

e a~ea~: s~~ca IIa c r' wi th. many frustra--
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In adlitio., as time passes an' the Af'chans in !-,)

return, they will become increasinqly a political force

in pakistar.. Ever. now,,, the .f,-ha.ns in Pakistan operate

aa lacel n-epend.3ent poli-ical force outside the

~ie:cont rol ofI the -overn..ent of PapkIsta.. At this

4t., the( Afgh1an pOlitical parties are larcel'v concerrec_

ith the. war in Af~a~sabut several of the part ies

arc cloDse allIiE- wit the Pa:i star., conservative lei

i~I.._r'JS, espeiaI teJara i-Tlar Th c

of Pktar's7 -a i 7r e I-ho:) of' c ontrol ov er t e

I'Sr *s hro: j-7 itE control of arms an-- olther

reS. or- +the w a. As time passes, the

cf he f~hr~rwill' inc2reasincly turn -towar'

7.'. 1 S a-,.. h ref ur;_eeS w ill be use-- br aisv.

urous.a7.: h Af, ,han., will' In --urn.i~rasrc

Afha ~l tc-a 1 rjounr are now larcelv reli7ious

- -o'~~* T h _r-_'ore a'filiatc with. the coc-

re ~ciurPakstni olticl rouo :s. There arc

e ohe lie~ :cI I pct o- +Fc v iew amonr t he A f7h.a n,

.... a .,- .a c-a I S ar n- a q n e Ma.x ms Fa:so

r ~ .~ e:- ac f~eul'

.. S .'' V not an issuec
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CONCLUSION

The Afghan refugees pose many problems in Pakistan.

At this time there are more potential problems than actual

problems. There is the potential for economic competition

between Afghans and the Pakistani workers and shopkeepers.

The Afghans may exacerbate ethnic tensions and stir up

-nationalism in the provinces. There is the possibility

that the refugee will become entangled in the politics of

Pakistan, tipping the balance one way or the other. And

there is the probability that if the Afghans do not soon

return to their homeland, they will take on semi-permanent

status, much like the Palestinians in Lebanon and Jordan,

creating a similar situation.

These problems aside, Pakistan has done an admirable

job in the last five years. There has been little violence.

There have been virtually no cases of starvation or out-L
breaks of disease. There is an attempt to employ the

Afghans. Many world agencies are now in Pakistan to assist

with refugee aid. In short, there is no reason to believe

that the Government of Pakistan will not continue to deal

with the Afghan refugee situation. There are many potential

problems, but it has now been twelve years since the refugees

first started coming and five years since the Soviet inva-

sion. The short run has become the long run, and the

Government of Pakistan has demonstrated so far that it can

manage the situation.

. .
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CONCLUSION: LEGITIMACY FOR ZIA AND HIS REGIME?

Craig Baxter

President Muhammad Ziaul Haq has achieved the survival

of himself and his transforming regime for nearly eight

years. To survive, he has drawn on many of the tools which

are available to non-representative regimes and has also

been the beneficiary of a surprisingly high level of good

fortune. However, he must now work for something much more

substantial and more difficult to obtain than survival:

n. !.legitimacy for his government, his regime and the political

Icommunity of Pakistan. The papers in this study have

detailed the task Zia has accomplished, that is, survival.

r. They have also set forth the base upon which he must build

if he is to achieve legitimacy at each of the three levels

toward which legitimacy can be directed.

LEGITIMACY

Zia first wishes to attain legitimacy for himself and

his government, for "the authorities" in Easton's term.2

He has seen how legitimacy cannot be attained, and, if he

had looked at the earlier record of Pakistani and Bangladeshi

leaders, he might have avoided the questionable referendu' of
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December, 1984. Ayub Khan used a referendum by his basic

democrats system to regularize his holding of the presi-

dential office. But this did not confer legitimacy on Ayub;

that would come only when his regime displayed that it was

effective in governing the nation. When it was clear that

Ayub's government was no longer effective, the legitimacy

was lost and he and his government were dislodged from

office.*

The principal element in the failure of referenda to

confer legitimacy on either Ayub or Ziaul Haq is the absence

on the ballot of any alternative to the person and program

of the ruler asking for confirmation. What would have

happened had the voters recorded a resounding negative vote

in the referendum in December, assuming such a result would

have been announced? Possibly Zia would have resigned, but

another military officer probably would have replaced Zia

and reversed any of the minimal political gains that Zia had

* General Ziaur Rahman, president of Bangladesh, also used the referendum
technique, asking for approval of his rule and his program in 1977. He
won overwhelmingly, as did Ziaul Haq, but he found that the vote did not
legitimize his rule or regime. One problem was that no alternative to
Ziaur Rahman was present. Ziaur Rahman followed this with a contested
presidential election in 1978 and party-contested parliamentary
elections in 1979. These elections presented alternatives to the
voters and served, along with effective governance (in the Bangladeshi
context), to legitimize the government and regime of Ziaur Rahman. 2

. ....
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granted up to that point. Zia has taken the favorable vote

as a mandate for his own presidency for a new period of__

five years. This, too, is an unwarranted conclusion and

could be upset if the new national legislative body is

permitted to function as a parliamentary group which can ..

actually exercise constitution amending powers. Zia's

position, as a result of the referendum, could actually be

more precarious than it would without it. The new assembly I
might well have chosen Zia as president, especially with

the specter of the military lurking behind its actions.

Zia seems to wish to change the relationship between

the president and the prime minister mandated by the 1973

constitution. Under that document the president was under

the effective control of the prime minister and the cabinet; .4

he could take no official act without the approval of the

cabinet. The amendments Zia has decreed are a return to

the viceregal system of the Government of India Act of

1935, under which Pakistan was governed until 1958, with

some amendments pertaining to the independence of the country

in 1947. Using these powers the governors general and presi- 0

dent, with an interlude between the death of Jinnah (1949)

and the assassination of Liaquat Ali Khan (1951), were able

to dismiss cabinets and even dissolve the assembly and _-S

eventually dismiss the regime through the proclamation of

martial law in 1958. In this he announced amendments to the

S
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1973 constitution, Zia has reserved for the president the

right to dismiss the National Assembly on his own initia-

tive. At the same time, he has made the process of further

amendment more difficult by requiring a two-thirds majority

vote in both the Senate and the National Assembly, as well

as a simple majority vote in each of the provincial

assemblies.

The Zia-prescribed regime will, when it becomes effec-

tive, have another safeguard which will prepetrate military-

control and permit the military to intervene when it deems

it necessary. The creation of a National Security Council

is modeled after the Turkish constitution (Article 111 of

that document). The eleven-man council will include the

president, the prime minister, the chairman of the Senate,

the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the three service

chiefs of staff, and the four chief ministers of the

provinces. 3 Assuming the presidency is filled by a retired

military officer, there will be five military representa-

tives and six civilians. The power of the president to

change the prime minister and the power of the governors .

(who, for the time being at least, are military men) to

dismiss the chief ministers, however, leaves only the chair-

man of the Senate as a fully independent actor. The council

is to be merely an advisory body, but, coupled with the new

designation of the president as supreme commander of the

• - - - - - -- . . --- .- p- .- o.' . *- . . L . °
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armed forces, it is unlikely that its advice will be

ignored. Zia, by two moves, has thus accomplished one

of his goals: the constitutional guarantee of a role for

the military in the governance of Pakistan.

Participation and Legitimacy

The creation of the National Security Council and the

power of the president to dismiss the national assembly on

his own initiative (the modified Senate will remain as a

continuing body not subject to constitutional dissolution)

together limit severely the declared object of legislative

sovereignty. It is possible for the legislature to amend

the constitution, but it can be expected that proposals

for sharp changes would invoke the "advice" of the National

Security Council if they had not already invited presiden-

tial dissolution.

Despite the strange position in which the voters did

not know for what they were voting, the turnout in the

February, 1985, election was quite high by Pakistani

standards. The amendments were announced after the polling

was over. The unofficial, but announced, percentage of

participation was as follows:
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Province National Provincial

The Punjab 59.59 61.80

Sind 44.60 49.82

Frontier 38.81 47.61

Tribal Areas 75.00 ---

Baluchistan 35.13 46.62

Capital Area 60.24 ---

Total 52.93 56.91

When these are compared with the turnout at the December,

1984, referendum, they are markedly higher than the 10-15

percent some press reports claimed4 , although lower than

the clearly inflated government claim of 62 percent. The

participation can also be compared with that in the equally S

well run 1970 election; the differences are slight. The

provincial variations can be explained by historic patterns

in which the Punjab leads and the other provinces follow in

the same order as they did in this election. It is also

interesting that the few days between the national and

provincial elections have apparently brought out a few more .

voters. There have been some allegations of ballot box

stuffing in the provincial elections, charges which are all

but absent in the national poll. A more likely explanation

may be that the smaller constituencies gave the electorate

a greater familiarity with the candidates.

S
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Participation which breeds legitimacy cannot be

measured only by voter turnouts. In these elections, the

electorate was not only voting blind as to the powers of

those elected, but was also denied the opportunity to

select among party platforms, among alternative policy

options. While some candidates were clearly recognizable

for their views and their membership in "defunct" political

parties, most appear to have been without previous identifi-

cation and thus without aggregative national or provincial

policy positions. Observers have tried to tally the results

with previous party membership, but at this writing the

results of such analysis are at best doubtful. For example,

The Times reported that 38 of those elected to the National

Assembly had been members of Bhutto's Pakistan People's

Party (PPP),42 were associated with the right of center

Muslim League led by the Pir of Pagaro and nine came from
.5•

the fundamentalist Jamaat-i-Islami. 
5

Zia, by holding non-partisan elections, is consciously

or otherwise following a path Ayub tried in his first 7:
(indirect) elections to the assemblies in 1962. It failed

for Ayub; the members of the assemblies (national and

provincial) divided into the king's parties and the opposi-

tion early on. Ayub yielded and permitted parties to be -

formed. Zia may well find that he must do the same. His

new changes in the constitution did not eliminate the

• " .. -. , , • , " "",., . - ".-.- " - • i...° . : .- ,- i-.i'< '.
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provisions pertaining to political parties. In his speech

of March 2, he said that a decision on party formation or

the continuance of non-party politics would be made by the

National Assembly and the Senate (which together will be

termed the Majlis-i-Shura).

Many of the religious scholars who gave advice, soli-

cited and unsolicited, to Zia on the form of government

opposed political parties. The basis for this was the

common belief that the Muslim community (umma) must not

unite in error. Thus, in the view of many religious

specialists, the existence of parties would indicate divi-

sions within the Islamic community.

It would seem likely that divisions, if not actual

parties, are inevitable. Presumably some will vote against

the new prime minister when he seeks a vote of confidence,

which he must do within two months according to the new

amendments. The prime minister ( and the president) must

look to coalition building, as in any political system, and

in doing so they must find a combination which will give
S

support willingly based on its demands being met effectively

by the government.

All of these aspects of Zia's newly modified regime may

or may not stand the test of time. He will undoubtedly work

hard to preserve the transformation of Pakistan he has

accomplished so far, including the Islamization program,

and to do it in a framework which is set out in his new
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amendments to the constitution. This, too, will require

careful coalition building. However, before we turn to AD

coalition building and the place of the groups studied

in the papers, we must look briefly at Zia's record on the

third object of legitimacy.

Legitimacy and the Political Community

Beside the authorities and the regime, we need to

consider briefly the record on the critical matter of

nation-building (or creating legitimacy for the political

community) in Pakistan. The record has not been one of

success. The unity of the state was broken when Bangladesh

separated in 1971. But the complaint of Punjabi dominance

which is heard in the smaller provinces and which existed

in West Pakistan before 1971 is, since 1971, a much sharper

matter than it was earlier. It is not a solution to the

problem to anger the mobile and economically agressive

Punjabis. It has been suggested, in fact, that the mobility

which is displayed by the Punjabis and, to a lesser but

significant degree, by the Pathans and the Baluch has done
S

much to weld Pakistan into a single economic and demographic

unit. It is interesting to note that the new amendments to

the constitution have incorporated the 1949 Objectives

Resolution of the Constituent Assembly which declares

Pakistan will be an Islamic federal republic. (With these

and earlier amendments, a careful editing of the constitution

as it now stands will surely be needed!)

-- --. U --; i . . V i- ., .k - - -. -- - - - - - -. - - - i . . .
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The grievances are most strongly expressed now by the

Sindhis, the group which appears to be the least mobile.

It is their province into which others move (although the

Punjabis move anywhere as opportunity allows). It is also

in Sind that the refugees (muhajirin) from India have had

the greatest impact in commerce and the professions. These

grievances have swelled into violence in areas of Sind.

Zia and his regime have not successfully met the complaints

of the Sindhis. On the other hand, it is not clear what

can be done. Karachi is a cosmopolitan city and a seaport,

and externing non-Sindhis is not a reasonable step. Nor

would it be possible to ban further investment and employment

of persons from outside Sind; bans on movement have been a

political device to halt the travels of opposition politi-

cians but not to stifle economically useful investment.

Unlike Bhutto, Zia has followed a policy of using the

carrot rather than the stick in both Baluchistan and the

Frontier. The development needs of each province, especially

Baluchistan, are great and difficult to meet. The Baluch

probably already are a minority in their own province with

Frontier migrants of long standing occupying much of the

north and the city of Quetta and more recently Punjabis

moving in. The Frontier (and to a lesser extent Baluchistan)

has large numbers of Afghan refugees, who seem unlikely to

be able to return to Afghanistan in any foreseeable future

and will have to be absorbed into the province.

-
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The internatiunal climate also has a bearing on the Z-2

unity of Pakistan. Economic problems are alleviated to a

degree by the opportunities presented for employment in the

Middle East, but these opportunities could shrink as oil

revenues decline or as projects are completed. This would

raise the level of competition for jobs and aggravate pro-

vincial complaints. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan has

probably lessened provincial rivalries as the "athiest

Soviets" are less likely to be acceptable to all but the

most ardent separatists. India, too, will have a bearing

on Sindhi problems; it is probable that India had some role

in the Sind disturbances if only from the utterances of

Indira Gandhi. The international environment, however, is

something over which Zia and his government have little

control, although working toward an acceptable settlement

of the Afghan issue and moving further toward improved

relations with India could help.

COALITION BUILDING

In the name of survival, Zia has placed restrictions on

political behavior, rewarded some groups in the political

community and governed with the support of the military, at

times in cDnflict with the people. He has now gone beyond

these techniques by proclaiming a modified participatory and

partially democratic regime. He has been unable fully to

* ignore "politics" in the past, although by holding coercive

.................................................
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power he has been able to act as he wished within very

broad limits. He will now presumably have to play "politics"

in a much more conventional way. To do so he and his prime

minister and cabinet will be required to satisfy groups in

the political system in a sufficient manner that willing

acceptance of him and the regime can be assured. The study- .

has detailed the roles and the affectations of a wide rance

of groups toward Zia in the past and may be predictive of

their views in the future.

Zia has wished to transform Pakistani society as well

as establish a new regime in the political sense. His goals

of Islamization surely have not been fully met. However,

in a recent interview in the Christian Science Monitor he

said that he had not been "swayed by anyone, either the

fundamentalists or the moderates. I form my own opinions.

And I, myself, am a moderate." 6 There are several unanswered

questions about Islamization. Does Zia feel that his steps

so far are the key ones and that further Islamization may

not be needed? Did he expect the fundamentalist parties,

especially the Jamaat-i-Islami, to win a larger number of

seats in the National Assembly and thus spearhead the drive

toward Islamization in that body rather than in the presi-
9

dential office? Would Zia tolerate steps "backward" from

Islamization? Would it be possible to go back even if

conditions appear to dictate a relaxation of, say, Islamic

-I -- k
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banking? It would seem that this is an area in which Zia's

steps are not complete if the fundamentalist view is taken

as his, but he has denied this in his interview. I
The groups which have been studied almost all seer to

give Zia some support, but it is neither unqualified nor

necessarily permanent. '1

-- The upper classes, both rural and urban, landed,

economic and administrative, are often the groups which

will go along with almost any regime with the intent to

benefit and perhaps dominate it. The landlords may be the

archetypical group; they have worked with all rulers from

the Moghuls on and even went some distance in accommodating

to Bhutto as can be seen in the PPP candidate list for 1977.
-The economic elites appear to be still somewhat .ii~

uncertain that the climate for investment in the private

sector has really changed under Zia, but clearly he is seen

as a better bet than a return to Bhuttoism.

-- The military rules and could be unhappy if its

powers are sharply curtailed; the National Security Council

is an important gesture toward military support for the new

regime. But this is a long way off for more junior officers.

They must question what will be their future if lucrative

Middle East and civil administrative posts are no longer

available.

-- Civil servants who have been displaced in policy-

making and policy-recommending posts may look upon the new

I
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system as a way to return to key posts, but democracy, if

carried too far in the eyes of many military and civil

bureaucrats, is not necessarily an advantageous regime

for them.

-- The middle farmers have done well under Zia but not

because of Zia. They will watch to see if prices remain

• high and markets open.

The greatest danger to Zia, as it was to Ayub, will be

an economic turndown. Almost all of the groups discussed

in the papers would look upon the government and the regime

as the cause of poorer economic conditions. As mentioned

earlier, the causes could be completely outside the control

of Zia--drying up of Middle Eastern employment, weather

related problems, poor markets for cotton and basmati rice,

inability of the refugees to return--but the government will

get the blame.

Zia, therefore, must quickly put some credit in his

account of legitimacy with as many groups as possible. He

must be seen as one who tries to meet the demands of poli-

tically active groups, especially those who can be organized

sufficiently to make effective their claims on the resources

of Pakistan. The greater the credit available to him, the

more likely he and his regime will be able to ride out a

storr.
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POSSIBLE SCENARIOS

The new Zia regime, when it is fully implemented, will

change Pakistan from a military regime to one which is not

completely civilian but which has an integral role, potential

rather than actual, for the military. There are four possible

scenarios: (1) military government, (2) a civilian facade

with an active military role, (3) a civilian government with

the military in the background but with a legal potential

to intervene, and (4) a civilian government. In the last

the military would have no legal right to intervene, but

that is always a possibility in Pakistan.

The most likely of the four scenarios probably is the

second: an active military role in a government which has

a civilian prime minister and elected legislative bodies.

Zia may surrender his uniform, as he has stated he will,

but his continuing connections with the military make the

role of the military an active one. The National Security

Council clinches this argument. It is not necessary to

have Zia himself as the link, as Zia perforce will leave

the scene. When that happens another serving or retired

military officer would be his likely successor.

The second most likely scenario may well be a return

to military rule. The power delegated to the National

Security Council almost ensures that a change, if the

council decided it were needed, would be in the direction

" " " " "' " ""
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of a return to martial law. It might be a government

M headed by Zia or it might be headed by another, but military

it would be. This would mean a departure from coalition-

building although it would not mean a total avoidance of

mU "politics."

The third possibility is a loosening of the connection

between the military and the government, perhaps by amending

the constitution to eliminate the National Security Council

or to curtail its powers. The power of the president to

dissolve the assembly makes this an unlikely course, but a

coalition between the urban middle class officers and the

middle class urban and rural groups might make this possible.

It probably would matter little; the ultimate coercive power
Iwould remain in the hands of the military, and it could

return to government with little difficulty. Thus such a

change would be to a regime in which the military role on

a day-to-day basis would be passive rather than active.

The development of a scenario in which the military

would truly become a non-political group subservient to a

civilian government seems unlikely. Two previous examples

might be recalled. Under Bhutto, despite the "Westminster

style" constitution, the regime became the most oppressive

of all systems used in Pakistan. He tried to limit the

power of the military but ultimately failed. Zia said that

it took time for him to realize the iniquities of the Bhutto
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period, but eventually he decided to act to purge the

government of those misdeeds. The earlier example is that

of the so-called parliamentary period before 1958, although,

as we have noted, it was actually a period of viceregal

S]

rule which may be emulated by Zia now. Cabinets and prime

ministers came and went but the norms of responsibility of

the ministry to the parliament were avoided. it is unlikely

that the military would permit a return to the near chaos

of that period.

Another set of scenarios deals with Islamization. It

would be almost impossible for any government to propose an

undoing of such Islamic law as has been introduced; it is

just not in the cards to go against what is said to be the

will of Allah. Retaining the present level may be the most

likely future. With the defeat of the fundamentalists,

further development of an Islamic state may be arrested,

but what is in place will remain.

Zia may well have taken his greatest gamble. Whether

this has been done as the result of outside pressure, as

some allege, or it was his own idea is not clear. He now

must build on the groups discussed in this paper and con-

struct coalitions of support. He has the field largely

to himself. Much of the opposition to him, notably the

Movement for the Restoration of Democracy (MRD), has been

hoist on its own petard by its refusal to participate. Its

opposition will now ring less true.
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